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FOREWORD 

Because of the increasing urgency of conserving water lost from unlined irrigation 
canals, the Lower-Cost Canal Lining Program was inaugurated by the Bureau of 
Reclamation in June 1946 as a concerted effort to develop lower-cost linings. An 
interim report, issued in 1946, outlined the broad scope of the program and presented 
information available at that time on types of linings and their service records. In the 
past two years, the program has been advanced by laboratory and office research, 
surveys of installations, seepage determinations, field experiments, and equipment 
development. 

This report records the progress made in developing lower-cost linings. In many 
phases of the program, accomplishment has been limited, and the many problems that 
remain unsolved emphasize the complexity of the undertaking. Although prepared pri
marily for use within the Bureau of Reclamation, this progress report may be of inter
est to others concerned with irrigation, as the problem of canal seepage losses is 
common and important to other agencies, water users' organizations, and individuals. 
Copies of this report, therefore, are made available for selective distribution outside 
the Bureau. 

The report was prepared in the office of the Chief Engineer by T. V. Woodford, 
M. C. Lipp, and H. M. Sult, under the direction of R. F. Blanks, H. R. McBirney, and 
H. S. Meissner. Information on the laboratory investigations and tests was supplied 
by the concrete, bituminous, earth materials, a.TJd hydraulic laboratories. Data on the 
condition of existing linings and much of the information on experimental installations 
were reported by project offices. Many of the field trial installations involving new 
materials and techniques were made possible through the cooperation of a number of 
equipment manufacturers, the Asphalt Institute and affiliated organizations, and the 
Portland Cement·Association. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thousands of miles of irrigation canals in the western states fail to deliver a large 
proportion of the water turned into them at their intakes because of leakage from unlined 
sections. This problem was recogni:oed as early as 1907 by Dr. Elwood Mead, later 
appointed Commissioner of Reclamation, who wrote.: .. (51)* "The water which sinks into 
the soil from ditches and reservoirs is one of the chief sources of waste in irrigation. 
In gravelly soils, or where ditches cross gypsum strata, the losses sometimes amount 
to more than half the total flow. The water which escapes is often worse than wasted. 
It collects in the lower lands, fills the soil, drowns the roots of trees and plants and 
brings alkali to Ute surface," Photograph No. 1. 

Six years later, E. G. Hopson, a Bureau of Reclamation consultant, writing in A.S.C.E. 
Transactions (34) stated " ... many of the water supplies which appeared to be inexhaus
tible a few years ago are being rapidly fully appropriated; so that reasons for economy 
and waste prevention are becoming more and more cogent. It is the writer's belief that, 
as _time goes on, it may even be found necessary for legislation to require canal systems 
to be lined or otherwise protected from seepage loss, not only in the interest of investor 
and water user, but as a reasonable measure of conservation where water supplies are 
limited. As an engineering and business policy, it is well in the front rank and should be 
considered bX all who are building new works or operating and extending those already 
constructed. ' 

Since these early days in the history of western irrigation, when the need and urgency 
for a program of water conservation were realized by only a few farsighted engineers, 
the situation has become much more critical. The water in our streams and rivers, which 
is utilized for irrigation, power, transportation, and many other productive uses, has come 
to be recognized as one of the greatest and mo~t valuable of our natural resources. Today, 
many of our western streams are fully appropriated and diverted, yet there remain many 
t..ltousands of acres of dry, fertile land along these streams which could be irrigated if 
sufficient water were available. Furthermore, the demand continues for additional irri
gated farm land to keep pace with the rapid industrial and population growth of the nation. 
The development and successful operation of new projects, as well as the further expan
sion of existing projects, depend, in a large measure, upon the most efficient and benefi-
cial use being made of the water presently diverted for irrigation. . 

It has been estimated that one-third of all the water diverted from western streams 
for irrigation is lost in transit to the farm land and it is known that in a. few individual 
cases, this loss in transit is as great as 60 percent. Of the 14,600,000 acre-feet of 
water diverted for use on 36 Bureau of Reclamation projects durin& 1946, approximately 
37 percent was lost in transit. More than half of the transit loss, or 23 percent of the 
total water diverted, was attributed to seepage from canals and laterals. The remaining 
14 percent was lost through waste. Evaporation is recognized as a factor in transit 
losses but it is generally agreed to be negligible, and no attempt was made to segregate 
it in the above figures. Assuming a water duty of 3 acre-feet per acre, the 23 percent 
of water lost through seepage would adequately irrigate an additional acrea:>e of more 
than 1,000,000 acres. The losses through waste may be reduced and controlled by more 
efficient operation of the irrigation sys_tems. It is also common knowledge that in some 
cases more water is applied to irrigated land than is necessary or conducive to maximum 
production. This again is a practice which can be corrected through improved farming 
met..ltods and careful operation. Seepage losses, on the contrary, can be reduced only by 
providing a relatively impervious conduit for the water. In open channels this can be 
accomplished either by constructing a lining or by special treatment of the canal section. 

Linings cf various types and materials have been installed in numerous canals in the 
past where conditions made lining imperative or where the lining could be justified eco
nomically. However, of 125,000 miles of canals and laterals constructed in 17 western 
states (1C42 Census Report) less than 5,000 miles, or 4 percent, are lined. The chief 
reason for this lack of canal lining, in the face of an urgent and obvious need for conser
vation of irri~ation water, is the prohibitive cost of dependable linings. Therefore, the 
solution of this problem depends upon the development of canal linings or meth:J:is of 
treatment which can be provided at a sufiiciently low cost to be economically feasible 
for use on the majority of irrigation projects. . 

*Numerals in parentheses thus, (51), refer to the bibliography. 
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A considerable amount of individual, uncoordinated effort to reduce the cost of lining 
·canals has been expended for short periods in previous years, as indicated in the litera
ture and in the correspondence and informal reports on file. However, such effort in the 
past was usually short-lived and resulted in very limited progress. In recognition of the 
urgent need for an organized and continuing effort, the Bureau of Reclamation officially. 
inaugurated a Lower-Cost Canal Lining Program in June 1946. Outlined in Circular 
Letter No. 3398, the Program included functions by office and field forces. It called for 
laboratory and office research, surveys of existing installations, seepage determinations, 
field experiments, and equipment development. Progress to date has been retarded by 
the Bureau's work load and the limited availability of funds and competent personnel. 
However, the program has produced some worthwhile results and plans for its continua
tion are unchanged. 

It is the purpose of this report to summarize and bring up to date all available data 
and information on canal lining; to present the results of laboratory research, field 
installations, economic studies, investigations of seepage losses and seepage measuring 
devices; and to describe new developments in equipment and methods of constructing · 
lined canals. So far as possible at this time, conclusions and recommendations as to 
the value of various types of linings and their suitability for use under various field con- · 
ditions are stated. However, the answer to many of these problems can be determined 
only after years of continued research and observation of canal lining installations in the 
field. Therefore, these conclusions and reccmmendations are not presented as the final 
results of the Program, and are subject tc revision as more complete data are obtained. 
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Photograph No. 1 

Groundwater over cultivated field due to seepage 
from canal 700 feet north of field. 



SEEPAGE DETERMINATIONS 

SEEPAGE LOSS MEASUREMENTS 

Many factors enter into the need for and justification of lining. Damage to land by 
seepage or the cost of a drainage system to prevent the damage may, and often has, 
amounted to more than the cost of a dependable lining. Where lands are thus damaged 
by excessive seepage, it is evident that remedial measures are required, although know
ledge of the exact amount of water seeping from the canal may be unimportant. However, 
the relation and slope of the various soil horizons may be such that the seepage water is 
not visible but flows underground. In many instances the cost of the lining must bear a 
relation, or be equal, to the value of the water lost. It is often desirable also to deter
mine accurately the effectiveness of a lining installation. The only means of determining 
the actual loss is by measurement, and since the quantity is generally small in compar
ison with the total discharge in the canal, extreme care must be exercised to obtain 
accurate results. For this reason, an important phase of the Lower-Cost Canal Lining 
Program is to devise the best method of measuring the quantity lost by seepage. The 
principal methods for determining canal seepage losses are: 

1. Inflow and outflow method by use of either current meters, salt velocity, weirs, 
valves, gates, venturi meters, or Parshall flumes 

2. Tappoon method 

3. Constant and variable head permeameters 

4. Laboratory seepage meter 

The inflow and outflow method involves the measurement of the quantity of water 
flowing into a particular section and the corresponding outflow from the same section, 
the difference representing the total loss. Current meters are often used for this pro
cedure because no head loss occurs and the instruments are low in cost. However, the 
accuracy is normally insufficient for the purpose of evaluating seepage losses, although 
the average of a large number <5f measurements will increase the accuracy of the 
~esults. · 

Application of the salt-velocity method involves a determination of the time required 
for a salt cloud to travel from one pair of electrodes to a second pair at a known distance 
downstream. The passing of the electrolyte may be detected with an oscillograph or an 
ammeter. The elapsed time for the cloud to pass from one pair of electrodes to the other 
represents the average velocity of the water from which the quantity may be computed. 
The chief advantage of this system is that no head loss exists. However, the special 
equipment and technique required render the method unsuitable for ordinary field usage. 

Weirs are generally impractical because of head loss, and even in the few cases 
where their installation is possible, the fluctuations in head, when using large quantities 
of water, are sufficient to produce inaccurate results. The installation costs are rela
tively high, which further disqualifies this method of measuring the flow. 

Valves, gates, venturi meters, Parshall flumes, and similar devices may be utilized 
if properly calibrated. In this connection, it should be remembered that only relative 
values are required when utilizing the inflow-outflow method. For instance, even though 
the measuring apparatus at each end of the section being studied indicates discharges 
10 percent in excess of the correct amount, the differential will be approximately correct. 
Hence, the use of identical measuring devices will tend to compensate for any errors. 

The tappoon method involves segregating a reach of canal with temporary bulkheads, 
filling with water, and observing any decrease in volume over a given period of time, thus 
evaluating the quantity of loss. Or .a constant depth may be maintained in the test section 
by providing a small discharge of known quantity into the reach and measuring the outflow 
over a fixed crest. The difference between the two quantities then represents the total 
loss. This procedure permits the meas:urement of small quantities which is readily 
accomplished quite accurately with weirs. 

Based on present information, the tappoon method is the most accurate means of 
determinirig seepage loss. However, it does possess certain disadvantages in that the 
canal being studied must be taken out of operation, or measurements made off-season 
when freezing temperatures or a dry subsoil may introduce undeterminable errors 
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sufficiently large to void the results. A further disadvantage is that the eff~ct of · 
·velocity on the seepage loss is ignored,. whereas experiments made by r~g water: 
In short sections of test canals supported ·on screens show th!l;t the loss 1~ greater Wlth 
still water than with flowing water. (180) A very small v~loc1ty makes ~1ttle differ~nce 
but a bottom velocity of 1.5 feet per second has a marked influence. A higher veloc1ty 
further decreases the amount of seepage but in a much lesser degree. · · 

Evaporating, which also is usually neglected, is considered to be negligible .. On.,. 
this subject Samuel Fortier states (179) that the loss,of water due to evape>ration 1s 
small in co~parison to the volume carr~ed and on an average represents_less than one-
fourth of one percent of the flow." · · · · ·· 

The constant and variable head permeameter consists merely of a pipe placed in . 
the canal, while flowing, to segregate a small section .. The I?ipe is then filled with_ wa~er 
"and the drop in water surface noted over a pre-determmed tlme, or a known quantlty 1s. 
added to maintain a constant head. The loss from the pipe, representing the seepage, is 
subject to errors if any leak occurs around the end forced into the canal or if a change 
in density is caused by disturbing the soil. The procedure does possess the advantage 
that the loss is determined in a local area instead of a considerable length permitting 
the determination of those sections contributing most to the total loss. 

Tlle laboratory seepage meter, Figure lA, is a modified version of the constant head 
permeameter. This device is equipped with a flexible bag which is submerged in- the 
canal after filling with a known quantity of water and connected to the cylinder previously 
forced into the canal boundary. A constant head is maintained on the area segregated by 
the cylinder and the loss from the bag determined over a given period of time by weighing 
the bag before and after the test. Another type of permeameter apparatus is shown in 
Figure 1B which operates with a variable head. In each of these modified permeameter 
devices,· the cylinder forced into the earth is provided with a bleeder valve to release any 
air trapped while placing the apparatus in position. · 

Obviously, none of these permeameters can be used in lined canals, and their appli
cation is probably limited to the determination of relative values of loss rather than a 
method of ascertaining total seepage losses. Additional tests are necessary to establish 
definitely the relative merits of these several devices. ' · 

The preferred procedure of measuring seepage loss from an unlined canal is to 
apply the tappoon method by dividing the canal into several reaches sufficiently long to 
obtain a loss great enough for accurate measurement. The application· of one of the 
permeameter devices in the sides and bottom of the canal at predetermined intervals 
will segregate any particularly porous section. The same procedure is applicable to 
lined canals except that permeameters cannot be used. · 

There has been considerable variance relative .to the method of expresslng th~ 
quantity of seepage loss. This has been expressed as: (1) second-feet per acre of · 
wetted area; {2) percent of flow per mile; (3) feet depth over water surface per unit 
time; {4) percent of total diversion; (5) feet depth over wetted area per day· {6) second
feet per thousands of square feet of wetted area; and (7) cubic feet per sq~re foot of 
wetted area per 24 hours. . . . 

Perhaps the most common expression is percent of total diversion or percent·of 
flow. Although this method may be preferable for operational purposes it is not suit
able when comparing the loss from different canals as this will vary wifu the extent of 
the wetted area. Hence, it is proposed to use the expression "cubic feet per squa:re 
foot of wetted area per 24 hours' as a standard means .of expressing the seepage loss 
in connection with the canal lining program. 

In the reports from the regions on existing linings, considerable data were included 
on seepage losses. Data were given for numerous unlined sections as well as for linings 
of concrete, shotcrete, asphalt, and bentonite. Many of these data were incomplete as to 
thickness and condition of the lining at the time of test, but losses were expressed in 
terms.of.c~ic !eet per square foot of wetted area per 24 hours and, therefore, are of . 
value m md1cating the probable range. Losses from unlined canals varied from 0 20 to 
3.0, while losses in lined sections ranged from 0.0 to 1.2 cubic feet per square fo~t of 
wetted area per 24 hours. In the datareported by Rohwer and Stout (3), a maximum 
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loss of 8.24 cubic feet per square foot of wetted area was shown for an unlined section 
through sandy loam. This loss, from a lateral with an average discharge of 13.9 cubic 
feet per second, was also shown in percent per mile and was equal to 41.3. As a further 
comparison of the relation of these two units for expressing seepage losses, a main 
canal and a lateral, both unlined, with average discharges of 111 and 5.75 cubic feet per 
second, respectively, were both reported to be losing 10.93 percent per mile through 
seepage. Expressed as cubic feet per square foot of wetted area, however, the loss from 
the main· canal was 2.07 and from the lateral only .595 cubic feet. 

When considering the amount of water lost by seepage from a canal, consideration 
must be given to the fact that the loss may be only temporary with recovery at some 
lower elevation. For instance, observationf;_ on the North Platte River between Whalen 
and Bridgeport (13) revealed that approximately 65 percent of the water diverted for 
irrigation returned to the river, and hence was available for irrigation of additional 
land. In cases where the earth structure is such that the seepage water does not enter 
a natural stream, drainage ditches or wells may be provided to permit irrigation of 
additional land or supplement the existing water supply. In fact, it may not be desirable 
to prevent seepage as in Kern, Tulare, and Fresno Counties of California where seepage 
during the runoff season is required to build up underground storage for use during the 
summer and fall for pumping as there are no surface reservoirs for storage. However, 
in utilizing water from the soil, consideration must be given to the chemical composition 
due to any salts that may have been dissolved, since the drainage water may be unfit for 
irrigation purposes. 

Location of the groundwater table is necessary to determine its effect on the amount 
of seepage and assure that the measurements are made under normal conditions. If the 
groundwater table is sufficiently high, there may be a flow into the canal under study, or 
conditions may be such that no exchange of water exists between the canal and the adja
cent area. During the initial wetting of a canal in the spring season, the loss may be 
abnormally high until the groundwater is replenished and, unless proper precautions 
are taken, loss measurements will be in error. Test wells adjacent to the canal at 
varying distances from the centerline will permit location of the groundwater table and 
a determination of its stability and effect on the quantity of seepage. 

The amount of silt deposited in a canal will certainly affect the seepage rate. If the 
material through which a new canal passes is such that silt will be carried into the voids 
reducing the permeability, the loss by seepage will decrease after the first few years 
operation. Consideration must be given to this fact when measuring the loss from a 
recently constructed canal. 

The effects of precipitation during test periods will introduce errors in the results 
which may only be avoided by not making observations under adverse conditions. No 
accurate means exist for ascertaining the quantity of water which will flow into a canal 
from surface runoff and by percolation. According to Hazen's formula for the flow of 
groundwater, the velocity is proportional to the temperature Fahrenheit plus 10, hence 
an increase in temperature from 50 to 70 F would increase the seepage loss 33 per
cent. (180) Accordingly, the groundwater temperature in the vicinity of the canal is 
important. 

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 

Preliminary investigations, prior to construction, are of considerable value in 
determining the probability of excess seepage and the damaging effect of the water so 
lost to the canal itself and to nearby lands. Perhaps the first and one of the most impor
tant requirements is a soil profile. A soil profile is a vertical section of the layers of 
soil existing along the canal line. The characteristics of the soil profile control all 
internal water movement except that influenced by nonsoil agencies, such as animal 
burrows, root holes, and the like. The soil profile should be determined below the canal 
bottom to a depth at least equal to the expected water depth in the canal, or a minimum 
of 5 feet. If a complete soil profile is not justifiable, an approximate profile obtained by 
a few test holes, supplemented by surface observations, may be sufficient for estimatino
seepage losses. A field man trained in the objectives and procedures of this work o 

should be present at the time of the excavation of the test holes and should log the 
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materials according to the Casagrande classification. Other descriptive information 
should be included with the soil c~::."'lification, such as apparent density of soil; presence 
of small cracks, holes, or streaks of band; and apparent permeability of the soil in place. 
A knowledge of the extent of a particular type of soil found in the test hole or the place of 
change in material along the canal will assist in determining the soil profile. Another 
important feature that should be noted on the soil profile is the transverse slope of the 
ground surface along the canal. Steep slopes encourage seepage because of the possibility 
that very permeable strata may intersect the canal section or the earth surface near the 
canal. Sand and gravel formations in the vicinity of old river terraces are often very 
permeable although they may be overlain with fine-grained soils that may be sufficiently 
thick to inhibit excessive seepage. The soil structure in such areas, as determined from 
a few test holes made for reconnaissance purposes, will indicate the seepage possibilities 
and the number of additional test holes necessary. 

Generally, the types of soil that are likely to have heaviest losses are relatively 
clean sands and gravels. Uniform gravels are highest in permeability followed by well
graded gravel, uniform sand, and well-graded sand in decreasing order. Another type of 
material that is usually questionable is a very plastic clay (Casagrande CH type) because 
of its tendency to develop large shrinkage cracks upon drying. This type soil should have 
small seepage losses when continually wet, but a recent test installation on the Delta-

. Mendota canal is an exception. Provisions were made for wetting the base (CH type soil) 
under 195linear feet of concrete lining to determine the destructive effects on the con
crete due to the expansion properties of this particular soil. Water was added to the base 
for 3 months at about 2,00::l gallons per hour, indicating a high percolation rate. The 
strong affinity for water and possibly minute fissures in the soil account for this high 
loss. Other soils that will have moderately heavy seepage losses are the very fine sands 
of the SP or SF-silty type and silts of ML or MH types. These fine-grained soils are also 
hard to hold in any regular form of ditch due to sloughing and erosion. Following is a list 

. of soil types with their Casagrande classification symbol and a relative rating as to permea-
bility and probable need for lining: 

GP Gravel, uniform--extremely permeable--need lining 

GW Gravel, well-graded with few fines--extremely permeable--need lining 

SP Sand, uniform--moderately to very permeable--usually require lining or silting 

SW Sand, well-graded with few fines--moderately permeable--usually require 
lining or silting 

CH Clay, very plastic-.-very impermeable when wet, or extremely permeable 
after drying--!lpecial considerations 

ML Silt--fairly impervious, but bank section is difficult to hold in place--special 
considerations 

MH Silt, very compressible--fairly impervious, but bank sections difficult to 
hold--special considerations 

GC Gravel with clay binder--may range from moderate to very low permeability 

GF-clayey Gravel with excess clay--usually impermeable, good stability 

SC Sand with clay binder--usually'impermeable, good stability 

SF-clayey Sand with excess clay--usually impermeable, good stability 

GF-silty Gravel with excess silt--usually impermeable, good stabllity 

SF-silty Sand with excess silt--usually· fairly impermeable·but hard to hold on bank 

CL Clay (lean) usually very impermeable 

OL Organic silt--permeability fairly low, but stability is questionable 
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OH Organic clay--permeability very low, if soil is kept wet, but stability is 
questionable and shrinkage cracks are probable 

' 
More factual test data supplementing the above criteria will be of considerable value 

in predicting seepage losses. The permeability characteristics of the soils along the 
canal may be determined by cutting undisturbed samples from the different types of soils 
for laboratory permeability tests, or by making field percolation tests on the predomin
ating soil types in place. Both of these tests have definite limitations •. The laboratory 
test is necessarily made on a small sample, which may contain small holes or permeable 
streaks which are not continuous in the natural structures, but would extend through the 
test specimen and thereby give faulty permeability results. The analysis of field perco
lation tests is questionable because the material types, structural arrangement, and 
lateral flow at the point of test, are frequently not representative of the area. 

The laboratory permeability test follows the standard procedure** except that the 
materials are placed in plastic, permeability cylindel'S and tested without any super
imposed load other than the water head. Undisturbed cohesive samples are cut to fit 

, the cylinder, whereas noncohesive materials sampled loose are placed in the cylinder 
at their in-place density. Where permeability tests are required on noncohesive soils, 
the in-place density must be determined. 

The field percolation tests may be made by either measuring the amount of water 
required to maintain the water level in a test hole of known dimensions at a constant 
depth, or by measuring the amount of water required to maintain the water level in an 
open-ended standpipe at a constant depth. For best results, it is advisable to continue 
either of these tests until the rate of water loss becomes fairly constant--usually 3 
days or more. The test-hole method is most adaptable to use in material of low-to
moderate permeability where the quantity of water required is not excessive. The pit 
or hole may be filled with gravel to prevent caving of the sides or erosion of the soil 
which may settle in the bottom and tend to form a seal. The standpipe method may be 
used in any soil, but should have a 6-inch layer of gravel in the bottom to avoid disturb
ance of the soil when the water is added. Further details on the procedure for field 
percolation tests are contained in the Bureau of Reclamation Earth Materials Investiga-
tion Manual, November 1947. · 

**Laboratory Procedure in Testing Earth Materials for Foundation and Construction 
Purposes, Bureau of Reclamation, July 1946. 
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CANAL LINING MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

In his text, Irrigation Practice and :sneering ~180), B. A. Etcheverry established 
the following requirementS for a good c lining: ' It should be practically watertight 
to prevent seepage loss and the resulting waterlogging and rise of alkali; its cost should 
not be excessive; it should prevent the growth of weeds; resist burrowing animals; be 
strong and durable, preferably not affected by the tramping of cattle; adapted to the con
struction of a smooth canal of the proper shape to increase its carrying capacity and 
permit the use of high velocities.' These, together with a reasonable amoun~ of flex
ibility and extensibility, are the desirable characteristics of an ideal lining • 

. Few, if any, of the canal lining materials in common use possess all of these 
characteristics, the relative importance of which depends upon probler:1s encountered 
on each installation. The several types of linings which have come into general use, and 
those experimental linings utilizing new materials and construction methods, are discus
sed in the following pages. Some of the newer-type linings ·are described in more detail 
than those which have been in common use for many years, not for the purpose of empha
sizing them or attempting to sell the idea, but because of the lack of information available 
elsewhere, Details commensurate with the importance of cast-in-place concrete, for 
instance, are not given here because such information is· readily available in the Bureau's 
Concrete Manual. (56) The type of lining to be selected for a particular installation will 
be the one with the characteristics which most nearly fulfill the requirements of the job. 

CONCRETE AND MORTAR LININGS 

Linings of portland cement concrete and mortar may be cast-in-place, precast, or 
applied pneumatically. Mixtures in which portland cement is combined witli selected 
natural soils are termed soil-cement and are discussed further under the general head

. ing of Earth Materials .. 

Cast-in-place Concrete Mortar 

The term "cast-in-place" in this discussion refers to linings constructed of premixed 
plastic concrete which is either troweled, screeded, or formed into place. Canal side 
slopes are usually made sufficiently flat, as discussed under design, to avoid costly forms; 
but forming may be necessary in special cases. Some installations exist which were con
structed with forms, but linings of this type are rarely built today. Hand or machine 
screeding is and has been 'for years the most common method of construction for cast-in
place linings. The fresh concrete is usually dumped from wheelbarrows or dragline 
buckets and screeded into place by hand or by machinery built for the purpose. Photo
graph No. 2 shows men hand-screeding a· 2-inch concrete lining in a small lateral. One 
or two strokes with a long-handled steel trowel finishes the operation. The concrete was 
supplied by wheelbarrows operated on the 2-inch plank at the top of each slope. Trans
verse screeding has also been used in larger installations as illustrated in Photograph 
No. 3 where concrete was dumped in the canal from a concrete bucket operated from a 
dragline. The .lining was placed in alternate panels to reduce final shrinkage and the 
screed was pulled up the side slope by a winch on a tractor at the top of the bank. 

In spite of these improvements in construction operations, progress is relatively slow 
and considerable hand labor is required with attending high cost. On jobs of considerable 
magnitude, it is usually found economical to utilize one of several types of slip-form or 
continuous lining equipment. These may be mounted on railroad rails on the berm or, if 
the lining is unreinforced, may ride directly on the trimmed subgrade. Such equipment, 
which is described in more detail under the general heading of equipment, places and 
screeds the concrete across the. entire perimeter of the canal as it moves, or is moved, 
longitudinally along the section. The simpler slip-form (see Photograph No. 11) whiCh 
rides directly on the subgrade has recently been used economically in small laterals and 
farm ditches of only 1- or 2-foot bottoms. It is not believed adaptable to use in large 
canals and obviously cannot be used for placing reinforced concrete.· 

From a study of the many miles of concrete lining in existence, it is estimated that 
the average serviceable life of a properly designed and constructed concrete lining is 
about 40 years. A few canals lined with thin cement mortar have been in service 
for longer than 50 years. Many concrete linings have given satisfactory service for 
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over 30 years and are still in goo::! condition. In 1886, a 3/4-inch cement mortar lining 
was installed in 11.9 miles of the Gage canal, Riverside, California (see Photograph No. 
4). It was reported that the condition of the original lining still in service is very good, 
although about 25 percent of it has been replaced for various reasons. Three miles of 
the Fruitvale Mutual Water Company's main canal in southern California lined with 1/2-
to 3/4-inch of cement mortar in 1880 is reported to be in good condition. The Hodges 
Conduit, part of the water supply for the city of San Diego, California, which was lined 
in 1908 with 3-inch reinforced concrete, is still in service and in a generally good con
dition although there has been some damage from ba~k-pressures. There are many 
other concrete lininrTS in service today of ages approaching that of the above linings. 
However, there hav~ been numerous early failures of concrete linings, due to one or 
more of the many factors affecting their permanence, such as design, location of the 
canal, groundwater, subgrade conditions, quality of the concrete, and construction 
methods. 

The measured losses from concrete-lined canals vary through a wide range 
dependent upon the quality of the concrete and the condition of the lining. Since escape 
of water through unfilled cracks and joints constitutes the principal source of leakage, 
the maintenance of concrete linings is essential to their most efficient use. A reasonable 
ioss from a properly constructed and ~aintained conc:r:ete-lined canal shoul~ not be in
excess of 0.05 cubic feet per square foot of wetted penmeter per 24 hours. 

Concrete linings are highly resistant to erosion and will permit the safe use of high 
velocities especially if the water does not carry an appreciable amount of sand. This 
may be of considerable importance where advantage can be taken of steeper gradients 
which, with the resulting higher velocities, will permit the use of a smaller canal cross
section. Weed growth cannot penetrate a concrete lining, and while some weeds may be 
found growing in the larger cracks, the necessity of routine· weed removal is nil. Burrow
ing animals, which cause numerous canal breaks, cannot penetrate such a lining. Concrete. 
lininP"s distribute concentrated loads to a limited extent, and thus are not readily damaged 
by liv-estock or canal cleaning equipment and will successfully bridge across small holes 
and washouts. They also exert an appreciable stabilizing effect on side slopes that might 
otherwise have a tendency to slide out or slough. 

On the other hand, concrete linings cost more to construct than any of the other 
commonly-used types which may limit its use. Concrete is subject to temperature 
cracking because of its high coefficient of expansion and low extensibility. If not sealed, 
these cracks· permit seepage and thus affect the durability and life of the lininP". Also, 
the resistance of concrete linings to external hydrostatic pressures due to groundwater 
conditions, or from a rapid drawdown in the canal water level, is qUite 1imited; In north
ern climates where considerable below-freezing weather is encountered, fr.ost heavi."'lg 
(Photograph No. 6) is W1doubtedly the greatest factor .in the dest1'uction of concrete linings. 
The provision for adequate drainage and proper preparation of the subgrade, ·as discussed 
tu1der the general subject of design, is perhaps the most effective protection aO'ainst frost 
heaving. Where such conditions are to be anticipated, it may sometimes be adVisable to · 
omit lining. Extensive damage may result from freezing and thawing in a concrete-lined 
canal in year-aro\Uld use as ill"®trated by Photograph No. 7. Laboratory tests and field 
experience have demonstrated, however, that the addition of an air-entraining agent to 
the concrete mix will greatly minimize this destructive action. It is therefore particu
larly important that a properly designed mix, with air entrainment, be utilized for con
crete linings in locations where severe conditions of exposure can be anticipated. 

In an effort to lower the cost of canal linings, there has been an increasing reeognition 
of 1;h~ desirability and practicability of relaxing the requirements for alignment, grade, 
and fmish, for standard concrete linings on Bureau projects. This idea has taken positive 
form in more liberal tolerances which have been adopted recently and now appear in 
Bureau specifications. These permit a departu1'e of 4 inches from established alignment 
and a depart~e of 1 inch fr_om established profile grade. A minus variation up to 10 per
cent in specifted thickness 1s now permissible, provided that average thickness is main
tained, as determined by daily batch volumes. For the past year Bureau specifications 
have.been interpreted to require a minimum, of hand trowelling. No hand trowelling is 
:reqmred when .r~onably workmanlike results are obtained with a long-handled steel 
trowe~ ~ the lmmg slab emerges from the slip-form canal lining machine F\.U'ther 
simphftcation of this finishing procedure is under consideration. · 
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Among the various canal linings having the qualifications of a lower-cost lining--
low maintenance costs and long life as well as moderate first cost,--the possibilities of 
a simplified concrete lining have attracted increasing attention. An approach to such a 
lining has been made on the Gila project in the pit-run concrete lining placed with a slip
form (see description in section on equipment), although either pit-run or screened fine 
and coarse aggregate might be used. Such a simplified concrete lining may be placed 
under specifications requiring a minimum of control refinements. Pit-run aggregate 
may be satisfactorily utilized if of suitable quality and grading, and if series segregation 
is prevented by wetting and care in handling and batching. Screened material propor
tioned to contain 50 to 60 percent sand will expedite placing and finishing. A cement 
content of about 5-1/2 sacks per cubic yard of concrete is adequate for the average job. 
Pit-run material containing more than 60 percent sand will require additional cement-
one-half sack per cubic yard for each additional 10 pere€nt of sand. Batching may be 
by any method that will maintain the cement content within a variation of 5 percent plus 
or minus. Entrainment of 3 to 5 percent of air will be required to facilitate workability 
and finishing, and to improve durability. 

Finishing may be largely eliminated where a fairly smooth s-urface is left by the 
slip-form. Piano wire alignment and rail guides are not required for operation of the 
slip-form which may be guided, as was the slip-form used on the Gila project, by a for
ward pan sliding on the trimmed subgrade. Tolerances need be no more restrictive, and 
probably less if necessary for significantly lower costs, than the 4-inch deviation from 
line and l-inch deviation from grade, which has been established in new specification 
tolerances for standard concrete linings. Trimming costs in small canals can be greatly 
reduced by the use of longitudinally operating blades and graders working to liberal but 
practical tolerances. Wherever practicable, turnouts and similar structures should be 
constructed in advance of lining operations and should be designed so that the structure 
is recessed to permit trimming and lining equipment to pass without interference. Suit
able blockouts will, of course, be necessary for subsequent construction of bridge piers, 
checks, and overchutes. 

The serviceability that might be expected from such simplified concrete linings is 
indicated in the 27- and 34-year-old linings of the Franklin County and Burbank irrigation 
districts near Pasco, Washington (Photographs Nos. 8 and 9). The Franklin County linings 
are still in service while the Burbank canals were abandoned because of "financial difficul
ties in 1925 after 12 years of service. Both linings are in good condition and have evi
dently required very little maintenance. Such performance would make a simplified con
crete lining highly competitive with other lower-cost lining materials having less prospect 
of low maintenance and long life. 

Reports from India to the effect that relatively weak concrete linings containing 
impure slaked lime were giving excellent service, led to a series of tests in the Denver 
laboratories aimed at developing a mix with greater extensibility and less drying shrink
age. Although results in the main were negative, some detail of the series is given here 
as a matter of record. Tests were conducted using hydraulic lime alone as the binding 
agent in concrete and in combination with portland cement. Asphalt emulsions were 
added to regular concrete mixes and the effect of air entrainment beyond the recommended 
amounts for durability was investigated. It was found that as the air content was increased 
above 5 percent, the drying shrinkage increased and the strength and elastic modulus 
decreased. Restrained specimens containing air up to about 5 percent appeared to crack 
at about the same age as concrete without entrained air. However, specimens containing 
7 percent or more of entrained air cracked earlier with increased air. It may be conclu
ded, therefore, that the reduced cracking which should result from a lower elastic modulus, 
is more than offset by increased drying shrinkage when high percentages of air are 
entrained. A similar effect was obtained with additions of asphalt emulsion. 

In mixes containing hydraulic lime as the binding agent, strength was so low that 
tests on restrained shrinkage would havi! been meaningless. Compressive strength at 
28 days for concrete containing from 500 to 600 pounds of hydraulic lime per cubic yard, 
was about 400 psi. Test specimens of hydraulic lime concrete disintegrated completely 
after less than 10 cycles of freezing and thawing. The use of hydraulic lime in combina
tion with portland cement resulted in a decrease in compressive strength of the concrete 
at 28 days, in proportion to the amount of hydraulic lime used. Restrained shrinkage 
tests of concrete containing 10 and 20 percent hydraulic lime indicated less resistance 
to cracking than the control specimens of all portland cement. 
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Cost of Concrete Linings 

Understandably, tl:le cost of concrete lining varies widely with a number of factors 
such as location, accessibility of the region where construction is to be undertaken, 
competition among bidders, rigidity of specification requirements, and general economic 
conditions. Because of these variable factors, it is almost impossible to establish the 
cost of concrete linings with any degree of accuracy. · 

The cost of concrete lining installed by the Bureau of Reclamation has varied 
considerably as shown in Table 1. This has been especially true for the last few years, 
and it is impossible to determine a reliable cost for concrete lining under present con
ditions. However, during the years Hl27 to 1940, construction costs were fairly constant. 
To secure reliable data on the cost of concrete linings, bid prices and cost reports for 
the linings installed by the Bureau during this period were secured and analyzed. Since 
it was known that many bidders purposely unbalance their bids, an average of the three 
lowest bids was utilized where three or more bids were received. If less than three bids 
were received, an average of the two bids, or the one bid only, was used. 

It was realized that the costs of these items would vary with the section of the country, 
but no attempt was made to take this into account because the questionable accuracy of 
other assumptions did not warrant it for this purpose. Nor were all projects used; if some 
local condition, such as a large amount of rock excavation or inaccessibility of the·job 
resulted in unusually high prices, they were eliminated. In making this study, only the 
major items of construction were considered; namely excavation, compacted embankment, 
trimming, and lining for lined canals. 

An attempt was made to correlate the varying unit cost of each item with the quantity 
involved or the size of canal. It was found that the cost of concrete did not exhibit any 
definite tendency to vary with the size of canal, but it did show a good relationship with 
the quantity of concrete involved. For small yardages of 250 to 400 cubic yards, the 
average cost was about $19.50 per cubic yard including cost of materials and labor and 
decreased with increasing quantities to approximately $14.50 per cubic yard for quanti
ties of 8,000 cubic yards and over. An average weighted cost was determined to be about 
$16.75 per cubic yard such as would be applicable to a yardage of 2,500 cubic yards. 
This value was used in future computations in this report. 

J 
The unit costs of excavation, compacted embankment, and trimming, evidenced a 

much more definite relationship to the size of canal than to the individual quantities 
involved. The average unit cost of excavation varied from a high of approximately $0.19 
per cubic yard for small canals and laterals of 10 to 30 cfs capacity to $0.10 per cubic 
yard for canals of 200 cfs capacity and larger .. The high.cost of excavation in the smaller 
canals and laterals is undoubtedly due to the small cross-sections and the relatively small 
yardage which precluded the use of large earth-moving equipment, such as is normally 
employed for excavating the larger canals. The unit cost of compacted embankment 
rem$ed fairly constant for canals of all capacities at about $0.20 per cubic yard. The 
average unit cost of trimming the canal subgrade increased with increasing canal capac
ities from $0.19 to $0.36 per square yard. This increasing cost for larger canals may 
be due to the fact !Jlat the trimming of !he s_mall canals has usually been accomplished in 
the past with unskilled hand labor or Wlth s1mple, relatively inexpensive equipment, 
whereas th~ larg~ canals required the use .of large, costly, specially-built equipment. 
Although this eqUlpment speeded up operations considerably, it had·to be amortized in 
construction cost on the one contract and actually resulted in higher unit costs of 
trimming. 

Figure 2 shows the average total construction cost for 3-inch reinforced concrete 
lined canals of various capacities. The data and graphs pre::.ented under the heading of 
Design .of Lined Canals were used to determine the dimensions of the cross-sections for 
the var10us canal capacities shown. These cross-sections, which represent average · 
Bureau of Reclamation design! were used ~ compute the yardage of excavation, compacted 
embankment, trimming, and lining per station for use with the above unit costs As shown 
by these graphs, the cost of excavation is about 8 to 15 percent, compacted embankment 
3 to 5 ~ercent! trimming 14 to 1~ percent,, and the lining 64 to 72 percent of the total cost 
of a 3-l;llch.reinforced concrete lmed section. Thus the cost of the p~•~g and th tr'mmi 
are maJOr 1tems of expense. u..,, e 1 ng 

. ~ fur~e~~re~~own of the cost of a concrete lininginto the various items of expense 
lS s own Y gure · Considering only the lining, the cost of placing the concrete is the 

' 
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SPECIFICATION 

No. SGHED. 

446 

453 

453 2 

459 2 

464 

546 

546 7 

550 

623 

623 2 

659 

659 2 

675 

711 

716 

721 4 

721 5 

721 6 

729 

743 

748 

748 2 

751 

769 

776 

776 3 

783 

790 

794 

801 

801 

813 

813 

81~ 

865 

884 

886 

890 

947 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

CONCRETE LINED CANALS 
COST DATA BASED ON CONTRACT BJD PRICES ANO CONTRACT COST REPORTS 

1 _~C~A~N~A~L~S~E~C~T~I~OrN~~ ~-------,-----,--~CrA~N~A~L~~L~IN~IN~G~-r--------------~----~C~O~S~T_O~F,rl~IN~IN~G~P~E~R~S~OrU~A~R~E-rY~A~R~D~r---~ 
r DATEr 

d SIDE 1,..-.'NED QUAN. THICK· REINFORCEMENT CONTR. JOINT SPACINGS CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT SUB· TRIM. b 
!""'"~' TYPE GOV'T. GOV'T. SUB· TOTAL 

e. f. s FEET FEET SLOPE CU YOS. NESS LONGIT TRANS LONGITUDINAL TRANS CONTRAC MATERIALS COOTRACT MAT£RJALS TOTAL GRADE 
PROJECT AND LOCATION 0 

Sto. 31 t 33 to 226 tOO R · f d t"t @J 12" f'+ @24' 
Krttitos Morn Conal 1320 12 9.75 1t: I 4-29·26 em orce 7,600 3" 
Yok imo Project Concrete p•O.OOJ04 p•O.OOI52 

None 

Sto.226+00io488+35 1275 11 a.99 R'f d .>"t"'l2">,"t"'24" Ktt·t M · C I t t t 1,1 ' I 12·28·26 eln orce 10 000 3" -, \."' ~ 
Y~ki1m~s Prg)~ct 0"0 13~0 1~ 9.~5 Concrete ' p:0.0030• p:O.OOI52 

None 

Sto488+35to745t00 1254 950 f .>,"t@JI2">,"t@24" 
Kittrtos Moin Conol to 12 +o 11· 1 12-28·26 Rein arced 2,800 3M 
Yokimo Project 1275 9.59 Concrete p•OOOJ04 p•O.OOI52 

None 

Stoi069tOOtol38l+OO 925 10 7.61, 
6

_
3

_
27

Reinforced "~,"t@l2" 0,"+"'24" 
Kittitas ~~,i.n Conal to to to 14= 1 9,450 3 ~ 
Yakima Project 121tr 12 8.70 Concrete p=0.00304 p=O.OOI52 

None 

Sto OtOO to 242 +60 6 7.85 R · f d >"+@ 12" "'"+ @24" 
North Branch Conal 92S to to I~= l 12~6-27 ern orce 5,800 3n 1i • 
Yakima Project 10 7.88 Concrete p=0.00304 p=0.00152 

None 

S~~rfh3 t~oi0 2051
tOO 451 7 5.76 I~= I 10·25·33 Reinforced 670 3" f•@ 12" j"t@24" 

Owyhee Project Concrete p~0.00304 p=O.OOI52 
None 

StoOtOO to 240+00 R · f d r~@ 12" .>,"t@ 24" 
Mitchell-Butte Lateral 179 5 3.71 1*= 1 10·25·33 em orce 440 3" • 
Owyhee Proiect Concrete !>'000304 p•O.OOI52 

None 

Sto OtOO to 513+00 f ~,"+@ l2' ~,·t @24" 
Mitchell· Butte Canal 1068 10 ~o oo 1i' 1 11·7·33 Rein arced 630 4" 
Owyhee Project Concrete p•0.0040a p•0.00204 

None 

Sto.O+OOto587+00 110 2.96 Reinforced -i"t@t2uft@24" 
g~g~g~~i~~~0~o~~~a\ t~0o 4 3~g9 li= 1 7~ 8 - 35 Concrete 

1
' 100 3

u p=0.00304 p=O.OOt52 None 

Sto Otoo to 587+00 95 2.63 R · f d .>,"+"' 1•" >,"+@24" 
Ogden-Brigham Canol to 4 to 1-1 = 1 7·8·35 ern orce 5,550 3" \."' <;. 

Ogden Rrver Project 110 2 96 Concrete p=0.00304 p=O.OOI52 
None 

Sto. 587+00 to 1260+00 35 2 i.94 
1 
•. ~ 35 Reinforced .!.

0
"Cl@ 12• ..!,ftt@24• 

Ogden- Brigham Conal to to to 1-1 = I c. c.v- C t 6, 750 3• 
OQden River Project 85 4 2.48 . onere e p=0.0030 p•0.00t52 

None 

Sto. 10+00 -to 335 +00 IS 
2 

1.28 I-,': 1 12 .a:>-35 Reinforced 2,640 3• t"t~@ 12" ·f.t@24" 
Soutk~Ogden H!9.hllne to to Concrete p=0.00304 p•O.OOI5• 
Ogden Rrver Pro1ect 35 1.94 c. 

Sto.313tOOto576+81.5 R f d ,'"t@12•.J..,"tr.:..24· 
Y k. R d C I 2201 14 112 t!,, 1 4·13·36 ein orce 9,770 4" \.'"' 

0 •mo 1 ge ana · Concrete p=0.00408 p=0.00204 
Yakima Pro(ect 

None 

Stai02+00tol97+77 R f d T'"t@l2",'"tr.:..24" 
Yok'·mo Ro'dge Conol 2200 14 11.2 1-,' =I 12-14·36 ein orce 2;480 4" ~ 
Yokrma PrOieCt Concrete p=0.00408 p=000204 

None 

Sto.27+00to340+00 R'f d -,'"+@12"-,'"+@24" 
914 a 7 51 I ' 1 1·11·37 ern orce 1 540 4" Heart Mountain Conal · i' , 

Shoshone Project Concrete p:0.00408 p=0.00204 
None 

sta uo5 +so to 1129 + oo R · f d -f •@ 12" -r • ®24" 
Block Canyon Canol 1001 12 9.13 1~·1 3·12·37 em orce 725 4" 
Borse p,01ect Concrete p=0.00408 p=Q00204 

None 

Sto.ll59+ootoi179+00 R"f d ftl@12"-t"t@24M 
Black Canyon Conal 1001 12 9.13 I~= I 3·12·37 em orce 1,010 4" 
Boise PrOtect Concrete p=0.00408 p=0.00204 

None 

Sto 1129toll59&: tl79toi25C 
1001 12 9

_13 li=l 3_12_37 Reinforced 450 4• ft@t2" -f"t@24" 
~b~;~ ~r~i6gf canol Concrete p=0.00408 p=0.00204 

None 

Sta. 721 to 804 & 942 to 1120 
5

_
7
_
37 

Reinforced ft@ t2p i"t@24" 
Yakima Ridge Conal 1300 12 9.07 li ·I C t 5,150 4" 
Yakima Project onere e p=0.00408 p=Q00204 

None 

Sto .303 to 322 & 340 to 712 Re"nforced ,' 't@ 12" J.,Mt r.:..24" 
Heart Mountain Conal 775 7 7.51 ti= I 8·2·37 1 900 4" \."' 
Shoshone Project Concrete p=0.00408 p=0.00204 

None 

Stoll20tOOtol349tOO R'f d t'+@l2't"+"'•4" 
Y k. R'dge Conal 1300 12 9.07 li= 1 9·22·37 ern orc·e 13,270 4" \. .... c. 

o rmo 1 Concrete p =0.00408 p•0.00204 Yakima Project 
None 

Stol349tOOtol595+00 R.f d ~,"+@12' ,'"+@'4" 
Yok 1mo Rrdge Conal 1300 12 907 1~= 1 9·22·37 em orce 14,100 4" ' 
Yok 1mo ProJeCt Concrete p•0.00408 p=0.00204 

None 

Sto 157+00 -to 477+25 9·39 1 ~ 1 9.2,,37 Rernforced 4• -ft@ 12" t"t @24" 
~6~;: ~r~~~gf Canol 

1089 12 10~~6 Concrete 
1
'
220 

p•0.00408 p=O.OOWI 
None 

Sto 712 t 00 to 920 +00 704 , ,._
10

_
38 

Rem forced -,'"t@ 12" J.,• t r.:.. 24" 
Heart Moun tom Conal to 7 7 14' I c. C I ,235 4" ~ 
Shoshone Pro1ect 740 oncrete p=000408 p=0.00204 

None 

Sto 209+65 to 385+50 I-,', 1 5.20.38 Reinforced 3 .. t"t@ 12" ft®24" 
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largest item of expense and amounts to· an average of approximately 50.8 percent of the 
total, exclusive of trimming. Another important fact shown by the graphs is that the cost 
of the reinforcing averages about 18 percent of the cost of a 3-inch reinforced concrete 
lining. Of the remainder, the cost of cement and of aggregates is 18.1 and 13.1 percent, 
respectively, of the total cost of the lining. Including the cost of trimming, which is 
usually considered as part of the cost of lining, these data indicate that approximately 
63 percent of the total cost of the lining is for construction operations and only 37 per-
cent for materials. . . · . 

A study of 13 contracts awarded by the Bureau of·Reclamation.during 1946 for the 
construction of concrete-lined· canals indicates that the average unit cost of a 3-inch 
reinforced concrete lining during that period was approximately $1.95 per square yard, 
exclusive of trimming. The average cost of trimming was determined to be about $0.50 
per square yard. However, the majority of these contracts. was for large canals involving · 
considerable yardages of lining and trimming. Unit costs for smaller canals and laterals . 
will usually be somewhat higher. A study: of 1927 to 1940 bid prices and cost reports 
revealed that the average weighted 1¥1it cost of a 3-inch reinforced concrete lining includ
ing trimming, was $1.40 per square· yard. The Bureau of Reclamation cost index for this 
type of construction during the first' half of 1946 was about 1.7 based on January 1940 
costs, and applying this index to 1927 to 1940 prices results in a unit cost of $2.38 per 
square yard. This figure is probably more nearly representative of the aver~e cost of 
a 3-inch reinforced concrete lining, during early 1946. Applying an index of 2.<~ for 
October 1947 indicates a similar unit cost of $3.08 per square yard for the later period. 

The development of a subgrade. guided slip-form (Photograph No. 11) for placing 
concrete lining on the Gila project was a significant step toward economy. This equip
ment is described further in the section on Canal Construction Equipment. Experience 
in lining several miles of medium-size laterals has demonstrated the importance of 
using a traveling-type mixer in conjunction with the slip-form if full advantage of such 
equipment is to be realized. Stationary-type mixing equipment, even ·though mounted on 
a truck, was not capable of supplying concrete at the rate necessary for smooth and 
economical operation of the slip-form. Although cost records were not kept on the Gila 
installations, project forces have estimated, from the rate of construction achieved and 
the necessary manpower required, that a 2-inch unreinforced concrete lining can be 
placed for about $0.60 per square yard. This figure, however, is not comparable to 
costs listed in Table 1 since it does not include any charge for overhead or profit and 
is exclusive of final trimming. The $0.60 per square yard does: include all direct labor 
and materials for mixing and placing the lining and a reasonable rental charge for equip
ment. This low figure was obtained when using a pugmill-type traveling plant mixer 
which fed the concrete mix directly into the slip-form hopper. The mix contained pit
run aggregate and about 5.6 sacks of cement·per cubic yard. 

During the years 1922 to 1945, the Merced irrigation district, California, lined 
approximately 102 miles of canals, the cost of which varied from year to year. In 
1941-42, 28,215 linear feet of existing canal was lined with a 2-inch unreinforced con
crete lining. The base width of the lined canals varies from 2 to 5 feet and the water 
depth from 1.6 to 4.2 feet. The unlined canal section was backfilled with imported soil, 
reshaped with either team and fresno or dragline to the approximate dimensions required 
for a lined section, rough graded by hand and then compacted by filling the canal with 
water impounded to the proper depth by temporary earth dams. After the water had been 
drained from the canal and the subgrade was sufficiently dry, the section was fine-trimmed 
and the 2-inch lining installed with screed boards spaced at 6-foot intervals. This lining 
was placed at a total cost of approximatelY. $0.9P pe.r square yard which included the cost 
of all labor and material for clearing, bacl!:filling, puddling, trimming, placing lining, 
installing structures, and engineering. However, this work was accomplished by district 
forces and the above costs do not include any profit such as would be the case if it were 
contract work. 

Early in 1947, the Turlock irrigation district, California, awarded a contract for the 
lining of 179,101 square feet of existing canals. A 2-inch unreinforced concrete lining 
was specified. The method employed in constructing the canal was very similar to that 
of the Merced irrigation district described above. The canal cross-section varied from 
a base width of 2 to 3 feet and a depth of 2.25 to 2.5 feet. The total cost, which included 
labor and materials for removing old struct\lres, regrading existing canal to proper 
shape, puddling to secure compaction of the fill, trimming of the subgrade and mixing, 
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placing, and curing, the 2-inch li~ing w~s $1.62 per s~uare yard. Of this total, the cost 
of all concrete materials and the1r placmg was approXImately $1.31 per square yard. 

Bids were accepted in October, 1947, by the Turlock irrigation district for the . 
placing of 70 100 square feet of 2-inch unreinforced concrete canal lining. The low bids 
for this work varied from $1.50 to $1.58 per sq~re y~rd, :md it is und~rstood tha~ this 
cost included re<>rading of existing canals, puddlmg, tr1mmmg, and placmg of the hning. 
These comparatively low costs for contract work compared to the. usual BureaU; costs 
for similar work are attributable to a number of factors. In the f1rst place, a hvely 
competition exists among a number of small local contractors for such work because 
of a more or less sustained lining program in the local area. But of perhaps greater 
importance is the fact that the specifications are less rigid and exact than past Bureau 
specifications have been. These local contractors are thorou~hly familiar with the 
irrigation districts' requirements and know from first-hand experience the degree of 
workmanship that will be expected and how rigidly the specifications will be enforced. 
Thus their bid prices do not have to reflect the uncertainties that exist on many con
struction projects as to the enforcement of the specifications and the degree of 
inspection. 

A considerable amount of concrete lining has' been 'placed in canals in the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley region in Texas. In 1935, the Hidalgo County Water Control and

1 Improvement District No. 6 installed 4,874 lineal feet of 1-3/4-inch concrete lining in 
the main canal extension which had a parabolic cross-section with a water depth of 
2.58 feet and a top width of 8.34 feet. The liniJ;lg was reinforced with 4 by 8, No. 12 
steel mesh and was installed at a cost of $1.31 per square yard. This work was accom
plished by contract and this low price for contract work was due mainly to a plentiful 
supply of cheap labor. 

Concrete Reinforcement Steel 

The value of reinforcement steel in concrete ca.11allining is a point about which a 
great difference of opinion exists. Many engineers content that reinforcement will be. 
economical over a period of years as a r.esult of a longer serviceable life for the lining 
and lower maintenance costs. Other engmeers feel that under ordinary conditions the 
benefits of reinforcement are limited and are not equal to the increased difficulties and 
greater costs of construction resulting from its use. 

The main purpose of reinforcement steel is to reduce the size and spacing of 
contraction cracks that would occur if the slab were not reinforced. This function is 
commonly referred to as control of the cracking. The formation of cracks due to a 
volume change resulting from moisture or temperature changes is dependent upon the 
degree to whic~ the volume ~hange is res.isted by internal and e~ernal restraint. The 
in~ernal restr~mt is that w.hich develops m a reinforced concrete slab when volume 
~~~'i;Jesulting/rfm1~sture.loss, takes place. This volume change is resisted by 
the conc~!~e:~ c~~;ressi~~g~~~s~~~di!oth~es~~~1cr~~ and causes tensile stres:;es in 

~!:~r~~s~.J~P~:~~~ssi:;eth~e~1%~ sufficient to ca~e th~ c~c~~t;~~F!~\~e;~~ce-
The external restraint of primary imp tan · that · · 

resistance between the subgrade and the sf:b c~s 
1 

tt which 1s developed by frictional 
Theoretically, the stress resultin f lh thi as e. a er tends to change its length. 
the f~ee edge to a maximum at th~ ~~pointsofili.trar~ v~es progressi.vely from .zero at 
unreinforced concrete slab exceeds th t . e s a · hen this tensile stress m an 
and the stress perpendicular to and ateth~n~~~~:t_ren~~ of dthe concr~t~, a crack results 
becomes two separate units and th 1 tt . . lS re leve · The or1gmal slab then 
Sufficient additional shrinkage occ:ir:. er will m turn be cracked in a similar manner if 

Had the concrete slab been adequat 1 inf 
have prevented the formation of an op:/c~~ k orc~d, however, the reinforcement would 
the stress in the concrete would have b c ' an as a result, a substantial portion of 
Due to .this transfer of stress, the tensil~n transferred to the steel and across the break. 
a relatively short length and would result :;trthengthf of ~e concrete would be exceeded In 

ln e ormation of another crack. 
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There appear to be two theories as to the ultimate effect of this controlled cracking 
in concrete slabs of considerable length. One theory, which has not been thoroughly 
tested in field installations, is based on the idea that the steel does not prevent the 
shrinkage of the concrete but merely distributes it into numerous hair cracks. When 
the stress at a crack is transferred to the steel, the bond of the concrete on the steel 
is destroyed for a short distance on each side of the crack. If the reinforcement is of 
sufficient cross-sectional area to prevent its failure from this stress, the elongation of 
the reinforcing over the length on which the bond was destroyed permits the opening of 
the crack by a small amount. This opening, though, is sufficient to cause the slab near 
the crack to move slightly on the subgrade so as to reduce the frictional force and also 
the opposing tensile stress in the steel. This movement at each crack, and the subsequent 
reduction in steel stress, is sufficient to prevent the accumulation of stress in the steel to 
a point where the yield-point of the steel will be exceeded. If this analysis is correct, the 
maximum stress that would be developed in the steel would never exceed that required to 
produce a tensile failure in the concrete slab. Theoretically, the maximum amount of 
steel required would .be that at which the tensile strength of the steel slightly exceeds the 
tensile strength of the concrete. This theoretical amount will depend upon the yield-point 
of the steel and the tensile strength of the concrete. Experience has shown that a consid
erably smaller amount than that theoretically required will give satisfactory results. 
This may possibly be due to the reduction in ten~ile stress resulting from a slight open
ing of the crack and to the fact, as many engineers contend, that the stress is concentrated 
in the area of concrete immediately adjacent to the reinforcement instead of being more 
or less uniformly distributed across the cross-sectional area of the concrete. Most 
authorities agree, though, that an area of steel equal to about 0.25 to 0.3 percent of the 
area of the concrete should be adequate for most structures. 

According 'to the other theory, when the stress ·in a reinforced concrete slab is 
transferred to the steel, the bond is destroyed as before and a small opening of the 
crack occurs. This opening, though, is not sufficient to prevent the progressive increase 
in the tensile stress in the steel at each successive crack. Eventually the yield-point of 
the steel is exceeded and an open crack occurs. In this case, the minimum amount of 
steel that would be of value in controlling cracking resulting from external restraint is, 
theoretically, tha.t amount at which the tensile strength of the steel and the concrete is 
approximately equal. Actually, this minimum amount could probably be substantially 
less because of the reduction in stress due to the slight openings of the cracks. An 
increase in the cross-sectional area of the steel will increase the distance between open 
cracks resulting from failure of the steel. 

In either case, if the steel is to effectively control contraction cracking, it must be 
used in an amount sufficient to prevent its being stressed beyond the elastic limit when 
the concrete cracks. While it is known that the actual cross-section area of steel 
required to accomplish this is less than that required from a theoretical analysis, there 
is not sufficient evidence to determine the permissible reduction in the theoretical 
amount. But as stated before, about 0.25 to 0.30 of 1 percent of steel has been found to 
be satisfactory for control of cracking ·in other structures and it is felt that this should 
be fairly applicable to canal linings. The wisdom of using a substantially smaller amount 
of steel to control cracking appears questionable. · 

' 
A function of reinforcement steel that is important in concrete highway pavements is 

that in addition to causing fine hair cracks, it aids in holding the ruptured pieces of slab 
together and facilitates the transfer of wheel loads across the crack. This last considera
tion--the transfer of unequal loading across the cracks--is of little importance in canal 
lining design because it is seldom that the canal lining will be subject to anything but a 
uniform loading. A comparable situation might occur if there were considerable differ
ential settlement of the canal subgrade which would produce an uneven support for the 
lining. This settlement, especially in the case of a large canal, would possibly cause 
serious cracking, and reinforcement would aid in holding the pieces of slab together. 
For that reason some engineers feel that although reinforcement in sufficient amount to 
control cracking in concrete linings may not be warranted under normal conditions, a 
light reinforcement is desirable and justifiable in that although it may not materially 
effect the size and spacing of the cracks it does aid in preventing the easy displacement 
of the broken.sections of the slab. This should be particularly true for thin concrete 
linings in which the edges of the cracked slab. would have limited interlocking action. As 
a compromise measure between well-reinforced and unreinforced concrete linings, the 
linings of the Coachella canal in southern California, and the larger canals and laterals 
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of the Yuma Mesa division of the Gila project in southwestern Arizona, were constructed 
with about 0.1 of 1 percent of reinforcement consisting of wire-mesh fabric. _This l_oy.r 
percentage of steel was deemed sufficient to hold the ruptured pieces of slab m pos1tion. 

Unbalanced hydraulic pressures under the lining will, if of sU;fficient z;nagn~tude, 
cause flotation of the lining. Although reinforcement would not a1d mater1allY: m prevent
ing the cracking of this lining by these forces, it would, in this case also, ass1st m hold
ing the cracked slab in place. But the benefits of this assistance may be questionable 
since the reinforcement may increase the extent of the damage by preventing the local 
failure of a small section that would relieve the pressure in its early stages. Photograph 
No. 10 is of a section of the Contra Costa canal in California that was badly damaged by 
flotation. If the lining in this case had not been reinforced, it is reasonable to assume 
that the damage would have been confined to a smaller area which would have broken 
through earlier and relieved the pressure, thus reducing the damage considerably. 

This is further borne out by the field report on the thin, unreinforced, mortar lining 
of the Gage canal near Riverside, California, which sustained considerable damage from 
unbalanced hydrostatic pressure. It was reported that the company's general manager 
averred that a light reinforcement would have made matters worse since large sections 
instead of small sections would have been broken out. 

The use of reinforcement steel substantially increases the cost of construction of a 
concrete lining. Recent unreinforced concrete lining installations in small canals and 
laterals have demonstrated the feasibility and economy of using a simple slip-form 
canal lining machine which rides upon the trimmed subgrade of the canal prism. See 
Photograph No. 11. No expensive tracks are required to support the machine. However, 
they have not been employed for installing reinforced concrete lining because the rein
forcement steel which must be laid prior to the placing of the concrete has precluded the 
use of a machine which rides on the subgrade. Instead, a more complicated machine 
must be employed, supported on tracks set to correct grade and alinement on the canal 
banks or supported on some type of tread. 

In addition, in order that the reinforcement steel may function effectively and be 
protected from corrosion, it must be maintained in its proper position in the slab. This 
requires that the steel be placed accurately. Drill cores from canal lining have shown 
that displacement and lowering of the steel during placement of the concrete is a common 
occurrence, and positive means must be taken to insure that no displacement occurs. · 
These drill cores have also shown that unless considerable care is exercised in the con
trol of the concrete mix and in the placement of the concrete with the proper amount of 
vibratory. compaction, honeycombing of the concrete near and particularly under the 
reinforcement bars may occur. These honeycombed areas, in addition to reducing the 
strength of the lining, may result in early failure of the steel due to corrosion by water 
collecting in these pockets. 

Reinforcing steel undoubtedly improves the structural quality and strength of concrete 
canalli~ing in certain respects. Approximately .25 t~ .30 percent steel largely controls 
contraction cracking so as to fo~m practically watertight hair cracks. It aids in holding 
the separate slabs and broken p1eces of slab together, and also increases the factor' of 
safety against canal failures. Under conditions where subgrade conditions are such that 
considerable settlement or frost heaving can be anticipated or where safety against canal 
failure is of un'!.5ual importan7e, the use of reinforcement may be desirable and justifiable. 
However, a dec1sion to '!Se remforcement should be based upon a consideration of the 
factors that have ~een discussed, and the benefits accruing from its use should be care-
fully balanced agamst the extra cost. · 

. There are a n_umber of existing unreinforced concrete canal linings which have given 
satisfactory serVlce for many years. The Riverside Water Company of Riverside 
Cal~ornia, has adopted a 2-in7h unreinforced concrete-lined section as the standa'rd for 
all hned canals. Also, the Chief Engineer of the Turlock irrigation district in California 
was rel?orted to !mve recommended in 1940 that canals up to a 24-foot perimeter be lined 
with 2-mch unreinforced concrete, and that a 3-inch unreinforced concrete lining be used for larger canals. 

~ ~ufficient re!nfo~c.eme!lt is used to control cracking, the additional ben~fits of 
proVldmg contraction JOmts m the same lining appear limited. The primary function 
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of both is to control the contraction cracking, and experience has shown that either one, 
if properly employed, will satisfactorily accomplish this. However, if both reinforce
ment steel and contraction joints are used in the same lining, a very important factor, 
which is often overlooked in the design and construction of the lining, is that the rein
forcement should be broken at the joints or grooves if t.IJ.e latter are to be of any bene
fit. With continuous reinforcement, a hair crack may occur in the joint or groove similar 
to those that will occur elsewhere in the slab, but the steel will prevent the formation of 
an open crack that would relieve the stress. Such a crack would then occur only where 
the stress transferred to the steel by the crackint=:( of the concrete exceeded the yield
point of the steel; this would not necessarily be in joints or grooves. As reported in the 
Bureau of Reclamation's Concrete Manu.u, (56) experimental sections of 6-inch rein
forced, articulated-lining near the New River siphon on the All-American canal have 
shown that the more or less random transverse cracking associated with continuous 
longitudinal reinforcement may be largely eliminated by concentrating the shrinkage at 
transverse joints spaced about 20 feet apart at points where the reinforcement was 
broken. One method of accomplishing this is to place·the reinforcement so that the 
longitudinal bars are placed with one end of the bars about 2 inches from the groove at 
one edge of the panel and extending about 6 inches past the groove at the opposite panel 
edge_ and into the adjacent panel. These projecting ends are covered either with paper 
sleeves or bituminous material to prevent bond of the concrete and steel, and serve as 
dowels between the panels. If contraction grooves an::l reinforcing steel are used in this 
manner, the grooves will tend to produce a straight, uniform crack at the break in the 
reinforcement instead of a jagged, irregular break. This would aid in the filling and 
maintenance of the cracks. 

Contraction Joints 

The design of concrete canal linings is similar in many respects to that of a concrete 
highway pavement. Unlike the analyses of most other engineering structures in which the 
basic principles of design are commonly accepted and in which the computations can be 
made with a reasonable degree of accuracy, concrete linings and pavements cannot be 
subjected to a dependable mathematical analysis. This fact is primarily due to the variable 
and indeterminate nature of the factors involved in the latter two types of construction. 
Many of the problems can only be solved by field tests and studies of service records of 
existing structures. That a number of the problems concerning pavements have not been 
satisfactorily solved is attested by the wide divergence of opinion and practices among 
highway engineers as to a properly designed pavement, and by the many different types of 
slabs that have been adopted by vario'.IS state and Government agencies engaged in high
way construction. During the past 25 years, the United States Public Roads Administration 
and others have made extensive tests and studies of practically all phases of pavement 
design in a continuing effort to solve the problems of design and construction. Although 
this has not resulted in any exact method of analysis, it has given the engineers a better 
understanding of the problems and has led to a marked improvement in pavements. 

A comparable situation exists in regard to canal lining. But due perhaps to the 
smaller volume of this type of construction, much less consideration and effort have 
been devoted to the solution of the difficulties and problemS encountered. Since there 
is considerable similarity between the design of pavements and canal linings, many of 
the results and conclusions reached by highway engineers as a result of these tests and 
studies should, within limitation, be applicable to canal lining design. 

One of the disadvantages of a concrete slab for highway pavements or canal lining 
is the inevitable cracking to which it is subject. It is impossible to construct an exposed, 
concrete slab of any great length that will not be cracked by the induced stresses. These 
stresses result principally from either a temperature or a moisture change in the slab 
or from a combination of the two. Concrete expands as the temperature increases, and 
contracts as the temperature decreases. In much the same man."!er, concrete expands and 
contracts with changes in moisture content. The amount of contraction or expansion, and 
the amount of induced stress, will depend upon the water-cement ratio, cement content, 
kind and size of aggregate, age of the concrete, etc., and these factors affect the modulus 
of elasticity of the concrete. 
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The stresses induced in a concrete slab by a temperature variation are of two kinds; 
namely stresses caused by the temperature being uniform throughout the slab but varying 
with ti~e, and stresses caused by a temperature differential between the upp_er ~d loy.'er 
faces of the slab. If the temperature is uniform throughout the slab but varYJ.ng Wlth hme, 
simple tensile or compressive stresses will be produced. As the concrete cools, i;he con
traction tends to be resisted by the fr~ction of the slab on the_sll;bgrade .. The magrotude of 
the resulting_ tensile stress will depend upon the amount of fr1chonal res1stan<?e betweel!
the slab and the subgrade and upon the vertical pressure on the subgrade. This stress 1s 
normally quite low when the slab is unloaded, but the maximum rna~ occur when a warm 
slab is suddenly subjected to a full load by filling the c~al. Thus, 1f _the temperature of 
a 3-1/2-inch slab 20"feet long decreases w~en the c~~ 1s sudde_nl~ fill~,d,}o a depth of 
10 feet, the resulting tensile stress, assummg a coeff1c1ent of fr1chon, f of 1.8, 
would be: 

where:· 

S _ W Lf 
t - 24 t = (44+624) X 20 X 1.8 

24 X 3.5 

W = Vertical load in pounds per square foot 

L = Length of slab in feet 

= 286 psi 

This stress, while it is dependent on the coefficient of friction which may vary from 
0.5 to 3.0 dependent upon the type of subgrade, may be sufficient to cause cracking. 

The compressive stress resulting from either a temperature or moisture increase 
is of little concern for two reasons. In the first place, a slab which is fully restrained 
at both ends and subjected to a 100° F increase in temperature will develop only about 
1,500 psi of compressive stress. This is considerably below the average compressive 
strength of good concrete. Secondly, the expansion of concrete due even to complete 
saturation is never as great as the contraction that results from the drying-out of the 
concrete shortly after the placing. Unless the contraction cracks resulting from the 
setting shrinkage have become filled with incompressible material, considerable . 
expansion due to an increase in temperature can occur before the cracks will be closed. 
However, the lining may act somewhat as a thin column, and even this low compressive 
stress may cause buckling, particularly of thin linings placed on uneven subgrade. But 
.if the contraction cracks or grooves are filled with an elastic material to prevent the 
entrance of sand or silt, and if the subgrade has been finished to a reasonably uniform 
surface, such failures are not likely to occur. 

When one £ace of a slab is at a higher temperature than the other, the edges of the 
slab tend to curl in the direction of the colder face. Assuming a uniformly varying tem- · 
perature differential between the two faces of the slab, if there were no restraint to this 
curling action, no warping stress would be induced in the slab. But the restraint varies 
from a minimum, due to the weight of the slab itself, to complete restraint, as in a slab 
having no free edges. The amount of the warping stress resulting from this curling 
action will depend upon the amount of restraint, the temperature differential between · 
the two faces, and the thickness of the slab. An increase in any of these factors will 
increase the warping stress. As a result of a large number of tests conducted by the 
Bureau of Public Roads at Arlington, Virginia, it was found that the maximum tempera
~e differential between the two faces of a concrete pavement slab was closely approx
lmated by the rule that the temperature differential is equal to 3h where "h" is the 
slab thickness !n inches,- Using this value for the temperature differential and the · 
Bureau of Pubhc Roads formula for warping stresses, the stress in a 3-1/2-inch con
crete slab under full restraint to warping is only approximately 93 psi, which is con
siderably below the average 28_-day flexural strength of approximately 600 psi for pave
ment concrete. However, a uniformly varying temperature differential seldom exists 
throughout .th~ slab thickness, and the temperature stresses may be considerably greater 
than those mdicateod for this reason. 

Variations in th~ moisture content of the slab produce stresses in the same manner 
as temperature var1ations; an increase in moisture content causes expansion of the slab 
and vice versa. Tests have indicated that the maximum expansion due to complete sat
uration is equal to about two-thirds of the contraction which occurs from the initial 
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drying shrinkage and is approximately equal to the expansion that would be produced 
by a 1000 F increase in slab temperature. The tensile stress pro:luced by a uniform 
decrease in moisture content is about equal to that pro:luced by a decrease in temper
ature since the amount of contraction has little effect on the value of the tensile stress. 
The compressive stress resulting from an increase in moisture content may be larger 
than will ever occur from a temperature increase but should never exceed the average 
compressive strength of concrete. 

The stress that may possibly cause a large part of the cracking in a concrete canal 
lining is the warping stress resulting from a differential in moisture content between the 
upper and lower faces of the slab such as would occur when water is turned out of a canal 
and the upper face looses its moisture. Little data are available on the variation of the 
moisture content of a slab or the warping stress that may result. However, such stress 
may be induced in the freeboard of a concrete canal lining, due to the portion of the lining 
below the water surface being qompletely saturated, whereas the freeboard is compar
atively dry. This may account for the larger number of cracks in the side-slope slabs 
than in the base slabs. 

There is at present no generally accepted method of computing the value of these 
stresses because of the many variable and unknown factors. The canal lining cannot 
economically be designed to resist them and to eliminate cracking, but the latter can 
be controlled to a limited extent in two ways. 

Reinforcing steel can be used in the concrete to cause the formation of hair cracks 
at relatively close spacing instead of larger cracks at greater spacings as in an unrein
forced slab. ~he effectiveness and value of reinforcing in concrete canal lining has 
already been discussed. 

Another method of controlling cracking in concrete slabs is by the use of contraction 
joints or weakened planes spaced at the proper intervals so that the cracks will occur in 
these joints instead of at variable intervals. When a concrete canal lining is placed by 
hand, it is a common practice to construct the lining in alternate panels, and the bond 
between the panels, being weaker than the slab itself, concentrates the cracking in the 
construction joint. In addition, a large number of different types of formed contraction 
joints have been used in the past for this purpose. The most common type' of contraction 
joint at present is the weakened-plane, sidewalk dummy joint such as the Bureau of 
Reclamation employs almost exclusively. This joint is merely a narrow groove formed 
in the concrete to a depth of about one-third of the thickness of the lining. This forms a 
weakened section where cracking will usually occur. 

Due to the undeterminate nature of the stresses which may occur in a lining slab, the 
spacing of contraction joints is not subject to satisfactory theoretical analysis. It will 
vary with size of canal, thickness of lining, climatic conditions, type of subgrade soil, 
and properties of the concrete. The choice of spacing must be based on past experiences 
and on the performance of existing linings. Almost all reinforced concrete linings designed 
and constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation during 1935 and 1936 were provided with a 
transverse contraction joint spacing of 8 feet. This was changed to a spacing of not less 
than 8 feet nor more than 20 feet for canals designed during 1937 to 1939. During 1940 to 
1941 this joint spacing was established at 10 feet for reinforced concrete canal lining, but 
since 1941 the joint spacing has varied to a certain extent with the size of the canal. For 
canals of greater than about 500 cfs capacity, the spacing has been about 15 feet, and for 
canals of less than 500 cfs capacity, the spacing has been about 10 feet. Until recent 
years, very little unreinforced concrete canal lining was installed by the Bureau of 
Reclamation. However, a co.nsiderable amount of it has now been placed and the joint 
spacing for this type of lining has been about 3 feet less than for a reinforced concrete 
canal lining in the larger canals and the same as for a reinforced lining in smaller canals. 

A study of all the data and information on this subject, that are available in reports 
and records of eXisting linings, indicates that transverse contraction joint spacing of 
8 to 10 feet for unreinforced concrete linings in the smaller canals is usually adequate. 
Only a limited amount of data is available on the performance of the larger canals with 
regard to· contraction cracking, but it appears that a spacing of joints at about 12 feet is 
satisfactory for unreinforced linings in these larger canals. If contraction joints are to 
be used in a discontinuously reinforced canal lining, the above spacings can probably be 
increased by about 3 feet. 
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Longitudinal joints or grooves are not required in the smaller ~ana;l-s.to control the 
cracking. However, in the large canals of 3,000 to 5,000 cfs capac1ty, 1t 1s the practice 
of the Bureau of Reclamation to specify one or more grooves in the base slab and each 
side-slope slab depending on its size. 

If a concrete lining is to effectively fulfill its intended purpose, it is important that 
the open crack be filled with an impermeable, elastic material to prohibit the loss of 
water through the cracks. In addition, the elastic filler prevents the entrance of incom
pressible material, such as sand and silt, into the crack, and thus permits considerable 
expansion of the concrete before compressive stresses are developed. If dummy grooves 
are used to control cracking, it is advisable to fill the grooves at the time of construction, 
since filling at a later date would entail prior cleaning of sand and silt from the grooves. 

The Bureau of Reclamation follows this practice of requiring the filling of the grooves 
at the time of construction and provides that the filler may be applied prior to the applica
tion of the curing compound and as soon as the concrete has become sufficiently hard to 
prevent appreciable damage to the groove or the concrete. Further provision is made 
that the grooves may be filled subsequent to application of the curing compound, proViding 
positive means are employed to insure that the compound does not enter the groove since 
it prevents a good bond between the filler and the concrete. The material used by the 
Bureau for filling these grooves is a special cold-applied, internal set,..up mastic filler. 
This filler is made by mixing dry ingredients of powdered asphalt, short-fibred asbestos, 
diatomaceous earth and powdered limestone with liquid ingredients of an asphaltic fluxoil 
and a plasticizer to form a workable semiliquid compound. 

Thickness of Concrete Linings 

The thickness of a concrete canal lining is usually determined from empirical 
knowledge of similar existing installations. The factors of location, canal size, subgrade 
conditions, exposure, method of construction, procedures of operation and maintenance, 
and canal hydraulics must be reviewed and considered in establishing the lining thickness. 

In general, the thin unreinforced mortar linings have been most successfully used in 
the temperate climates such as southern California and the Lower Rio Grande Valley of 
Texas. In the rigorous climate of Montana, Wyoming, and Washington, heavier reinforced 
concrete linings have been usually constructed. To provide a measure of resistance to 
surface disintegration of the concrete and also to frost heaving in the subgrade, a con
crete lining which will be subjected to severe climatic conditions is usually made 1/2 inch 
greater in thickness than a similar lining l:n a mild climate. 

In all., locations the size and importance of the canal have been important factors in 
selecting the thickness of lining. The additional resistance tQ rupture provided in a 
thicker lining has resulted in the major canals being lined with a heavier section than 
considered necessary or justified for lateral distribution systems. 

Under present practice, concrete linings designed by the Bureau of Reclamation will 
vary from a 2-inch minimum to the 4-1/2-inch reinforced concrete lining on large canals 
of the Columbia Basin project. The 2-inch thickness is generally confined to smaller 
canals and laterals. The average thickness of linings constructed by the Bureau on the 
larger canals is about 3-1/2 inches. 

An important consideration in establishing minimum thickness for linings of concrete 
is the construction procedures involved. Any attempt to further reduce the thickness 
below the minimum previously discussed would involve painstaking construction and inspec
tion ~o in~ure uniform work, which would no doubt result in greater cost than a somewhat heaVler lining. 
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Concrete Finishing 

In an operating canal which is proPerly maintained, the rate of flow is primarily 
dependent upon the roughness of the silrface over which the water flows. The coefficient 
of roughness used in the hydraulic design of canals represents an evaluation of the degree 
of roughness of the canal surface and its·retarding effect on the flow of water. An impor
tant point sometimes overlooked by design engineers is that this coefficient of roughness 
should not be based on the degree of original surface finish applied to the lining at the 
time of construction but rather upon the surface finish that will pertain after a few years 
operation. 

If the water conveyed in the canal is relatively clear and if experience in the locality 
indicates that little moss or algae growth on the lining can bG> anticipated, the original 
surface finish will probably be effective throughout most of the life of the lining. In this 
case, a smooth surface which would increase the carrying capacity of the canal may be 
warranted. But if the water conveys considerable sand or silt which may be deposited 
in the canal or if the surface of the lining may become ~overed with moss or algae growth, 
these two conditions may have a greater eff€ct 011 the efficiency of the canal than the 
<;iegree of original surface finish. Under these conditions a very smooth, hand-troweled 
surface would be of little value and the cost of securing it would be unjustifiable. Since 
a majority of the irrigation canals carry water which contains a certain amount of sand 
or silt and many are subject to the growth of moss or algae, it appears that a reasonably 
smooth, well-filled slab should normally be adequate. 

The coefficient of roughness, "n," of a concrete-lined canal has for many years been 
assumed by the Bureau of Reclamation and most irrigation engineers to be 0.014 for 
design purposes. To secure the corresponding degree of surface finish, the Bureau spec
ifications for standard canal lining construction require that the surface be finished so as 
to produce a finish equivalent in evenness, smoothness, and freedom from rock pockets 
and surface voids to that obtainable by use of a long-handled steel trowel. In 1939, Fred 
C. Scobey (176) presented the results of numerous tests to determine the coefficient of 
roughness for irrigation canals, and in regard to the use of n = 0.014 for concrete-
lined canals stated, "It is conservative for ordinary conditions, in that modern methods 
yield original surfaces at least one or two points lower and hence some acquired rough
ness is discounted." 
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Photograph No. 2 

Hand acreeding and finiahing--2-inch concrete-
Turlock I. D •• California. 

Photogr-aph No. : 

Placing reinforc~d concrete lining--Gila ProJect, 
Arizona, 1941. 



Photograph No. 4 

A 3/4-inch mortar ~ining about 52 years old--Gage 
Canal--Riverside, California. 

Photograph No. 5 

Two-inch unreinforced concrete lining about 1 year 
old at time picture was taken in 1946--Tm-lock 
Irrigation District, California. 



Photograph No 0 6 

Damage to concrete by frost heaving--Terrace Hei¢hts-
Yakima ProJect, Washington. 

Photograph No o • 7 

Disintegration and spalling of a concrete lining at 
and below winter water surface due to freezing 
action--Strawberry Valley Power Canal--Utah. 



Photograph No. 8 

Two-inch unreinforced concrete lining--Franklin 
County, I. D., Pasco, Washington--Constructed 1921-
Picture 1947. 

-

Photograph No. 9 

Two-inch unreinforced concrete lining mor~ than 
30 years old--Burbank Project--Pasco, Washington. 



Photograph No. 10 

Failure of a concrete lining due to floatation-
Contra Costa Canal, California. 

Photograph No. ll 

Simple slip-f'orm lining machine placing uoreinforced. 
concrete--Tracks on canal banks are not required-
Yuma ProJect, Arizona. 



Precast Con::rete Linings 

Linings built of precast concrete slabs have some advantages over cast-in-place 
concrete under ce_rtain cond~tions a11.d may be relatively economical. If the joints are 
sealed with a flex1ble matenal and the slabs placed so that the joints are continuous 
rather than staggered, such a lining will have the ability to conform to slight move
ments of the subgrade. It is recognized that the hand labor in placing the slabs and 
sealing the joints cannot teadily be avoided, but it has been determined that slabs of 
satisfactory dimensions can be fabricated at reasonable cost in adaptations of available 
building block machinery. Slabs could thus be manufactured at low cost under ideal con
ditions in centrally located plants and distributed to isolated sections to be placed by 
unskilled labor with a minimum of equipment. This type of lining is particularly adapt
able for placement during winter months in localities where cast-in-place concrete 
would be in danger of freezing or in any climate where the demand for water is such 
that only short intervals of time are available for lining operations. If the joints in the 
precast and precured slabs are sealed with an asphalt mastic, such a lining could with
stand either freezing temperatures or flowing water as soon as completed without 
appreciable damage. These precast slabs also appear promising for use by small main
tenance crews in lining or repairing short sections or by individual farmers for lining 
their own small ditches since no particular skill and practically no equipment is required 
for placing. Perhaps the chief disadvantage of this type of lining is that the usual flat 
slabs cannot be used in curved sections and is, therefore, limited to tangents. 

A 400-foot length of lateral on the Roza division of the Yakima project was experi
mentally lined with precast concrete slabs in the late fall of 1946. Two types of slabs 
were used; one 2 feet square and the other 8 inches wide by 2 feet long. The square 
slabs used in the bottom of the canal were 2-1/2 inches thick with three plain butt 
edges and one shoulder edge. These were laid two wide, butt to butt, so that a continuous 
shoulder was provided along the toe of each bank for supporting the slabs on the bank. 
See Photograph No. 12. The side or bank slabs were only 2 inches thick with three over
lapping edges and one bevel edge. These were laid two high so that adjacent slabs lapped, 
the bevel edge of the lower slab fit into the bottom slab shoulder, and the bevel edge of 
the upper slab was placed at the top of the lining. All joints were sealed by hand with an 
asphalt mastic. The 8- by 24-inch slabs were all 2 inches thick with a simple tongue-and
groove on all form edges similar to the common concrete silo stave. These were laid in 
a round bottom section and sealed with asphalt mastic as shown in Photograph No. 13. 
Curves were left unlined and later gunited (see Photograph No. 14). 

It is too early to predict the probable life or serviceability of this installation. Frost 
heaving the first winter caused a bulge in the bottom of the square block lining (Photograph 
No. 15), but project forces anticipated that this would disappear with the return of warm 
weather and the crack could be easily resealed with asphalt. In addition, storm water 
entering behind the lining has bulged the 8- by 24-inch slabs on the side slopes at one 
point as shown in Photograph No. 16 .. These slabs were all manufactured by hand methods 
in metal forms and no cost data are av,Wable for the precast units. Costs were kept, how
ever, on the placing and sealing operations which were $0.54 and $0.88 per square yard, 
respectively, for the square slabs and the 8- by 24-inch. A local cement products company 
which cooperated by prefabricating the test slabs has estimated that it can manufacture the 
8- by 24-inch slab in large quantities by machine methods to sell for $0.81 per square 
yard or about $0.12 each. The silo stave-type slab is better adaptable to machine manu
facture but slabs larger than 8 by 24 inches can be made which would be more economical 
to place. In the field report on the Yakima installation, emphasis was placed on the fact 
that precast blocks demand a much more exact subgrade than other types of lining. 

In special cases where an adequate supply of cheap labor is available or where 
standby personnel can be utilized to advantage, it may be feasible to manufacture slabs 
by hand methods. This was done with Civilian Conservation Corps labor in 1940 and 
1941 on the Yuma and Carlsbad projects. On the Yuma project about 6 miles of various 
laterals were lined with a 4-inch cast-in-place concrete base and precast slabs on the 
side slopes. The precast slabs were 4 feet by 6 feet by 1-1/2 inches thick reinforced 
with a 378-inch rod in each of two ribs on the underside. The slabs were cast at the 
project yards and hauled to the various laterals as needed. The cast-in-place base was 
poured first with a 2- by 4-inch shoulder on each edge to support the slabs. The pre
cast slabs were placed on these 2- by 4-inch shoulders and supported at the prox>er grade 
and elevation by temporary struts while backfill was tamped behind the slabs. (See 
Photographs Nos. 18, 19, 20, and 21). Water was then ponded in the lateral and slabs 
that were displaced by differential settlement of the subgrade were jacked into position 
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and additional tamped backfill placed under the slab. No cos~ ~ata are available. -:r:he 
condition of the lining in 1947 was reported as good, but the J~n~ts had never been. filled 
and vegetation which has taken root in the jo~nts may cause diff1culty. The ~o~owmg 
comments on this type of lining were stated m a memorandum to the Comm1ss1oner from 
c. B. Elliott Yuma, February 21, 1942: "In new work where the canal or lateral section 
could be exc~vated to neat lines, it is not believed slab lining would be justified. However, 
on an old project where the existing ditch section averages twice the size required for the 
replacing concrete section and where n~erous interruptions of the work are necessary 
to supply irrigation water, it is believed there is a place for precast slab lining." 

On the Carlsbad project a similar cast-in-place base slab was used, but precast slabs 
for the side slopes were 3 by 12 by 18 inches and 3 by 12 by 9 inches. These were placed 
in a staggered pattern, the butt joints sealed with portland cement mortar and backfill 
tamped behind them as on the Yuma work. Only about 800 linear feet of this type lining 
was placed by CCC forces on the Carlsbad project but maintenance forces are still using 
these slabs to good advantage for lining short stretches of lateral and for maintaining 
check transitions on the main canal. Project forces, however, have expressed the belief 
that this type of lining is not adapted to contract work. Photograph No. 22 shows a stretch 
of precast slabs placed by CCC forces in 1941 and Photographs Nos 23 and 24 show main
tenance forces placing them in 1947. 

A special semicircular precast unit was used to line a 10-mile reach of hillside canal 
on the Tieton project in 1910. These reinforced units, 4 inches thick and 24 inches long, 
were cast in metal forms curved to an internal diameter of a little over 8 feet. Joints 
between the units were sealed with a portland cement mortar. The cost in place was 
recorded as $5.80 per linear foot or $3.47 per square yard of lining. This was, quite 
obviously, not a low-cost lining, but is mentioned here by way of general information. 

~recast ~labs have been. used t<? a large extent by the United States Public Health 
Serv1ce for hning small dramage ditches for malaria control in some of the southern 
states. They developed a slab with a special tongue-and-groove joint similar to Type B 
in Figure 4 which weighed about 55 pounds. These were manufactured by hand in a 
central plant using wooden forms. It was reported.that after the forms were constructed, 
three men could assemble them and with the aid of a concrete mixer could cast 200 slabs 
per day. It was further stated that after the ditch was in shape to receive the lining 
tru;ee men could place an average of 300 linear feet of lining, three slabs wide, per day. 
Jomts between the slab~ were _not seale~ in any way. In a recent communication 
Mr. H. fr· Johnso~, Seru~r Sarutary En~e:er, Public Health Service, Memphis, Tennessee, 
wrote, Vegetation woz:king ~ough the JOmts of precast linings is very troublesome and 
is the main factor tending to displace the slabs. After experimenting in the field with 
cast-in-place and precast types, we are very much of the opinion that cast-in-place linings 
are much more sUltable for our work when they can be installed." 

As one phase of the Lower-Cost Canal Lining Program, a series of tests wer·e con
ducted in the Denver laboratories involving a number of different types of slabs Full 
~~e models, Photograph No. ~ 7, were constructed using both cement mortar ~d 

P alt mastic for ~ealing the JOints. The models were equipped so that the test lining 
coult d bte fldexed to Simulate frost heaving and tests were made with the model full of 
wa er o etermine when failure by leakage occ d Th t · · 
the requirements was a modification of the Pubfr~ ·alth e YP_e of JOmt ~hich best met · 
edge but a rounded tongue-and-groove (Type A i~c Fie ~)er~e stwlab Wlth a "~?eveled 
were formed at an angle equal to on half th t gure · e o longitudinal edges 
section. By reversing one slab a Pf~e urf a made at the toe of the bank in a trapezoidal 
sacrificing the proper fit of the' joint Th ace or an angle may be obtained without 
and-groove provides additional flex!bilitye f~ther use of two different radii in the tongue
sectional crescent as well as the . an space for the sealing mastic in the cross
of this joint over a simple ton e~pen~g on top and at ~ottom. However, the advantages 
offset by the difficulty of man,Wact:~ gz:oore, as used.m the common silo stave, may be 
fore be higher in cost. The asphalt 101'; ~ arge producti<?n machinery and may there-
for flexibility and as a water seal mas c ~as far supenor to portland cement mortar 
Jthoints with asphalt to secure a wate~:~;~;~:c,as n~e:~tyary to coat .most of the mo~tar 

e joints or a very flexible lining resulted if . ~·ts gl was obtained by staggermg 
)om were continuous. 
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Photograph No. l2 

Installing 2-foot square slabs of precast concrete 
lin~ng--Yakima Project, Washington--1947. 

Photograph No. 13 

Placing 8-inch by 24-inch precast concrete slabs With 
tongue and groove joints. Yakima Project, Washington--

1947. 



Photograph No. 14 

Precast concrete lining installed in 1947--Yak~ 
Project, Washington. 

Photograph No. 15 

Heaving at the eubgrade of precast concrete-lined 
canal due to frost action--Yakima P.roJect, Wash~. 



~notograph No. 16 

Partial failur e of precast concrete lining due to 
surface water entering behind lining--Yakima Project , 
Washington. 

Photograph No . 17 

Full-scale laboratory model f or testing flexibility 
of l inings of various t ypes of precast concrete 
blocks . 



Photograph No. 18 

Model showing lining details. 

Photograph No. 20 

Sliding slabs into place. Note struts for holding 
slab while backfill is placed and tamped. 

. 
Photograph No. 19 

Cast-in-place base slab ready for Jnatallation 
of ~recast aide elopes. 

., 
r: ... 

Photograph No. 21 

Section of lateral showing weed growth through 
unsealed Joints. 



P'notograph No. 22 

Cast-in-place base slBb with 3- by 12- by 18-inch and 
3- by 9- by 12-inch precast slabs on side slopes-
Carlsbad P.roject, New Mexico--1941. 

Photograph No. 23 

Bottom. course of 3- by 12- by 18-inch 
precast concrete !locks on a 4-inch 
cast-in-place base sl.ab--Carlsbad 
P.roject, New Mexico--1947. 

Photograph No. 24 

Placing top course of precast slabs-
Carlsbad Project, New Mexico--1947. 



Pneumatically-Applied Portland Cement Mortar Linings 

Pneu~tically-.applied po_r~and cement mortar is defined as a surface coating of 
!Ilortar which cons1st~ of an mbmate mixture of portland cement, sand, and water shot 
mto place by pneuJ?atic pr~ssure. T_he resulting coating, lf properly proportioned, mixed, 
placed, and cured lS descr1bed as bemg dense, hard, and very strong. This material is 
of~en referred to as "Gunite," sometimes incorrectly because "Gunite" is a trade name 
coined by one manufacturer to describe the sand-cement product of their particular equip
mell:t· T~e term "shotcrete," which has been adopted by both the American Railway 
Engmeermg and the Portland Cement Associations to designate pneumatically-applied 
portland cement mortar, is gaining common acceptance and will be used in this discussion. 

. Shotc;rete h<:s been us.ed for can~ linings for over 30 years; one of the early 
mstallabons bemg made m Nevada m 1917. During the 1920's this method of construc
tion gained in popularity and was used on a number of canals on bath private irrigation 
and Bureau of Reclamation projects (see Table 2). Commencing in about 1928 extensive 
work was undertaken by irrigation projects in southern Arizona and the Lower ruo Grande 
Valley of Texas, using shotcrete linings (Photographs Nos. 25 and 26). 1n this work both 
laterals and main canals were lined. 

The many installations indicate that a well-constructed shotcrete lining will furnish 
satisfactory service. In some irrigated areas a large percentage of the lined canals 
and laterals have been constructed with shotcrete. For instance, it is reported that over 
2,200,000 square yards of shotcrete lining have been placed by irrigation districts in the 
Lower ~io Grande Valley since 1928. 

Although the greater percentage of shotcrete linings has been placed on irrigation 
projects in the temperate climates of southern Callfornia, Arizona, and Texas, there 
are numerous satisfactory installations in locations subject to severe conditions of 
temperature and exposure. The Southern Calliornia Edison Company has recently made 
extensive use of shotcrete in the lining and repair of their power canals in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains wher·e very severe winter weather conditions are encountered. 

The shotcrete process is well adapted to canal lining construction of any shape or 
thickness of lining desired. These features are particularly important in work involving 
the lining of numerous laterals and farm ditches where a variety of shapes and sizes of 
cross-section are encountered. 

Canals to be lined with shotcrete should have the same quality of subgrade finish 
that would be provided for a cast-in-place concrete lining. The importance of a reason
ably unlform subgrade was emphasized in reports of existing installations on the Roosevelt 
irrigation district in Arizona, where it was noted that a minimum of buckling and cracking 
was observed in sections of the canal where the subgrade alinement was reasonably 
unlform. It is usual practice to require that the subgrade be moist at the time the shot
crete is applied so that water will not be drawn from the freshly placed mortar. 

As mentioned previously, the equipment for applying sh0tcrete will vary in detail 
with the manufacturer. A system of air locks is usually incorporated into the mechanism 
for feeding the premixed dry sand and cement into a large flexible hose through which it 
is then transported to the discharge nozzle by pneumatic pressure. At the discharge 
nozzle, water introduced through a second hose, is added to the sand-cement mix and the 
mortar is discharged from the nozzle under pressure. With all equipment, shotcrete is 
applied to the canal section by holding the nozzle about 3 feet from, and normal to, the 
surface being covered. · 

An important requirement for a successful shotcrete application is skilled and well
trained operating personnel. The rate of application and adjustJ?ent of the mix, essential 
to a satisfactory installation, are dependent upon careful operation. 1n many areas, con
tractors with shotcrete equipment specialize on this type of work and have developed 
very economical procedures. The construction procedures and equipment to be used 
will depend upon the amount of lining to be placed and the size of canal to be lined. On 
the larger jobs, several shotcrete units are sometimes employed ~d special mobile 
equipment is provided. On smaller jobs, the equipment is usually limited to one shot
crete unit such as shown in Photograph No. 2'1. 
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· th ti ·of the text regar<ling the design of . 
In general, the discu.ssions m ano er po; . ons Questions regar<lin~ lining thickness, 

concrete lining are applicable to f sho{;:J0~t;e:f ~ith shotcrete linings are best answered 
joint type and spacing, ~d use 0 d ref . ting installations. The thickness of shotcrete 
by a review of the serVICe recor s 0uJm~ of 1 inch to a maximum of 2 inches. Most 
linings will nqrmallyl varb ro~ at~ ete linings have been 1-1/2 inches thick, but a large 
~~~~n~::~f fieR~~~~ti~~ss ~en~oned in Arizona and Texas are of l-inch thickness. 

Shotcrete linings constructed by the Bureau, ~s well. as those constructed b~t:~vate 
irrigation distr:icts, have~r the most P~~~~~~~~~;:;~tfc~n~euth~a~~w Briar 
~~~c ~~ ~=i/2':~~~~c~e~~gn~tlng reWorced w~th 9-gage 6.- ~Y 6-inch mesh and 
the "A" canal of the Gila project with a 1-1/2-inch thickne.ss of lining and lb2-gag~ t 
6- b 6-inch reinforcement. As an average, the area of reinforcemen~ has een a ou 
.OO,lyof the concrete area. Experience has indicated this amdunt of reinforcement to be 
adequate. 

'Recently a number of the laterals on the Pasco lateral system of the Columbia Basin 
reject were lined with 1-1/2- and 2-inch unreinforced shotcrete. Late in ~945 t1?'o 

~ections of the East Turbine lateral, Yakima project ~ere experimentally. lined w1th 
shofcrete, part of which was reinforced and part unreinforced fo; comparison. ~e 
installation of this lining is shown in Photograph No. 28. These mstall~tions, which are 
subject to moderately severe weather, will ~e of interest in future studies to evaluate 
the benefits of reinforcement in shotcrete linings. 

; With shotcrete lining construction, as with concrete linings, the increased c?st of 
reinforcement which often increases the costs 20 percent over the cost of unreinforced 
lining must b~ evaluated against the improved quality of the lining. No doubt many 
installations with unusual or special conditions justify this expense; however, the more 
typical installation offers some question as to justification of this additional cost. 

· The selection of type and spacing of joints for shotcrete linings is controversial. 
Most of the' shotcrete linings installed by private irrigation districts have not been . 
provided with either expansion or contraction joints. The argument favoring this pro
cedure is that the cracks which will occur can be filled as a maintenance operation at 
less expense than the cost of preformed joints. The Bureau of Reclamation has followed 
the opposite practice and has consistently provided contraction joints, usually at 6-foot 
centers, in shotcrete lining. These joints are filled with asphalt mastic at the time of 
construction. In general, contraction joints at 6-foot centers in shotcrete lining have 
effectively confined cracking to the joints. This procedure largely elinlinates the expense 
of later cleaning and filling the random cracking. Expansion joints are usually provided 
only where the lining joins canal structures. 

An important consideration in shotcrete construction is the ·method of handling the 
rebound which r:esults from a portion of the mortar bouncing away from the surface to 
which it is applied. Present Bureau of Reclamation practice is to require the rebound 
to be compacted and smoothed when troweling of the surface is required. In the event 
the surface is not to. be troweled, the rebound is left in place. Specifications reviewed 
for shotcrete linings by private irrigation districts require that all rebound be removed 
and the sur!a_ce of the lining also troweled. The value or importance of troweling the 
shotcre~ linings is influenced by two factors, the method of curing proposed and the 
hydraulic properties of the canal. Experience has proven that the coverage with a 
sprayed curing membrane is considerably increased on a troweled surface as compared 
to t!le rough natural shotcrete fiill.sh. It has been estimated that the more efficient and 
economical use of curing compound offsets to a considerable extent the cost of trowel
il!g. The theoretical hydraulic advantage of a troweled surface is contingent·upon the 
s1z-e and ~ocation of the canal. A small, lined farm ditch which would probably have a 
sand or silt deposit on the bottom, which would constitute a major portion of the wetted 
perimeter, would not justify the expense of a troweled finish for hydraulic benefits. 
In a large canal, the improvement in hydraulic properties may justify troweling. Insofar 
as <can be determined, the troweling does not improve tho quality or strength of the shot-crete lining. -

In As with all types of canal linings, there are examples of failure in shotcrete linings. 
0.,.,~~~ ins~es,. these can be attributed to the poor quality or workmanship of the 
• ....,~. cons uction. Shotcrete linings due to their thinness are subject to failure or 
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CANAL 
SPECIFICATION 

PROJECT AND LOCATION Q b 

No. SCHED. c. f. s. FEET 

Sto. 1+73.12 to 135 t 86 350 8 
955 2 Ne111 Briar Conal to to 

Boulder Canyon Project 700 18 

"8" Conal 8 "A' 8 "a" Loterols 14 2 
1104 I Gila Project to to 

70 4 
Pasco Laterals 6 

1230 Subloterols 
Columbia Basin Proiect 

15 3 

Pasco Laterals 8 5 2 
1230 ~ubloterol~. 'to to 

olumbia osin Projects 15 3 
'A" Canol 8 '!A" Loterol 15 2.5 

1402 2 Y~ma M~;sa Division to to 
Gtla Proiect 60 3.2 

A Can~ 8. ·~ Lateral 15 2.5 
1402 2 ~\!mO l~~a ivtsion to to 

tla Pro ect 60 3.2 
Laterals from A 8 B 15 1.5 

1546 Canals to to 
Yumo Project 60 7.0 

Laterals from '·'A a ·s· 15 1.5 
1546 Canals to . to 

Yuma Prolect 60 7.0 

-t ,.. 
CD ,.... 

"' 
N 

UNITEO STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU Of RECLAMATION 

PNEUMATICALLY APPLIED MORTAR LINED CANALS 

COST DATA BASED ON CONTRACT BID PRICES AND CONTRACT COST REPORTS 

SECTION CANAL LINING 
DATE 

d SIDE pPEt£n QUAN. THICK- REINFORCEMENT CONTR. JOINT SPACINGS 
TYPE SQ. YOS. NESS FEET SLOPE LONG IT. TRANS LONGITUOINAL TRANS. 

5.07 li•l Reinforced , .. 9 go.6-~6" 9 go.6"~6" 10'-o· to 4-2- 41 56,700 If mesh mesh None 
5.92 Shotcrete p:O.OOI94 P=O.OOt94 
1.1 

Ji oJ Reinforced ,. 12"go.s·~6· 12"~x6" 5'-o· 
to 9·20-45 

Shotcrete 
889 If mesh None to 

2.8 p:O.OOI P=O.OOI 6'-o" 

ll:J UnreinfOI'ced 
6 -0 

3 5-31-46 Shotcrete 500 2" None None None 9'·9" 8 
12-0" 

2 Unreinforced !" 
6-0 

to li" 5-31-46 28,600 lz None None None g'-{j' 8 
3 Shotcrete t2'-o" 

I~ If' I Reinforced if 12"ga.a"xa" 12"go.a"xa" 
7-23-46 

Shotcrete 
34,700 mrch mesh As directed 6'-o" 

4.6 p=O. 0075 P=0.00075 
1.5 

li· • 
Unreinforted if to 7-23-46 
Shotcrete 

34,000 None None As directed s'-o" 
4.6 
1.08 

12-~ 
ReinfOI'ced ,. 12 ga.6 x6' 12"<}).6"16" 

to li' ' 56,750 'i mesh mesh None 10'-o· 
3.93 Shotcrete p=O.OOI p•O.OOI 
1.08 

~~ , I Unreinforced ,. 
to 12-3<H6 56;750 li None None None 6'-o" 

3.93 Shotcrete 

COST OF LINING PER SQUARE YARD 

TRIM. CONCRET~ REINFORCEMENT SUB-

CONTRAC1 "''*~~< CONTRACT r.J~~.li.s TOTAL 
SUB- TOTAL 

GRADE 

0.670 0.242 0.056 0.11 8 1.096 0.16 1.246 

1.600 0. 172 0.037 0.053 1.862 0.45 2.312 

1.857 0.292 
.. - - 2.149 0.45 2.599 

1.607 0.219 - - 1.826 0.45 2.U6 

1.300 0.203 0.068 0 .044 1.615 0.30 1.915 

1.300 0.203 - - 1.503 0.30 1.803 

1.644 0.023 0.082 0.053 1.802 0.43 2.232 

1. 644 0.023 - - 1.667 0.43 2.097 



damage f_rom frost heavJ.:lg. or hydrostatic pressure behind the lining even more readily 
than a thl~I:er concrete limng. These problems, however, are common to all rigid 
types of limng and are not necessarily a weakness of shotcrete constru<;tion. 

. The costs. o~ shotcrete ~ng construction are dependent principally upon the 
th~c!mess of lmJ?g, use of rell~orce;ment, provision for joints, size of canal, and a\•ail
abillty of !fiater1als. Recent b1d pnces for shotcrete lining in new canals on Bureau of 
Reclamation wor\1:,· where a 1-1/2-inch thickness of lining with reinforcement and co!l
traction _i.oin~s was. spec~fied,_ indicate an average price of about $2.30 to $2.50 per · 
square yar\i mcludmg tr1mmmg and all materials. Private irrigation districts report 
a _c;ost of about ~ 1. 3? ~o $2 per square yard for a l-inch reinforced shotcrete lining 
;v1thout contraction J.omts. A recent r.e12ort of a l-inch reinforced shotcrete lining 
mstalled by the Mancopa ·County mun1c1pal water conservancy district near Phoenix 
Arizona, indicates a force account cost of less tp.an $1 per square yard. This cost ' 
?oes not ~eflect the us~ items of prof~t, insurance, or depreciation which are properly 
mcluded m contract pr1ces. However, if a reasonable allowance is added for these 
items, the adjusted cost is considerably below present-day averages. 

Service records of existing shotcrete lining installations indicate a maintenance 
and upkeep cost comparable to cast-in-place concrete linings. Many installations 
willl: approximately 20 ye~s service are reported to be giving excellent service with 
a mrmmum of expense for repair or upkeep. 

In addition to being used for the ori~inal construction of canal linings, shotcrete has 
been advantageously adopted for the repair of existing concrete linings. Concrete linings 
which are badly cracked or have disintegrated and are permitting heavy losses of water 
from the canal have been effectively re-faced with a shotcrete coating of 1/2 inch to 
1-1/2 inches in thickness. This work has been carried out following usual construction 
methods except that the existing concrete lining has been carefully cleaned to insure 
adequate bond between the shotcrete and old concrete surface. The Southern California 
Edison Company has repaired approximately 75,000 square yards of old concrete lining 
with 1/2- to l-inch thick reinforced shotcrete lining in the repair of existing concrete 
canals. Previous similar repair work by this company has proven this procedure to be 
very satisfactory. 

Obvi6usly, the application of a relatively thin shotcrete coating will be of little value 
!n providing permanent repair, if the original lining failure resulted from subgrade 
heaving or hydrostatic pressure. Unless the cause of these failures can be eliminated, 
the shotcrete lining will probably fail in a similar manner. 

In an attempt to reduce the cost of regular sho~crete l:inifigs, approximate;!¥ ~,300 
lineal feet of shotcrete lining were placed on the Gila proJect late m 1946, utihzmg the 
naturally sandy soils along the canal. This test lining was placed in three test sections 
using 12, 16 and 20 percent cement conte_nt by ~eight a.z:d .standard shotcrete e;quipment. 
Considerable difficulty was encountered m placmg the lining due to the mater1al emerg
ing from the nozzle in slugs or lumps. This necessitated continual adjustment in the 
water and resulted in a lining of nonuniform mix and of varying thickness. It was also 
found that proper finishing of the lining was difficult to accomplish as the material was 
quite sticky and tended to either adhere to the trowel and peel o~ ?r. sag on the slopes. 
The installation of these test sections indicated that shotcrete utiliz.mg _natur~y sandy 
soils is possible with regular shotcrete equipment, but tha~ produ~tion 1s cons1derably 
reduced and resultant savings are questionable. A z:ecent ms~e~tion of these t?st sec
tions revealed that after a little over a year of serv1ce these linings, though still service-
able, were. excessively cracketi. 
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Photograph No. 25 

Reintorced shotcrete lining, 1-1/2 to 2 inches thick, 
in a· generally good condition after about 20 years 
of service. Consolidated Canal--Eastern Branch, 
Sal.t River Valley Water Users' Association, Arizona. 

Photograph No. 26 

One-inch-thick shotcrete lining constructed in 1947-
Lower Rio Grande Valley, Texas. 



Photograph No. 28 

Placing, finishing, and curing 1-1/2-inch shotcrete 
lining in 1945--Pasco Pump Laterals--Columbia Basin 
Project, Washington. 



ASPHALTIC CANAL LININGS 

Asphalt is a bituminous material distinguishable from tar by some of its physical 
properties and derived from an entirely different source. Asphalt is obtained primarily 
from the refining of crude oil while tar is a product usually obtained from the destruc
tive distillation of coal. Before the advent of modern petroleum refining asphalt for 
construction purposes in the United States and Europe was secured from' natural lake 
deposits mainly in the British West Indies. Asphalt obtained from the refining of petro
leum is more widely used today than from natural deposits largely because of its greater 
abundance and lower cost. Gilsonite and Grahamite are two natural asphaltic materials 
occurring in narrow veins in New Mexico and Utah. These are both very hard and brittle 
but are readily soluble in petroleum naphtha and are used in the manufacture of enamels 
and similar products. They are comparatively high in cost and therefore not practical 
for use in paving construction. Rock asphalt which occurs in some of the western states 
is another form of natural asphalt. This material, formed by the natural seepage of 
asphalt-bearing crude oil through permeable sandstone and limestone, when crushed has 
good characteristics for road and street surfacing. Rock asphalt has not been found 
suitable for use in lining canals due principally to its lack of cohesiveness which ren
ders it very susceptible to erosion. 

Asphalt materials are available commercially in many forms ranging from fluid to 
solid consistencies. Asphalt in the fluid and semifluid states may be either cutbacks or 
emulsions. Asphalt cutbacks vary in curing characteristics and consistency depending 
upon the type and amount of fluxing or cutting solvent used. Rapid curing (RC) asphalt 
is fluxed or cut back with naphtha-type solvents; medium curing (MC) is cut back with 
kerosene-type solvents; and slow curing (SC) with gas oil types. Six grades of viscosity 
or fluidity are available in each of the three curing groups. These are designated by 
numbers from zero to five indicating consistencies from thin to thick. Thus an asphalt 
cutback (MC-0) would be more fluid than MC-2, but would have a similar curing charac
teristic. Asphalt emulsions are suspensions of asphalt in water and are designated by 
Types RS, MS, and SS indicating rapid, medium, an:i slow set or "break" as it is usually 
termed. Asphalts of solid and semi-solid consistencies comprise the asphalt cement 
group which must be mixed and placed hot. Asphalt cements normally vary in consis
tency from 300 penetration (soft), at testing temperatures, to 30 penetration (hard) and 
become liquid at temperatures between 250 and ::l50 F. Desirable combinations of 
characteristics are developed in cements by special· treatment as in the case of air
blown and catalytically blown asphalts. These processes develop ~usually high soften
ing points for given penetrations which minimize sagging and runmng of asphalt at high 
temperatures although pliable and ductile at low temperatures .. Asphal:ts may also be 
stiffened and given better weathering properties by adding, or filling Wlth, finely divided 
materials such as diatomaceous earth, rock dust, portland cement, and silt. The princi
pal advantage of flexible asphaltic materials for use in lining irrigation canals and 
laterals, is their ability to conform to a reasonable amount of settlement or bulging of 
the subgrade without rupture of the lining. 

The wide range of characteristics and types of asphaltic materials available makes 
possible a wide variety of types of lining and treatments ~ering considerably in cost, 
effectiveness, permanence, and adaptability. Below are hs~ed eight prl;ncipal types 
together with the asphaltic materials co=only used in thell" construction. 

1. Hot mix (asphalt cement) 

2. Cold mix (cutbacks and emulsions) 

3. Prime-membrane (cutbacks and cement) 

4. Buried membrane (asphalt cement) 

5. Prefabricated surfacing (fabrics and cement) 

6. Pneumatically-applied asphalt (emulsions and cutbacks) 

7. Embankment injectron (oils, emulsions, and cutbacks) 

8. cutoff walls {oils, emulsions, cutbacks, and cement) 
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t d date of construction covering the Bureau's 
The table below lists the location, e~ef ' ~ore detailed information on these installa
experience with asphaltic linidngs to . a~· of each of the eight types in the following pages. 
tions is given along with the iscusslOn 

Project 

central v. 
Yakima 
Boise 
Boise 
Owhyee 
Col. Basin 
Boise 
Gila 
Boise 
Yakima 
Gila 
All-Amer. 
Col. Basin 
Boise 
Boise. 
Yakima 
Klamath 

Feature 

contra costa 
snires Mountain 
"D' Line. 
"D" Line 
Malheur 
Pasco Laterals 
"D" Line 
Yuma Mesa 
"H" Line 
Roza Laterals 
Yuma Mesa 
East Mesa 
Pasco Laterals 
"D" Line 
"D" Line 
Roza Lateral 
Coppeck Bay 

Type lining 

Hot-mix 
Hot-mix 
Hot-mix 
Hot-mix 
Hot-mix 
Hot-mix 
Cold-mix 
Cold-mix 
Prime-membrane 
Prime-membrane 
Prime-membrane 
Prime-membrane 
Prime-membrane 
Prefabricated 
Prefabricated 
Prefabricated 
Buried membrane 

Hot Mix 

Length 
feet 

528 
550 ' 
270 
330 

2,600 
58,000 

20 

1,000 
4,695 
2,000 

928 
30 

350 
30 

408 

Area 
sq.yds. 

2,000 
2,200 
1,073 

920 
11,000 
88,200 

78 

1,444 
7,575 
3,500 

1,850 
121 

1,800 
45 

1,000 

Date 
Constructe4 

April1939 
Nov. 1939 
Apri11943 
May 1943 
Nov. 1944 
May-Sept. 1947 
Apri11943 
Apri11946 
Apri11942 
May-Sept. 1946 
May-Sept. 1947 
May-Sept. ·194 7 
Sept. 1947 
Apri11943 
January 1946 
September 1946 
September 1947 

Hot-mix asphalt consists of ~ combination of straight asphalt cement and aggregatfeth 
which must be mixed, placed, and compacted hot. The gradation and maximum size o e 
aggregate is a design problem which may be influenced by the characteristics desired 
and the ty-pe of material available. When the _mix contains aggregate retained on a stand
ard No. 4 screen, it is termed asphaltic concrete. Mixtures of asphalt and sand are 
referred to as sheet asphalt. Upon cooling to air temperatures, hot-mix linings develop 
a high degree of cohesion and stability, resulting in a tough, durable, yet flexible l?Ung. 
Hot-mix linings are generally considered to be the highest ty-pe among the asphaltic 
group with respect to durability, resistance to external forces, and for hydraulic prop
erties. When placed and compacted by hand labor, this type of lining is relatively high 
in cost. However, it is especially adaptable to large-scale mechanization, with good 
indication that low costs can be achieved by the use of properly developed equipment. 

Two experimental sections of asphaltic concrete lining were placed in the Contra 
Costa canal of the Central Valley project in May 1939. The two sections were 220 feet 
and 308 feet in length, respectively, involVing about 2,000 square yards of lining 3 inches 
thick. The first section was constructed by hand-placing methods near the outlet of the 
pumping plant at Oakley, California, while the second section was placed with a concrete 
lining_ machine near Antioch. The machine-placed section, which was reinforced with 
12-1/2-gage woven wire, indicated the feasibility of placing asphaltic concrete by the 
slip-form method. However, portions of this section developed a number of cracks 
and bulges during the first summer which appeared to have been caused by expansion 
of the wire mesh reinforcement. The bulges and cracking were found to be confined to 
the upper portion of the lining lying above the wire mesh. These were repaired and no 
furth~r damage, except some minor checking on the berm, has been observed in the 
machme-_Placed secti~n. Mu~ curling at the waterline of the hand-placed section has 
resulted m some eros10n durmg the 9 years of service. The use of harder asphalts 
such as are currently recommended for lining .construction might have prevented erosion. 
Creosote, kerosene extract, and sodium chlorate were used as soil sterilants. No 
appreciable weed growth has occurred. 

Asphaltic concrete linings were placed in the Snipes Mountain canal, Yakima project, 
in ~ovember 1939. One area was located within the city limits of Sunnyside Washington, 
':"hile the second area was approximately 3 miles south of that city. A total 'of approx
unately 2,200 square yards· of 2- and 3-inch-thick lining was placed in the two areas. 
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All'lnaterial was mixed in a central plant, hauled to the project in flat-bed trucks, and 
pl.aced by CCC hand labor. (See Photograph No .. 29.) Compaction was obtained by a 
wmch~dr~wp rollerattache.d t? a :;mall tractor .. All areas of this lining are in generally 
good cond1ti~:m after seve~ ~rn!5atlon seasons w1th the exceptions of a sodium chlorate 
treated sectlon of canal11~.1~g m the city of Sunnyside which began to show excessive 
'¥eed growth through the hmng at the waterline early in 1946. The use of sodium chlo
rate in other areas of this installation have proven satisfactory but failed in this area 
because of the leaching out of the. chlorate by irrigation water applied to lawns ah.ov" ' 
the canal. · · 

'rwo areas in the b-line cahal, Payette division of the Boise project were lined with 
asphalt mixes in' AprU and May 1943 .. The lining at Milepost 12.5 consisted of approx
imately 1,070 square yards of lining 1 and 2 inches thick in a 12-foot bottom canal. 'fh~ 
hot~niix at this point consisted of a fine sand and an asphalt cement slightly harder than 
that used in the Contra Costa and Snipes Mountain linings. This amounted to a sheet 
asphalt mixture an:l. was placed by hand methods. The soil was sterilized with sodium 
chlorate. and no w.eed growth has occurred. A portion of this lining was subjed:ed to an 
inflow of storm water over the Upper edge which eventually undermined a small portion 
of the lining and caused a collapse in that area. The failure was repaired by Operations 
& Maintenance forces early in 1947 and no further damage has occurred. The second 
section constructed at Milepost 23.~ was lined with 1-, 2~, and 3~inch thicknesses of 
asphaltic concrete. This material was also placed by hand methods. Sodium chlorate 
was used as a soil sterilant.: The only weed growth observed is a few willow shoots 
which have· appeared at the ,extreme downstream end of the 1-inch~thick lining. Some 
bulging of the lining has. occurred in the invert in one area due to frost action, but the 
lining has hot ruptured. No difference in appearance is yet noticeable between the 
sections of differ.ent thiCkness. 

·Approximately 1,1Qd·square yards of .2-inch~thick asphaltic concrete was placed 
in the Malheur canal, OWyhee project, in November 1944. (See Photograph No. 30.) 
An 85-100 penetration asphalt cement was used wh'.ch was har~er than that used in any 
of the three linings previously described. The aggregate cons1sted of ~and and crushed 
rock which produced a rough-finish surface requiring a heavy seal of filled asphalt 
cement. A pipe-emi.niel seal was used which has since chec.ked badly due to weathering. 
One area near a turnout gate in a lateral adjacent to the mam canll;l has. eroded severely 
in the bottom due to-high velocity and turbulence of the water at !hi~ pomt. SodiJli!l : 
chlorate was used as a soil sterilant and weed growth has been lim1ted to a fe~ willow 
shoots.'. This lining was placed to stop severe ground movement in the foundations of , 
the Malheur siphon caused by saturation of the earth by seepage water from the canal. 
It is reported to have successfully accomplished this purpose. 

Almost 90 000 square yards of 2~inch-thick asphaiti.c concrete lining was placed in 
approximateiY 11 miles of tile Pasco laterals of the Columbia. Basin pr?ject, Washington, 
in the summer of 1947. Only about 25,000 square yards of soil in the lining are~ was 
.sterilized. Part of this area was treated with sodium chlorate and part with bor1c acid. 
A 60-70 penetration asphalt cement and a sand-gravel aggregate was used in the machine
placed hot•mix. This project offered the first opportunity for employing ~-~cal~ ti 
mechanized equipment for placing and compacting purposes and a practic e 1k a on 
of costs. The contractor on this job used a sliJ;>-form type asphaltic lining mac e 
developed for the job (See Photograph No. 31.) This equipment witcf!. i~ r~ati~y d 
simple in design, and available at a nominbal cta86tal inv~~t:~~o~~to~ ~~~P~Jed den-
the hot-mix lining at a rapid rate and at a ou perce th t f th 2 in h 
sity. As disclosed by construction data accumulated on the job, e cos o e - C:, 
asphalt liot-mix lining,. without soil steri~7atlon, wta~ 7~l~~~n~/'f .tti2:~;h~~~c~erech 
portland cement concrete-lining ~d wasd 11 ~rcend include all materials, the final 
lining. Percentages apply to the finishe n g an ui t tal 
trim:qll.ng of :the, earth section, and reasonable charges for eq pmen ren · 

-. :, -, ·· · ·. ·. · · · · · · t tion is sCheduled for the summer of 1948 
A contract was let late in 1947 and cods ~~ 28 700 square yards of 2-inch asphaltic 

on 5 miles of the Ygnacio canal to be lind wifu s~d-gravel mix containing 50-80 pane
concrete._ This lining will be constructe a t of laboratory density. The lining . 
tratioh asphalt cement and compacted to 90 percenth contractor and several types of 
Will be placed by machinery develope.d forta~ ~y,Thfs project is' expected to yield further 
soU sterilants. will b.e used for exper1men ~ · on this type of lining and may contri-
data on the actual cost of full-scale construe on. . ui ment. 
bute fUrther towards development of new canal-luung eq P 
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Cold Mix 

Cold-mix linings are similar to the h~t-mi~ linings in that carefll:lly gril;d~d aggregates 
are used, and are mixed with bituminous matenal. However, cold m11:es ~ttlhze <;me of 
the liquid asphalts (cutback emulsion, or powdered asphalt-flux comomatlon). Tnese 
materials are mixed laid ~d compacted relatively cold, usually at air temperatures 
between 65 and 100 F. edict mixes require less complex mixing equipment than the 
hot mixes and are generally more conv:enient to use, especially wh~re the qrn;ntities 
of material for a given project or repa1r job are not large. A cons1derable d1sadvantage 
to this type of lining, with a degree of exception to the emulsified asphaltic materials, 
is the lack of immediate attainment of high degrees of cohesion in the mixes. Since 
lining mixes are placed on rather steep side slopes, an appreciable resistance to creep 
must be developed within a short time after placing, or pl2.stic flow will ensue followed 
by cracking or slipping of side-slope linings. The lining must be resistant to water 
erosion, which also requires development of appreciablE: cohesion. Cold mixes are, 
therefore, limited in their uses except as they will meet the demands of service. Of the 
asphaltic materials used for cold mixes, asphalt emulsions develop greatest cohesion 
in a given time, while MC and RC cutbacks will develop appreciable stability under cer
tain co:Jditions of curing or aerating before placing and compacting. Several reservoir 
linings have been successfully constructed by emulsion cold-mix methods by agencies 
othe:r; than the Bureau. Two trial canal lining installations have been made by the Bureau; 
one on the "D" Line $!anal, Payette division, Boise project, and one on the Gila project 
near Yuma, Arizona. No cold-mix project has as yet been of a magnitude to permit 
accurate ascertainment of large-scale construction costs. This cost may be expected 
to be somewhat lower than hot-mix but, with some possible exception, the lower cost 
is offset by the disadvantages of cold-mix linings. 

An asphalt emulsion1 cold-mix lining 2 inches in thickness was constructed at 
Milepost 12.5 on the "D ' Line canal, Payette division, Boise project in April1943 
(concurrently with hot-mix linings at this location which have been previously dis
cussed). The test section was 20 feet in length and 78 square yards in area. This lining 
employed a local deposit of very fine sand and aggregate. When placed and compacted 
this material dev~loped large shrinkage cracks due to the evaporation of the water in ' 
the asphalt emuls10n. (See Photograph No. 32.) The cracks are still existent after five 
seasoz:s of irrig<~;ti?n use, and they will probably have an important effect on the ulti
mate life of the lining. Cracking would have been less severe if a well-graded aggre
\l'ate had been used: ~ other cases a slurry of fine sand and. emulsion has been broomed 
mto such cracks, f~g ~em and apparently effectively minimizing any effect of such 
cra.cks. This emuls1on lining was not so treated and has not been considered entirely 
sahs:iactory due to th~ severely cracked condition. The actual mix has retained excel
lent life howeyer, indicating that this type of lining might be successful if proper design 
and construction methods were used. 

~ aspha}-t emulsion lining utili'!:ing the existing fine sand on the Y!liila Mesa of 
the Gila proJect was constructed in 1946. It is understood that this construction is 
performmg satisfactorily. 

Prime-Membrane 

Prime-membrane-type asphaltic linin 'd · · 
lining in which all materials are . g proV1 es .a s1mple low-cost method of canal 
\l'Taph No. 33.) The construction !~~~:~c~y ~:t_ecu~ sp~ay applica~iOJ?-S. (See ~hoto
m which light oil such as diesel fuel is sprayed Jn ~ SarthWlth a prbepr1mmg operat10n . 
sterilant and to expedite the absor tion f . e e . ?r su grade to act as a soil 
consists of SC, MC, or RC <"utbacl asp~t~~f~~~~!~~;~cati~n .. The prime application 
absorbed by the earth. The prime acts as a stabili . ty, .PPlied as a spray and 
a relatively waterproof stable layer to whi h th zm~ mater1al for the soil forming 
bonded. The membran~ may be either a bl c e mem rane, or surfaced course is 
above 150 F, or an asphalt cement to whicho;rr ;sphalt cement having a softening point 
vent flow of the membrane at tern e t - a omaceous earth has been added to pre
p~eprime generally requires aboJ 65 ures near 140 F. (See Photograph No. 34.) The 
oil, the prime consists of from o 5 gau~~on per square yard of diesel fuel or similar 
per square yard, while the membr per sq~e yard to, in some cases, 2.0 gallons 
a square yard. The cost of small ~~~~lts_eq~est apha;proximately 0.75 to 1.0 gallon 
of $0.85 to $1 a square yard but costs n pro3ec s ve been in the neighborhood 
scale installations. In desi~ting canal~ f~~out ,$0.50 are bellev~d possible 1n large-

pr=e-membrane lini.rig, a carefUl study 
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of soil. condi~ions is necessary. Soils should have s?fficient capillarity so that the prime 
matenals will be. prop~rly absorbed, and.the ~ater1al should be stable after absorption 
of the prime. Soils wh1ch have a low capillar1ty usually do not prime well. Such soils 
may b~ eithe~ very tight clays or soils high in clay, or some types of fine sand which 
are ne1ther highly permeable nor have high degrees of capillarity. Some desert sands 
of the latter description have been found to be very difficult to adequately stabilize by 
priming due to poor absorption of the prime material .. It is essential, therefore, that 
soils proposed for prime-membrane lining be thoroughly 'tested for their suitability. 
Prime-membrane linings are readily damaged by canal cleaning operations and, except 
where unusually stable subgrade conditions exist, by the hoofs of heavy animals. 

The first prime-membrane-type lining constructed by the Bureau was placed in the 
"H" Line canal, .Payette division, Boise project, in April1942. Eleven test sections, 
totaling 1,444 square yards in a 4-foot bottom canal, were constructed. The test sec
tion included numerous variations of soil sterilant, priming material, quantities, and 
type of membrane used. At this date, after six irrigation seasons, one section is in 
very good condition (see Photograph No. 35) .and four others are either in fairly good 
condition or are still integral and functioning. The best section is one which was primed 
with an RC-0 (low viscosity) to a depth of appro~imately 2 inches and then surfaced with 
an 85-100 penetration asphalt cement containing 19 percent of.diatomaceous earth. The 
other sections were primed with either RC-1 or RC-2, with membranes of either asphalt 
cement and diatomaceous earth or RC-2 and diatomaceous earth. 

In the early spring of 1946, test areas of prime-membrane lining were constructed 
in lateral 85.6-6 of the Yakima project north of Prosser, Washington. The purpose of 
these installations was to determine the optimum means of obtaining deep primes in a 
silty soil, in preparation for a series of larger test installations. In these exoeriments, 
it was found that a light preprime of kerosene or diesel fuel would permit much. deeper 
primes than could be obtained in either dry or water-damp soil. Most of the tr1al 
installations in this lateral were destroyed by later construction operations on the lateral, 
but one section primed with RC-1 and with an RC-2 membrane over which a light cover
ing of stone chips was placed, was still in good condi;tion in ~uly 194!. The data obtained 
from these tests were used to good advantage in the mstallatlons which followed at a 
later date. 

Eleven test sections of about 50 square yards each were constructed in the East 
Turbine lateral, Yakima project, in May and June 1946 to determ.l.I!e the depth:; of pene
tration obtainable with different asphaltic materials and to deteri?J.lle the stabilization 
effected in a loose blow-sand soil by these methods. By preprimmg with diesel fuel, 
up to a 4-inch depth of pl'ime was obtained with about 3 gallons per square yard of 
cutback asphalt. A very good degree of stability was also obtained. In August 1946, 
several different types of membrane, includi~g diatomaceous earth-filled asphalt ceme~t, 
were placed over the previously primed sectlons. In November 1947. all of the~e ex~~ 
imental sections were in good condition, although no wate~ had been m the c~ s. t 
conclusions relative to the effectiveness of the East Turbme lateral linings will awai 
completion of the system and admittance of water to the canal. 

Seve!al hun?-red square yards of l~teral 69i\~~e foz:m~':!~~o~= ~od~~foo 
were pr1med w1th diesel oil and SC-1 m Augus · m th was then a lied This 
Penetration asphalt cement ~d. 6 p~rcent diato!nf9i~~~a;ugh no water~ be.en admitted 
lining was in fairly good condition m November ' th linin ust 
to the lateral. As with the East Turbine lateral, final conclusions on e g m 
await actual use of the lateral. 

· . 28 f t in length was constructed in the main pump 
A prime-membrane-type lining 9 ee 947 A firm solid subgrade was pre-

lateral, Pasco, Washington, in the summer 'tf 1 with a chlorate-boric acid water solution. 
Primed with diesel oil and, in one short sec d ~?Jo feet of the canal given an asphaltic 
A prime of 0.5 G.S.Y. of RC-0 was used, an t filled with 20 percent of diato
membrane coating of a 60-70.p~netration a~~halgtht ce~::eral special catalytically-blown 
maceous earth. On the remammg 28 feet 0 ell: ' a relatively shallow depth of prime 
asphalts were used. In this prime-membrane lining~ reviOUS experimental projects. 
was used, as compared to the deeper primes used ~tign of the stable subgrade which 
The reduced prime thickness was used in ctionsi~efabor and materials cost for this type 
eXisted in this area, and to secure a reduc on 
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f linin This lining will be observed for determination of the servic~ability of the . 
~ining !der the existing subgrade and 'prime conditions, and for behaVlor of the spec1al 
asphaltic membranes. 

Buried Membrane 

Buried asphaltic membrane linings are constructed by overexcavating the canal 
section and applying an asphaltic membrane by spraying a heated asphaltic cement . 
to a thiclmess of from .0.1 to 0.2 inch after which an earth, sand, gravel, or rock cover
ing, 1 foot or more in thiclmess, is placed. (See Photographs Nos. 36 & ~7.) The pur
pose of such a lining is essentially to stop leakage through per.meabl~ soils. Sine~ the 
asphaltic membrane is protected from weathering and mechamcal inJury, such a l~g 
is expected to have an exceptionally long life. The buried membrane would not be dls
turbed by normal maintenance operations such as weed removal. An earth cover, 
however unless protected by a gravel blanket, would be subject to erosion as is a 
loose e~th lining. No factual cost data is available, but it is estimated that on large 
scale installations costs may not exceed $0.50 per square yard. No soil sterilants 
would be required for buried membrane linings. ~e prob.able low C?S~, ea~e o~ con
struction, indicated efficiency, and expected long life of this type of lining g1ve 1t a 
high rating among methods for seepage control. 

The first trial installation of buried asphalt membrane lining was made in a 408-
foot length of the M-2-a-2lateral of Klamath project, Oregon, in September 1947. 
This lateral had a 5-foot bottom width, 3.2 feet normal water depth, and a lining peri
meter of approximately 22.5 feet. The soil in the canal was largely pumice, light in 
weight, and subject to severe cracking. It was feared that the loss of water through 
such cracks might be large and the buried mez;nbrane lining was placed for this reason. 
The trapezoidal canal section was overexcavated by 1 foot on the bottom and sides. 
The exposed surface was then wetted and lightiy rolled to crush large soil lumps. 
Three types of asphalt were applied, two of which were blown asphalt cements, and one 
an asphalt emulsion. The asphalt cements produced very satisfactory membranes 
sufficientiy tough to withstand foot traffic during the morning hours, while the emul
sion membrane was considered unsatisfactory because of its failure to form a suffi
cienUy thick, impermeable membrane. Portions of the asphalt cement membrane were 
given a light tack coat of RC cutback before placing the soil cover. The soil cover was 
expertly placed by a dragline, so that no further manipulat,i.on was required. Portions 
of the cover were wetted down by a hose, some·werewetted·and rolled, and others 
were left dry. Tests to determine seepage losses through this lining will be made by 
project forces. 

Prefabricated Surfaces 

The plastic and flexible properties of asphalt, both in mixtures with dust or fine 
mineral aggregate and in membranes of high softening point asphalt cement has led 
to a study of pre~a~ricated surfaces reinforced by vegetable or mineral fabfics or · 
felts, for ?anal lining purposes. Asphalt saturated felts have long been used as roof-
J.I:g m~ter1als, and the remarkable serviceability of asphalt-impregnated prefabricated 
b1tummous surfacing (PBS), used for advance air fields during the war furnishes back
ground for use of prefabricated linings for canals and laterals. For p;actical use the 
cost of such materi•l must be low, or it must have other advantages of use which ~ill 
?V~~adotfa P?bs

1
sible high ~tial cost. The use of very low-cost prefabricated linings 

lS e eve eas1 e for use m small laterals and ditches where rolls of the lining simi
~~~1f·Bf· or prepared roofing, could be laid in place either transversely or lo~gi
have a ~e~~:;bfe llli' ~s{, or with inexpensive unskilled .labor. This material may 
depending on the quali~ of~~ ~t 0fJWO dsethasons to perhaps four or five seasons, 
suitable for 1ar · er an e corresponding cost. Another type, 
which would be ~~h~a:~s~o~~~~~~ bloc~s ?~ larg3 sheets of prefabricated lining 
lasting, erosion resistant and suffi~~ry e~tro~ a.ro ~~~~~Jut IT hi~ wkuld be long 
Three experimental field installations of the latter type have be:~ ~~~.oc passage. 
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' 
McCorkle tYI:e prefabricated a~phaltic blocf.lip,ln~s (see Photograph No. 38) were 

constructed at Milepost 12.5 and Milepost 6.7, D Lme canal, Boise project Idaho 
in April1943 and January 1946. The installation at Milepost 12.5 consisted of a 30-foot 
length of canal containing approximately 121 square yards of lining. The blocks used 
were 1-1/8 inches in thickness, and sized 34 by 60 inches. An asphalt saturated cotton 
canvas was used as a reinforcing backing to a 1 inch thickness of a fine sand-asphalt 
cement hot-mile The fabric extended out 6 inches on two adjacent sides of the block to 
permit a degree of bonding between blocks. The soil was treated with sodium chlorate 
sterilant and the blocks placed by hand. The joints were sealed with a hot-asphil.ltic 
compound. The installation at Milepost 6. 7 was made with a similar type of block, 
except that the blocks were reduced in size to 34 inches by 42 inches to permit easier 
fabrication, handling and placing. In November 1947 both of these linings were still in 
good condition. 

An experimental prefabricated asphaltic lining made by the Shell Development 
Company, Emeryville, California, was placed in a 30-foot length of 2-foot bottom lateral 
on the Roza division in September 1946. (See Photografh No. 39.) This prefabricated 
lining utilized sheet asbestos (similar to furnace paper as a reinforcing medium, which 
supported a 1/2-inch thickness of fine sand-asphalt hot-mix material and was made into 
sheets about 10 feet long and 30 inches wide. The sheets were sufficiently flexible so 
that they could be wrapped around a barrel at a temperature of 75 F. The sheets were 
placed transversely in the canal, the edges being bent over to form a berm. The joints 
were sealed with an asphaltic compound. In November.1947 thi_s ·lining was in fairly 
good condition except for some surface cracking that had developed in the bend on the 
berms. This type of lining has an advantage of fewer joints than the McCorkle ty_Pe_, 
thus reducing the probability of leakage. The large sheets are so~ewhat more difhcult 
to handle, however. Practical construction would require fabrication o~ the project. 
The high cost of this type of lining as compared to cast-in-place hot-= linings reduces 
its practicability except for small installations and special purpose linings. ·. 

Pneumatically Applied 

Pneumatically applied asphaltic linings may be constructed in the same general 
manner as portland cement shotcrete linings. (See Photograph No. 40.) In the asphaltic 
type of lining, sand or fine- aggregate is proportioned into the air stream of the agfeegate 
hose utilizing commercial equipment designed for use with shotcr~te .. At th~ nozz e, the 
asphaltic material is sprayed into the stream of aggregate, re~ulting l.ll ~ llrl;xing of the 
asphalt and aggregate as it is ejected from the nozzle. The !DlXed mater1al1s sp_::yed 
on the surface to be covered i..iJ. the same manner as portland .c~ment shotcrete:al d 
asphalt emulsion of medium-setting type has been the most satisfactory maten use 
for this purpose. Rapid curing asphalt cutback has been usephd ~~\does~~~~::ally 
stable a surface as the emulsion. The rebound from the as - ype hat 
not as great as that from the cement type .. ~s ty~ lining ~n~:s~~~;~d~anal 
more permeable than conventially placed linings. e sev~r th Bureau of Recla-
linings of this type have been constructed by oth~r or\-~z~tion~ ~g is indicated 
mation has used it in only one experimental sec:· ~ ~Iaced linings but where 
to be more expensive to construct than the hot- mf the :e of a hot-mix' the pneu-
extremely irregular sections or other factors preven ' 
matically applied lining may be economically feasible. 

covered with a pneumatically-
Several sections of old cracked c~mcrete ~gughwere anal near Boise, Idaho. This 

applied asphaltic mix in March 1947 l.ll the Riden a c . e sand and two grades of 
cover lining was placed to a 1/2-inch thickness, using a~ amount of slaked lime 
asphalt E:mulsion. A medium-setting emulsion, with a s ve the best results. A quick
add~d to the sand to facilitate breaking of t~e emuls[o~aacould not be satisfactorily 
Setting emulsion tended to break in the mixing nozz e · d de ressions in the old 
applied. The lining adhered well to.the. concrete ~urf~e c=:ditign when inspected after 
Surface were also well leveled. This linin

7 
b gt wh as ot g~een in service long enough to 

one irrigation season in November 194 u as n 
permit complete evaluation. 
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Injection and Cutoff Walls 

Asphalt or oil injection of canal banks has been tried on a limited basis for reducing 
seepage losses through permeable sands .. While this method is not, strictly speaking, 
a lining it is nevertheless a component of the Lower-Cost Canal Lining Program, In 
the oil inJection method, pipes are either .Jetted into the pern:eable_ soil: or :=;and or !;'laced 
in augered holes which penetrate the leaking strata. A loW-VlSCOSlty oil, e1ther a d1esel 
fuel fuel oil, or a prepared asphaltic cutback, is then pumped under pressure into the 
per:Ueable strata. As each elevation becomes saturated, the pipe is slowly withdrawn. 
In quite permeable strata, plugs up to 10 feet in diameter are created with smaller plugs 
formed in less permeable materials. A method developed by the Shell Development 
Company, Emeryville, California, employs an asphalt emulsion especially produced for 
the type of sand in which it is to be used. It is understood that the Shellperm method, 
as the process is called, has been successfully used in several installations. The method 
of injecting oil into water permeable strata holds promise of being an economical method 
of. controlling seepage of water through canal embankments. While oil injection has been 
used with apparent success by several organizations, only one test installation has been 
made by the Bureau. Further test installations are planned for construction on the 
Klamath project in 1948. . · . · 

A test installation of the oil-injection method of controlling leakage through a sand 
embankment was made on the Yuma project, Arizona, in September 1946. In this installa
tion, 1,800 linear feet of canal bank were treated by a heavy fuel oil of 24 A.P .I. gravity, 
injected into the water~permeable embankment sand by jetting pipes to a depth of approx
imately 9 feet. Fuel oil under high pressure was jetted into the canal bank at points · 
staggered on 16 inch centers in two rows 1 foot apart. An average of 164 linear feet of 
bank was treated per day with approximately 4.1 gallons of oil per linear foot. Costs 
were estimated at about $0.40 per linear foot of canal bank. The effectiveness of the 
installation has not ye,t been determined. 

Asphalt cutoff walls. may b~ c;onstructed by excavating a trench through a leaking 
embankme_nt and then e1ther ffilXlng the removed material with an asphaltic oil and 
replacing 1t in the trenc~, or by coating the walls of the trench· with an asphaltic mem
brane, followed by backfilling the trench with the original or either suitable materials. 
Such a method has been S1fCCessfully used by the Imperial irrigation district of California. 
No experimental installahons of this type have as yet been made by the Bureau but 
several installations are planned on the Klamath project for construction in 1948. The 
teth~ appears to have very good possibilities·for use in sandy or gravelly soils where 
rene es can be excavated by. tren<;hlng machines, and where the soil.fs sufficiently 
:t;Is s~~~c~~dot~vadf};~1 Slgesthduring excavation does not occur. Further data 
installation. . e Y e end of 1948 upon completion of the Klamath 
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Photograph No. 29 

Hand-placed asphaltic concrete lining November 1939-
Snipee Mountain Canal, Washington. 

Photograph No. 30 

Asphaltic concrete lining in Malheur Canal-~placed 
November 1944--0wyhee ProJect, Oregon. 



Photograph No. 31 

Asphaltic concrete lining being placed in Pasco 
Laterals, Washington--June 1947. 

Photograph No. 32 

Cold-mix lining (asphalt emulsion and fine sand) in 
"D" Line Canal--Boise Project, Idaho. (Note 
ehr inkage cracks • ) 



Photograph No. 33 

Applying SC priming oil over diesel oil preprimed 
earth, prime membrane lining--East Turbine Lateral-
Yakima Project, Washington. 

Photograph No. 34 

Applying diatomaceous earth-filled asphalt cement 
membrane over primed soil, experimental area of 

. Pasco Laterals, Washington. 



Photograph No. 35 

Section of prime-membrane lining in "H" Line Canal-
Boise ProJect--after six irrigation seasons. 

Photograph No. 36 

Applying asphaltic membrane to subgrade for buried
membrane lining--Klamath ProJect, Oregon- -September 
1947. 



Photograph No. 37 

Placing earth cover over asphalt buried membrane 
lining--Klamath Project. 

Photograph No. 38 

McCorkle- type prefabricated asphalt lining "D" Line 
Can.aJ~, Boise Project, Idaho. 



Photograph No. 39 

Placing Shell Oil Company prefabricated asphalt 
lining--Yakima Project, Washington. 

Photograph No. 40 

Applying asphalt cover ~neumatically over old 
p. c. concrete lining--Ridenbaugh Canal-
Boise Project--March 1947. 



EARTH MATERIAL LININGS 

A wide variety of earth materials can be economically utilized by several methods 
to reduce canal seepage losses to an acceptable minimum. The permeability of some 
in-place soils can be greatly reduced and their stability improved by compaction or by 
mixing with other soils. Relatively impervious borrow material is often available near 
the canal or within a reasonable hauling distance which can be used for lining. Such 
material may be placed loose, compacted, or, under favorable conditions, may be intro
duced into the operating canal for deposit along the earth section. Many soils may be 
stabilized and rendered less permeable by chemical treatment, oil pentration, or by 
the addition of binders such as portland cement. The uses of oil and asphalt for lining 
canals are covered elsewhere in this report. 

Soil linings not treated with cements, chemicals, etc., are, of course, susceptible 
to weed growth, particularly the loosely placed linings. Aquatic weeds in the canal 
reduce the carrying capacity of the canal considerably and yearly removal of weeds on 
Bureau projects is an expensive operation. Mechanical removal of weeds is often 
destructive to earth linings and in many cases prohibitive in cost. However, inexpen
sive chemical weed removal is becoming widespread and effective, reducing the impor
tance of the weed problem. Densification of the soil reduces weed growth considerably; 
therefore, thin, compacted linings with protective covers are more desirable from this 
standpoint. Earth linings could be sterilized with the same materials used under asphal
tic linings, but the added cost of about $0.10 per square yard is usually not justified. 
Furthermore, sterilants would be effective for only a few years because of dilution or 
leaching out by the watei' in the canal. 

Comp~cted In-Place Soils 

In some cases relatively fine-grained soils can be compacted in place to adequately 
control seepage. By compacting some materials from 90 percent of maximum density 
to 100 percent, the permeability may be reduced to 1/100 of the original rate. The data 
pertinent to construction consist of a determination of the in-place density, the maximum 
density, and optimum moisture by standard laboratory compaction, determining the per
centage of compaction (percent of density) required to decrease the permeability from the 
in-place permeability to an acceptable amount. The construction procedure consists of 
scarifying the soil, adding moisture, and compacting by sheepsfoot, flat rollers or other 
equipment to the required density. A protective cover of loose soil or gravel, 6 to 12 
inches thick, should be provided if scouring or surface shrinkage is anticipated. 

Mechanical Stabilization 

Soil stabilization and decreased permeability may be accomplished by improving 
the frictional and cohesive properties of the soil. The incorporation of granular soils 
with clayey soils improves the frictional properties of the clayey soils. The addition 
of clayey soils to granular soils improves the cohesive £~perties of the granular mate
rial; Thus, by the proper combination of mechanically · erent soils, better cohesive 
and frictional properties are obtained. 

Loosely-Placed Earth Borrow 

Probably the most prevalent type of earth lining now in operation is the loose earth 
blanket of selected fine-grained soils. Satisfactory results can be obtained with this 
type of lining in many cases, providing the soils are fine enough to be impervious in 
the loose state, and are sufficiently stable against erosion. The results obtained from 
the loose earth linings are not as positive, permanent, 01· efficient as the results obtained 
from compacted earth linings of comparable materials. The advantage of the loose earth 
lining is the ease with which it may be installed, either during the construction period 
or after the canal is in operation. Very little trimming or reshaping of the canal section 
is generally required and the installation cost is usually low. A 12-inch layer of soil 
is reco=ended for this type of lining. In some cases the primarY benefit to be derived 
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from this type of lining is in the fact th~t, althoug_h most of the soil ~ay be removed 
b erosion or cleaning operations, the fme matenals rna! pe_netrate mto the .c~ banks 
tl rovide a seal. Laboratory testing for this type of lining mclU:d~s determmation of 
th/ ermeability of various available materials in the loose condition and w~ether any 
mo!ement of the fines would influence the permeability rate. The construction_proce
dure consists of dumping the loose soi:J. on the canal bo!t~m and banks 8.1}? shapm~, <?r 
spreading to grade and line. In some mstances loose linings ha~e been puddle~ . m 
by dragline bucket after the canal has been filled with water, to mcrease the eff1c1ency 
of the lining. 

Compacted Earth Borrow 

Thin compacted linings, 6 to 12 inches in thickness, of selected fine-grained soils 
which are protected by a blanket of coarse soil or gravel, 6 to 12 inches thick, provide 
a suitable impervious lining. The maximum density and optimum moisture of materials 
for this type of lining are determined in the laboratory by the compaction test and per
meability is determined by the percolation test. The laboratory tests on compacted mate
rials indicate that severe freezing and thawing would be detrimental to thin linings 
because the expansion caused by the freezing and subsequent thawing increases the per
meability of the material. However, no field reports on existing thin linings have indicated . 
a failure because of freezing"and thawing action. Repeated wetting and drying of thin 
linings should have no effect on the stability or porosity if properly protected against 
erosion by ~. sand-gravel blanket. Specifications for placing this lining should include 
a moisture and density control for obtaining satisfactory compaction. Density require
ments for canals are usually established at about 93 percent of maximum laboratory 
density because of the difficulty in attaining higher density on the canal slopes with 
present construction equipment. Whether transverse or longitudinal compaction mei.hods 
are used, auxiliary equipment is needed on the berm to assist the compaction equipment. 
Longitudinal compaction can be accomplished by anchoring the rolling equipment on the 
slopes to equipment on the berm. In Photograph No. 41, transverse compaction has 
been accomplished, in some stabilized test sections by pulling the rolling equipment up 
the slope by cable through a deadman to a tractor which operated longitudinally along the 
berm. Another method of transverse compaction utilizes a sheepsfoot roller and drag-
line as illustrated in Photograph No. 42. The most suitable soils for thin compacted 
earth linings contain small amounts of clay and considerable sand. Soils arranged in 
order of suitability for thin compacted linings are: 

SC Sand with clay binder 

GF-clayey, Gravel with excess clay 

SF- clayey, Sand with excess clay 

CL Clay (lean) 

CH Clay,.very plastic (not suitable for canals that will be 
alternately wet and dry unless protected with a 12-inch 
gravel-sand cover). 

Heavy compacted linings are commonly d f · 1 ,._,_ 
rolling equipment can be used lon . . use or s ope J..Uuugs because conventional 
graph No. 43.) The lining thickne~~dinally to compa_ct horizontal layers. (See Photo-
3 feet (normal to the slope) would pro~~~r:b 0~ the ~~th of av:ailable equipment, but · 
single-drum roller. This type of lining can .; e ~mum thickness possible with a 
thin lining and no protective "cover is re . e cons u~ted of coarser material than a 
for thin linings are also suitable <or the ~~ed.~e soils described above as suitable 
be used. These are: gravel with. cla b" vy gs and a ~ew other types can also 
and sand with excess silt (SF-silty). Y mder (GC), gravel Wlth excess silt (GF-silty), 

In December 1944, about 700 lin f 
the Bitterroot main canal Montana ear e~t of cc:mpacted earth lining was placed in 
~eet, s_ide slopes of l-1/2'to 1, and a ~~e~e;tti~n9the canal has a base width of 22.0 

epth 1s 5.25 feet. Before placing the lini 1thg to 10 feet. The normal water 
· ng, e canal was overexcavated on the bottom 
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and lo~er bank and evened up with a Cletrac "60" dozer. The canal havin been in 
operat10~ for 35 years (constructed 1907-1910), the subgrade was in a go~ state of 
com~a?tion and no further treatm~nt was considered necessary. The material used for 
the linmg was· a sandy-clay mater1al containing sufficient gravel so that it was found 
~ecessary to p}.ace.a protective layer of gravel over the lining. The borrowed mate
rlal was shoved mto the canal with the dozer, spread out on the bottom and along the 
slope of the lo~er bank to a h;eight of 14 inches above normal water surface. The upper 
bank was not lmed. Compachon of the lining was done by traveling with the Cletrac 
tractor. The thickness of lining was 12 inches on the bottom of the canal but on the 
side slope it varied from 20 !Jlches at the bottom to 14 inches at the top. 'The lining has 
perf<;>rmed well_ under oper~t10n and. there have. been no reports of either sloughing or 
eros10n. Aquatlc growth, s11t depos1ts, and the amount of cleaning required does not 
vary from that required for unlined sections of the canal. No measurements were made 
to determine the seepage losses before and after placing of the lining. However, before 
the lining was placed, there were about five acres of land below the canal which had 
become too wet to farm. Since the lining has been placed, this land has dried up to the 
extent that farming is again possible. 

A compacted clay lining, 5 to 6 inches thick with a l-inch layer of gravel rolled 
into the surface wa:;; constructed by WPA labor in 1941 on the Melville "C" canal, Delta, 
Utah. The canal has a base width of 16.0 feet, side slopes 2:1 and height of 3.b feet, 
and is 4,200 feet long. Reshaping of the existing canal, placing and spreading of clay 
and part of the compaction was done by hand labor. A smooth roller was substituted 
for hand-compaction early on the job. The density of the compacted lining varied from 
74.5 to 94.5 pounds as compared with the natural condition of the clay of 97.1 pounds 
per cubic foot. A clay having a permeability of 0.13 feet per year was used for the 
lining. A l-inch layer of gravel was spread over the clay before compaction. The cost 
was $0.425 per square yard and this lining has served its purpose for 6 years without 
repairs. However, considerable erosion is evident at the toe of the bank slope. On the 
outside of curves and under two bridges the lining has been entirely removed by erosion 
because of the higher velocities caused by restricted sections. Ninety percent of the 
lining is covered with a small leaf moss which is unaffected by chemicals used so far. 
Permeability measurements indicate an· increase of from 0.12 cubic feet per square 
foot per year immediately after the lining was pl~c~d to 0.42 cubic _feet p~r ye_ar in 1944. 
A high water table, which was lowered after the lining was placed, 1s agam eV1dent. 

Earth linings have also been constructed in which the slope lining was placed in a 
loose conditiOn and the base lining was compacted. This procedure allows the densifi
cation of the base material for maximum imperviousness and stability ~y conventional 
l'olling equipment and provides a loose lining of mode.rate imperm.eability on the side 
slopes where compaction is difficult with present e~mpment. Durmg 1940! 5 miles of 
this type of lining was constructed on the All-Am~r1c~ canal. The bas~ lining con
sisted of 4 inches of clay soil thoroughly mixed w1th 4 mcpes of base soil and c~mpacted. 
(See Photograph No. 44.) The slope lining consisted of 6 mches of loose clay soil. The 
lining involved 153 200 cubic yards of material and was placed under contract at a cost 
of $0.064 per squ~e yard of base surface and $0.096 per square yard of sl~pe surface. 
A field report on the condition of this lining late in 1946 stated that wave action had ;pro
duced some sloughing and probably much of the lining had been removed from the s1de 
slopes. However, there was no indication of s-;epage ~osses.on far~ land ~elow the 
canal, and it may be that an effective seal coatmg or film sbll remams which may .be 
covered over by the coarser materials washed down from the banks. Prior to the mstal
lation of the earth lining ponds appeared on the lower side of the canal, and somei~~ 
was waterlogged. Seepa,ge losses in the unlined canal were never f~Y defteanalrminec t 

t · .. d h' has 1 percent of inflow per mile o c . urren 
cer amty, but _es~mates range ~s. lg . tall d indicated that losses had been 
meter determmabons after the lining had been ms e t 
reduced to 0.1 of 1 percent per mile. Late in 1947, h~wever, pon:is of s(epagt;lf~d"i-
v:ere again observed in the fi~lds _below the cantualal and J~u':sJ~~sJ1~fKg ~s~~t known 
tlonal drains to remedy the s1tuation. The ac con l 
since the canal is in year-round service. 
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Silting 

Seepage losses are frequently reduced by silting operations. Silt may be picked up 
from the canal section and deposited elsewhere, m~y come ~rom th~ w_ater supply, o;: 
may be artificially introduced into the canal. The mtroduction of ~1lt mt~ ~e canal 1~ 
probably the least expensive method for reducing seepage losses, if the s1ltmg mater1al 
is available near the canal. The seepag_e reduction by silting depend~ upon forming a 
thin impervious surface membrane of silt and clay on the wetted per1meter of the canal. 
This membrane is highly susceptible to attrition at the water surface, puncture, deter
ioration by weathering, and destruction by cleaning operations. Some silting operations 
in coarse sands and gravels will provide a more-or-less permanent impervious lining 
if the silt penetrates into the coarse materials to a considerable depth. Artificial silt
ing can be accomplished by dumping select material into the canal by means of a drag
line or by sluicing the fine materials into the canal stream by means of a slotted flume 
which can be placed across the canal. The effectiveness and practicability of silt linings 
are dependent upon the available silting materials, the velocities of the canal, and upon 
the structure of the formation through which seepage occurs. This type of lining, although 
satisfactory in some cases, should not be regarded as permanent or impervious as other 
types of earth linings. 

Both loose earth lining and silting operations were used to reduce the seepage losses 
in the main canal of the Vale project, Oregon. The operations continued over a period of 
years and were effective in reducing the seepage losses from 75 percent of total flow in 
1930 to 20 percent in 1940. Where heavy visible seepage losses occurred, top loam was 
placed on the slopes and the bottom of the canal approximately 6 inches thick. From 
1930 to 1935, 50,214 cubic yards of earth were placed at a cost of from $0.50 to $0.65 
per cubic yard ($0.08-1/3 to $0.10 per square yard, 6-inch thickness). This earth blan
ket reduced the seepage losses from 75 to 40 percent. The remaining 20 percent reduc
tion was accomplished by silting operations. Selected soils near the canal were washed 
into a notched trough extending across the canal, which spread the silt over the water 
surface. The silt placed by this method was carried as far as 50 miles which adhered 
to and was drawn into the pores of the natural soil. This silting method was found very 
effective in reducing the seepage through the minute seams found in the underlying rock 
formations. The cost of silting amounted to about $0.50 per cubic yard of material handled. 

During 1946, 1947, and 1948, Government forces on the Provo reservoir canal, Utah, 
installed more than 2 miles of loose and compacted linings and silt treatment considerably 
reducing seepa&:e losses. The loose earth: linlng was semi-compacted in the bottom by 
equipment working in the canal. Compaction of the 6-inch slope lining was accomplished 
by the use of a 3/4-cubic-yard dragline and 7,000-pound single roller with hookup similar 
to th~t shown in Photograph No. 42. Silting was accomplished by dumping clay from 
eXisting bridges and other structures at points of maXimum turbulence. Clay material 
was also dumped alo?g the canal bank and down the side slopes from the operating road. 
J;Us s~~J operation caused a noticeable cross current which assisted in spreading 
du~:ab erl across the bottom section of the canal and on the opposite bank. Clay intro-
me_ter J ~:s;~~f~~ a~~~~~;;_b~ec~:l~~ in rspension and deposited along the peri-
lining operatl,ons were confined to less than 2e ownstream. Although these several 
measurements indicated all . miles of canal length, current meter 
miles from 1.73 percent a.::rover reduction in seepag_e losses over approximately 11. 
was reported as $0.17 pe~ sq=-~ ~~d~· ~rc1f: R:;_ mile. Cost of the compacted lining 
square yard; and the loose linin · '. e s .u.u.~..ug, or the silt treatment, $0.14 per 
on the distance the cla had to b~ ranged from $0.16.to $0.29 per square yard depending 
in November 1947, theyproje<:t en~~~~~ta~ ~an~mrvitting a report on these install~tions 
from the type of clay canal linin co e ' ew of the proven results obtamed 
elinlinate approXimately 2 milesg of {{{Pr;;fgind t~ date on the project, it is now planned to 
on the Provo Reservoir Canal." e proposed 4.3 miles of concrete lining 

Bentonite. 

Bentonite may be defined as earth mate . . 
clay materials of the montmorillonit rial whic)l contains 75 percent or more of 
hydrous silicate of alUmina Howev e group. Chemrcally pure bentonite is a natural 
;nc~ded in the natural sou," all bent;~t~~cJouse t0~ious other chemicals that may be 
m e same degree. The characteristics of b~~t nit it hthe bentonitic characteristics 

· 
0 e, w ether beneficial or detrimental 
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to the e~gineering pr<?blem :i? questi<?n, include slipperiness, imperviousness, high water 
ab:;orphon, and. sw~llmg. D1sregardmg !Jle b~ntorutic grouping from a chemical stand
pomt, and c_ons1dermg them from an ~ngmeermg construction standpoint, the bentonite can 
be classed ~ tw.o groups. T_he Wyommg-type bentonites show a strong affinity for water 
and the wetting 1s accompan1ed by commensurate swelling. The Metabentonites have min
eralogical properties similar to the Wyoming-type bentonites, but do not exhibit pro
nounced swelling characteristics. To differentiate between these two groups, chemically 
the presence of sodium in the first type favors great swelling, whereas the presence of ' 
calcium, magnesium, aluminum, and potassium, in the second type tends to inhibit swelling. 

There are several petrographic and chemical tests to determine the presence of 
bentonite. One physical test--the free-swell test, can easily be performed in the field 
and will indicate .the swelling properties of the clay. Briefly, the test consists of adding 
10 cubic centimeters of dry material (passing the No. 28 screen and retained on the 
No. 48) slowly to a 100-cubic centimeter graduate containing 100 cc of water. After 
standing 24 hours, the apparent volume of the settled clay is determined. The final 
volume is expressed as a percentage of the original.(10 cc) volume. Other more elab
orate and definite physical tests are available where the detrimental properties of ben
tonites are being considered in relation to an engineering structure. These would 
include the·consolidometer type of swelling test, the uplift test, and the triaxial-shear 
test which may be performed on remolded or undisturbed soil specimens. 

Two types of bentonite linings are feasible using the Wyoming-type or high swelling 
material. One type is the bentonite membrane lining with a protective layer of gravel 
or earth. The construction procedure consists of spreading a 1- to 2-inch layer of the 
loose, dry, high swelling bentonite on the canal section and spreading a protective cover 
over the membrane. The second type of lining using bentonite consists of a mixture of 
15 to 30 percent bentonite with local soil. A 2- to 3-inch compa7ted l.l!-Y~r of soil
bentonite protected by 4 to 8 inches of san:l. and gravel, has proVlded l~gs adequately 
impervious, stable, and resistant to weatheri.J!.g action. f'he constructio~ proced~e 
consists of mixing the moist earth and bentorute, spreadmg ~d compacting the mixture, 
and spreading the protective blanket over the compacted lining. 

· A laboratory research investigation in 1941 on the use& of bentonite as a canal 
lining material resulted in the folloWing conclusions: 

(1) 

(2) 

The most satisfactory method of using bentonite for limitin~ ~anal seel?age 
losses appears to be in the construction of thin compacted linings of nnxed 
soil and bentonite. 

Either high swelling or low swelling bentonites may be used, but, in gene~al, 
more of the low-swelling material would be required for comparable res ts. 

(3) Bentonite used in mixes should be ground at
1
1
0
e
0
ast to 9~ percent passing a 

No. 28 screen and 40 percent passing a No. scree · 

(4) 

(5) 

· · d f atisfactory lining depends upon the 
The amount of bentorute reqmre 'teortha sf' e ess of the bentonite the thorough-
swelling properties of the bentoru , e ~ n ' 
ness of mixing, and the porosity of the soil used. 

· · · · necessary to insure stability on canal 
Compaction of a soil-bentomte mlXil hlsuld be moistened to about optimum mois
banks. For best results, the so s o 
ture before mixing. 

h uld be at least 2 inches thick. Heavier 
(6) In general, the compact~d layer s 0 chine ;:nethods are used to insure an 

layers are usually reqUlred wh~ ~ing should be covered with a minimum 
adequate minimum thickness. e cted earth the thickness depending 
of 6 inches sand and gravel or. compa ' 
upon the stability of the mater1al used. 

· t ·t may be feasible in some localities 
(7) Membrane linings of 100 percen~ ben ~ffa£1e although this type of lining appears 

where local bentonites are readp.Y atiy n thro~gh weathering than the mixed lining. 
to be more susceptible to deter1ora o 
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Three reaches of the Frenchtown main canal, Montana, we!e treated with bentonite 
to reduce seepage losses in April1940 after 3 years of operation. A total of 1,055 
linear feet (2 579 square yards) of lining was installed in 4- to 6-foot base width sec
tions. Th~se ~anal sections were excavated through a light, fluffy soil with some rock 
strata and gravel seams which resulted in heavy seepage losses and unstable lower . 
slopes. The subgrade was in fair condition of density and no additional tr~atme~t was 
made. The canal was first overexcavated to a depth of 4 to 5 inc~es, the bentomte was 
spread out over the section to a thickness of 1/4 inch, and the soil from the overexcava
tion was placed back over the bentonite membrane. This soil cover was 4 to 5 inches 
thick and was not compacted. The lining has been in service for seven irrigation seasons, 
and no sloughing or washing has occurred. However, land below the canal is practically 
as wet now as before the lining was placed. The protective soil layer has apparently 
remained in place, yet the project manager states that he has excavated several test 
holes through the lining without finding any noticeable evidence of the bentonite mem
brane. The bentonite membrane, in this case, is believed to have been too thin (1/4 inch) 
to satisfactorily serve as a seal. In linings of this type a bentonite ·membrane .thinner 
than 1 inch is not recommended. 

A satisfactory membrane-type bentonite lining was constructed by project forces in 
the Huntley project main canal, Montana, during 1940 and 1941. This liping consisted 
of 2 inches of loose bentonite covered with 12 inches of fine material and gravel and 
was reported to cost less than $0.35 per square yard to install. 

A lining of bentonite-earth mix was placed in 3,550 feet of the Heart Mountain canal, 
Wyoming, in 1942 and 1943 as shown in Photographs Nos. 45 and 46. The lining mixture 
was compacted to a 'thickness of 2 inches and covered with 12 inches of fine material 
and gr~vel. This lining has been satisfactory in reducing seepage losses, but was 
excess1ve in cost, probably because War Relocation Authority labor was employed. 

A 2-in<?h compacted bentonite-earth mix lining was placed in a canal of the North 
Platte proJect in Goshen County, Wyoming, by CCC labor in 1941. The canal had a base 
width of 6.0 feet, slope.s 1-1/2:1 and 2.0-foot water depth. The lined section was 450 
feet long and a prote.chve cover was placed over the lining. The canal section was over
excavated .75 fe.et Wlth a dragline. One part bentonite and four parts sand were mixed 
in a concrete =er dry and then a small amount of .water was added to assist compac
tion. The mixture was hand-tamped and covered with the original excavated material. 
The cost of this lining was $.2.0~ per square yard. At the close of the 1946 irrigation 
se.ason, although no explanation 1s advanced, the lining was apparently worthless Some 
shppage had occurred on the side slopes and water loss is again quite noticeable. on 
adjacent fields below the canal. · 
• 

Soil-cement 

The extensive use of mixtures of soil and po tl d t · 

r;;~~~~~0~n~1~g;~i:c~: ~~s~~;e~~s ~a~b~~0~0~~~ru:s~tW~e~~s 
m place to maximum density although a 1 ti ~ ~P um mo1sture and are compacted 
compaction of the relatively dry mixture P t as c ~~ some~mes used .. The required 
difficult on the side slopes of a canal th~ ;rfue fit ~d soil-cement, lS much more 
and is therefore more expensive Fe thi n e a s a.ce of a highway or airfield 
included the use of the plastic soll-ce~en~ rhl:n c~-lining experiments have 
~o the type used for placing concrete linin w can e placed wi~ a sUp,.form similar 
~ts possible low cost resulting from the ufs. ?hu ~vantage of soil-cement lining is 
lcal methods which have been developed fo~ ~a:~ on~ th~ ~anal and from the econom
advantage is presently offset in the ca f th g an IIllXing the material. This 
compaction. Plastic soil-ce:nent reqm'!r~~ no e standarti d mix, by the need for costly 
from the weight of the slip-form. compac on other than that resulting 

Not all soils are suitable for use in il 
preferable to those containin hi h so -cement. In general, sandy soils are 
s~tability of local soils for !se ~ r;u:entages (over 35 percent) of silt and clay: The 
Soil-cement tests have been developed ;~{~r:{ ~ho~d be determined by laboratory tests. 
and cement as well as the suitability of th ile ermme accurately the mixture of soil 

e so · The test procedures for standard 
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soil-cement are covered by A.S. T.M. Standards D 558-44 D 559-44 D 560 44 
D 806-44T. From these tests the following informatiol'l is' obtained: ' - 'and 

(1) Thde ecolenomical quantity of cement required to harden a particular soil into 
a urab surface. · 

(2) The moisture necessary with each so!,J.-cement mixture. 

(3) The _density to w_hich the soil-cement mixture Shoulq be compacted to obtain 
maxJ.mum effectiveness from the cement. 

Because the materials are more difficult to mix in the field the recommend~d 
cement_percentage for field use is specified as 2 percent highe; than the amount found 
to proVlde satisfactory soil-cement in the laboratory in the case of material containing 
less than 35 percent silt and clay. Should it become necessary to use materials having 
more than 35 percent silt and clay, the recommended cement percentage for field use 
~hould be 4 per.cent higher than the amount found to provide satisfactory soil-cement 
m the laborato:r;y. · 

T_he construction procedure :for soil-cement llnlng consists of preparing the foundation 
by tr1mmlng and densifying the loose or replaced materials and moistening the foundation 
just prior to placing to aid in curing the soil-cement. The soil for the mixture is pulver
~ed so that 80 p~rcent of the material, exclusive of rock and gravel, passes the No. 4 

· s~eve. The mo1sture content at this time should be below optimum moisture but suffi
C1enUy moist to provide satisfactory pulverization. After the specified quantity of 
ce~ent is added, the soil and cement are thoroughly mixed and, in t.'le case of standard 
soil-cement, sufficient water is uniformly added to attain the specified moisture content 
for compaction plus sufficient water to compensate for evaporation losses during manip
ulation, transportation, and placing. The soil-cement is conveyed to and dumped into 
the canal, spread _on the bottom .and slopes to provide the required compacted thicknes_s, 
and then compacted l;>y sheepsfoot, pneumatic, or flat rollers, and finished by additioilal 
rolling with pneumatic or flat rollers. (See Photograph No. 47.) The pulverizing, 
moistening, and cement miXing can satisfactorily be accomplished in a traveling pug
mill type mixer equipped to pick up the soil and cement from a windrow along the berm. 

As previously stated, the compaction of slopes in canalllnlng construction is difficult 
with conventional equipment. It has been found advantageous, therefore, to increase the 
moisture _above the optimum required for standard sop.-cement to pr_oduce plastic miX
tures. Slip-forms or screeds, similar to those used m placing plastic concrete miXes, 
(see Photograph No. 11) may then be used to advantage. The increase in moisture con
tent of plastic soil-cement decreases the density and resistance to abrasion, and it is 
necessary to :increase the cement content to compensate for the accompanying loss in 
durability, as determined by A.S.T.M. Standard tests D 55~-44 and D 560-~4. A finish, 
comparable to that achieved with one pass of a steel float, 1s usually specified. All ~oil
cement linings must be protected from freezing and cured for 7 days by means of 2 roches 
of soil, straw, or burlap sacking, initially and subsequently moistened as needed. 
Commercially available bituminous membranes may also be used for cur:ing. 

Test panels of standard compacted and plastic soil-cement llning were placed on 
the main canal of thew. c. Austin project, Oklahoma, durin~ May and June 1945. These 
panels included linings 4 and 6 inches in thickness, with vanable ~ement contents. The 
10 and 12 percent compacted soil-cement as well as the plastic=. !1-ppear to be hol~ 
up moderately well. Large pattern cracks have developed but _no dismtegration aroun 
the cracks has.ciccurred. These crackS developed wi!Jlin the first 6 to 12 months after 
construction and have not become more pronounced smce. that time. Investigations 
showed no water loss through cracks. Some noticeable p~ttin~ ~cuare:i :!~:f
:face of this lining, p:~;obab!Y due to unmiX~d clafythib&.;~"'f~ctut '{; :~ r~c~mmended because 
concrete miXer was used m the construction o s ~':'"""' . the mixi.zig is not complete. The pug-mill-type miXer 1s much more effic1ent. The mate-
rial used in this installation contained considerable silt and clay-{48 ~rcent) and ditle 
not provide the most suitable soil-cement roixture. S~y, .f:t:iab~j0if:c~e i!"~~ll as 
for use in soil-cement linings due to the greater ease. m muunoc7u ru!off ruJ not occurred 
the lesser tendency to crack. Erosion from wave acJi~ ~;n}rast to the heavy growth of 
.in these test panels and no weed growth haS occurre 
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thistles on the adjacent compacted-earth lin~d sections. ~t was also note? that the lining 
below the water surface was in better condihon and contarned less cracking than that 
part above the water surface. 

A plastic soil-cement lining 711 feet long was placed in a farm ditch of the Yuma 
Mesa division Gila project, Arizona. This ditch has a base width of 4 feet and a lining 
height of 2.5 f~et. The lining was installed by the Branch of Operation and Maintenance 
and was completed about December 1945. The canal is through sandy soil which is easily 
eroded but is especially adaptable to cement stabilization. No compaction of the subbase 
was provided. Screeds were placed in 10-foot sections so that alternate panels could be 
placed with soil-cement, thus reducing shrinkage and providing contraction joints. The 
cement-soil proportions were 1:5 by volume and the water cement ratio was about 1:4. 
Mixing was accomplished in a conventional concrete mixer and damp sand was used for 
curing the soil-cement after which the ditch was ponded for about 2 weeks. Twenty
eight-day strengths on two 6 by 12 cylinders were 1089 and 1273 psi. Project estimates 
placed the cost at about $1.25 per square yard. After the lining was under service for 
about 15 months it appeared to be very satisfactory and its general condition was good. 
A few small contraction cracks appeared in the middle of many panels and there were a 
few localized areas where spalling had occurred. There had been no aquatic growth 
and, although seepage losses have not been measured, they were believed to be insigni
ficant since seepage on adjacent lands was not indicated. However, during a recent 
inspection of this lining, it was noted that pattern cracking had increased and the gen
eral appearance of the lining was not as good as when previously inspected. 

Additional plastic soil-cement linings have been placed on the Gila project by means 
of a slip-form. These linings were 2 inches thick using a 20-percent cement, by volume, 
mixture and a water-cement ratio of 1:1.2. Initially, this produced a very satisfactory 
lining at a minimum cost. However, subsequent sections developed cracks which 
prompted the project to dis~ontinue. this type of lining, without determining the cause 
of .crackin~. Fur~er exper1mentatiol! might have shown that this was caused by variable 
so1l conditions, high temperature at tlme of placing lag in placing the protective blanket, 
stresses caused by the slip-forms, or prestiffening' 1n the cement. · 

On b~th the All-American and Gila projects, experimental dry mixed-in-place soil
cement lining~ have been installed. Construction procedure consisted of shaping the 
canal, spreading cement on the dry base, and hand-mixing the soil and cement to a depth 
of 3 lf!ches. The canal wa._s then reshaped and watered with a fog spray to set a top crust 
of soil-cement. Loose soil was then spread over the section and the section was ponded 
to.allow hydration of the cement: This pr.oduced an unsatisfactory lining of nonuniform 
=~ ~dt~c=, lowddens1ty, and high porosity. Refinements of construction 

. .g e er g an compaction have,not produced an acceptable lining with the 
~~~-ID~~~~!:~:~!~· c~~ti me~othid ~aslininn~ver b~en recommended. Ph<?tograp?. 
adh r n t tr 1 · tru . on ° s g 1n 1ts second year of serVlce. Rig1d 
isfa~t;r~eso~=~m~nt~~~ons is a necessary. prerequisite for obtaining the most sat-

Gila~;j~;t0!;~0~~~~1Jfea:~sth~ :~-ce~ent placed pneumatically in a lateral of the 
soil-cement lining did not prove sati~;~f~~~n shotcrete. This method of placing a 

In cooperation With the Portland Ce t A · ti · 
Company, and the Madsen Iron w r men ssoc1a on, the Barber-Greene Equipment 
soil-cement lining on the West 11° 5 ks, the Bureau constructed a 4,480-foot plastic 
canal section has a base width of 4 0~~~1al ~~ the

1 
W. C. Austin project in May 1947. The 

5.41 feet. The lining thickness is 3 ' s e s opes of 1-~/2:1 with a slope length of 
linear foot of lining was required T~chest' ~about 4 cub1c feet of soil-cement per 
o~ the SP type. The carial. was ex~a e na ur sc:Us used were poorly graded fine sands 
tions of linfug, con~ 3 3 9 4 ~ated by dragline and finished with a ditcher. Sec
soil-cement were placed to' dete'r~eanthd 6 sack~ of ce~ep.t per cubic yard of plastic 
content. e variation in lining performance due to cement 

The two macn!nes which made total m ch . • 
traveling plant mixer and the canaJ. e h ani.Z<:tion of the process possible were the 
mixer is a pug-mill-tYPe, With an oeav~r,; own m Photographs Nos. 49 and 50. The 

er ea storage bin, and a self-propelled pickup 
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conveyer preceding the mixer. The sandy soil to be used for the lining was windrowed 
along_ the side of the.lateral and ~e loose cement was placed in a groove on the top of 
the wmdrow. The wmdrow was p1cked up by the conveyer and carried to the pug mill 
where mixing and moistening were accomplished. From the discharge end of the pug 
mill, the plastic mixture was conveyed to the paver hopper. The mix was distributed 
to the slip-form w~ch left a smooth, finished lining when properly operated. A maxi
mum rate of operatlon, 351linear feet per hour, was reached after several alterations 
to the slip-form were made and after operating personnel became familiar with the 
:process. The line, grade, and thickness of the lining was controlled by the front unit 
(sled) of the paver. The paver was moved continuously by means of a winch attached 
by cable to a deadman ahead. Considerable difficulty was encountered in stopping, 
starting, and cleaning the slip-form. This necessitated patching after curing of the 
completed lining. Also, rapid stiffening of the mixture required rapid placement of the 
curing medium and repeated cleaning of the slip-form. 

The finished lining was cured by four methods: spraying with a paraffin wax and 
diesel fuel mixture, spraying with a commercial white-pigmented sealing compound, 
spreading RC-2 bituminous compound, and spreading a damp sand cover. Most of the 
lining was cured with the damp sand cover because this covering could keep up with 
the slip-form and gave the best immediate results. The wax-diesel fuel mixture melted 
with rising temperature, flowed to the bottom of the canal, and excessive cracking 
occurred in the lining so treated. The RC-2 did not prevent cracking but had a tendency 
to fill them. The commercial white-pigmented compound was generally satisfactory. 

Performance records for this lining are not complete at this time; however, several 
tentative conclusions are indicated. The placement of plastic soil-cement with a slip
form type of paver was found definitely practicable and economical. The .Pug mill-typ7 
mixer was ideally suited to mix plastic soil-cement and the canal paver, after rebuilding, 
proved effective in obtaining a reasonably smooth lining with the required thic~ess. 
The addition of a mechanical feeder and other improvements on the traveling =-plant 
should decrease the cost of operation and increase the rate of production. ~igh cement 
contents (above that necessary for durability) did not improve the plastic soil-cement, 
but caused the mix to become sticky and difficult to place. Cracking appeared to increase 
in direct proportion to the amount of excess cement in the mix. CurJ:lg by moist soil 
proved practicable and produced best results during actual construction.· However, the 
use of white-pigmented sealing compound for the covering of patches resulted in even 
fewer cracks than the moist soil. 

It appeared that most of the cracking in the sections containing lower cement contents 
was caused largely by the surface tension of the slip-form. This s'!-pposition is supported 
by the fact that most of the .cracks are nearly normal to the centerline and tha~ they do 
not appear in such a pattern in the larger patches which were hand placed. It lS believed 
that a paver, pulled at a continuous constant speed, would provide more uniform surface 
and less cracking would result. 

A total ayerage cost, including labor, re?tal, cement
1
, SfPP11it.=:~mum 

$0 78 per square yard was obtained This figure is exc us ve 0 • di 
c.o~t of $0.61 per square yard was ob~edhunaddber thiz:P~~~~vo~~~~~~~rctf~o cf~~t ;er 
hens after the machines and the oper~tion . een · 
hour on a 4-foot bottom lateral is entirely poss1ble. 

Resin and Chemical Stabilization 

. . of d r when added to soils containing 
Specially treated resms m the form . .P~w e ents for air strips and secondary 

considerable clay have been use~ a~ sta~iliZlf;,~fer and for this reason have been used 
roads. These resins inhibit the infiltra on f of resin required to stabilize the soil 
eXperimentally in canal lining~. The a~oun a ractical standpoint, it ranges 
depends on the cnaracteristics of the soil, but fro~e e~trance of water into the soil, 
from 1 to 3 percent. Because the r~ pr~ve~tincorporated in the soil. From 12 to 
mixing water must be added before e res!? 1 com action is desirable. Linings of 
20_ percent of moisture is required ~ maxun:n manne¥ as standard soil-cement. After 
this type are mixed and compactedd m thets=e to be kept wet to cure. 
the lining has been compacted, it oes no 
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An experimental section of resin-stabilized lining was constructed by the· Bureau in· 
the main canal of theW. c. Austin project in.1945. The resin used in this installation 
was Stabinol a commercial product which has since been taken off the market because . 
of its generally poor performance. The lining was 6 inches thick and consisted of a 
sandy loam soil excavated from the canal mixed with 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 percent of resin. 
The Stabinol consisted of about 70 percent porUand cement and 30 percent of a sodium 
resin compound. The installation on theW. C. Austin project has suffered considerably 
from erosion, which indicates the necessity for a gravel or other protective blanket 
over this type of lining. 

Sodium silicate in combin~.tion with sodium and calcium chloride has been used to 
stabilize sandy soils in deep excavations and to improve the bearing power of soils. 
Sodium silicate in liquid form produces a gel when added to sandy soils. The addition 
of sodium and calcium chloride to the sodium silicate sets the gel and forms a solid 
mass which is hard and impervious. However, the idea is not believed adaptable to 
canal use because of the exposure and the alternate wetting and drying to which it would 
be subjected, and no work has been done in this connection in the current Program. 

Another possibility exists in the use of sodium chloride with soils containing an 
excess of calcium. Such soils usually take water readily and are quite permeable. The 
addition of sufficient sodium in the form of sodium chloride, to replace the calcium and 
to provide an excess, brings about a change in the soil characteristics rendering it rel
atively impermeable. Sodium chloride has been so used to seal ponds and reservoirs, 
but no record of similar treatment of canals is available. 
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Photograph No. 41 

Compacting earth lining on slope. Showing method of 
holding equipment on aide alope--W. C. Austin 
Project, Oklahoma. 

Photograph Ilo. 42 

Method of transverse compaction of earth linings-
w. C. Austin .Project, Oklahoma· 



Photograph No. 43 

Longitudinal compaction of heavy compacted earth 
lining--W. C. Austin ProJect, Oklahoma • 

. , 

Photograph No. 44 

Rolling clay blanket on bottom of canaJ.- -All-American 
Canal. 



Photograph No. 45 

Processing bentonite-earth mix in canal bottom-
Left elope has lining mixed in place--Heart Mountain 
Canal--Shoshone Project, Wy~ing. 

Photograph ~o. 1+b 

Complet ed bentonite-earth lining--Heart Mountain 
Canal, Shoshone ProJect, Wyoming. 



Photograph No. 47 

~ompacting soil-cement lining in slope--Main Canal-
test section--W. C. Austin Project. Oklahoma. 

Photograph No. 48 

Erosion and disintegration of dry mixed-in-place 
soil-cement lining due to low density and nonunifor.m 
mixture and thickness of lining--Gila ProJect 1 • Arizona. 



Photograph No.·49 

General view of Barber-Greene road mixer and Ekenatem 
Canal Paver at start of installation of plastic 
soil-cement lininp:--W. C. Austin Pro.1ect. Oklahoma. 

Photograph No. 50 

Rear view of equipment placing plastic soil-cement 
lining--W. C. Austin Project, Oklahoma. 



BRICK LININGS 

T~e first e~tensive u~e of c~ay bric~ for canal lining purposes in the United States 
?f which there I~ any available illformabon was on a private irrigation district in Texas 
ill.19~3. The bncks that v:ere used were ordinary clay bricks salvaged from wrecked 
b~ldillgs. . T?e c~al sectwn was a semicircle. The bricks were placed on the subgrade · 
with a sufhci~nt mterval b_etween to all?w for mortar which was dumped on the bricks 
and broomed mto the openmgs. The bricks on the side slopes were laid with a trowel 
Following the l~ying of the bricks, mortar was brushed or broomed over the interior · 
surfac:e. No remforcement was used. 

. · Later, a br~ck of special design was developed which has been used rather extensively 
m the ~owe~ R~o Grande Valley (142, 144, 146). Intended primarily for canal lining 
use, this bnck IS 1-1/2 by 5-1/2 by 11-1/2 inches in size with longitudinal cylindrical 
holes which decrease the weight and permit the mortar between the ends of the bricks 
t<: enter the hole.s and _serve. as dowel pi~s. Grooves in the longitudinal edges are pro
VI~ed for centerillg remforcmg mesh which properly spaces the bricks for brooming a 
thm cement mortar into the joints (see Photograph No. 51). Additional mortar is 
bru?h.ed over the surface to a thickness of approximately 1/4 inch. Although this type 
of lmJ?~ ha? not been in service for a sufficient length of time to conclusively judge its 
durability, It was reported that an inspection showed no evidence of deterioration, 
espe~ially where reinforcing had been used, Photographs Nos. 52 and 53. Some small 
hairlme cracks were ·noted in the reinforced brick linings, but there was no evidence· 
of seepage. In the unreinforced brick linings, there were both longitudinal and trans
verse cracks which had been repaired with asphalt. It was reported that in the opinion 
of the managers of the irrigation districts in the Lower Rio Grande Valley who have 
used brick linings that this type of lining is as satisfactory as gunite for use in small 
canals and laterals, and in that area is more economical. Total cost of the finished 
lining, including fine trimming and all materials, was reported as $1.80 per square 
yard. However, all operations were performed by common labor at $0.30 per hour 
which is not ordinarily available in other localities. 

Brick linings have been used rather extensively in India where an abundance of 
cheap labor is available and where materials for concrete linings are difficult to obtain. 
The Haveli canal in India in 1937 was lined with a double layer of 12- by 5-7/8- by 
2-1/2-inch tile brick. The bottom layer was bedded in 1/2 inch of 1:6 cement mortar. 
Both layers were placed with 1/2 inch of 1:3 cement mortar between the bricks and 
between the layers. The lining was reinforced with 1/4-inch bars at 24-1/2-inch 
spacing~?, longitudinally and transversely, on the bottom and 12-1/4-inch spacings, 
longitudinally and transversely, on the side slopes. A plaster coat was applied to the 
surface of the last layer of bricks. Except for some damage from ~ettlement of the . 
subgrade, this lining has been satisfactory. The report stated that .ill fut~e work, bnck 
10 by 4-7/8 by 2-3/4 inches in size were to be used and that the reinforcmg was to be 
eliminated because experience indicated that any damage from back-pressure or flota
tion was increased by reinforcing which prevent~d early f~ure in ~mall _local areas 
without extensive damage. No cost data are available on this work ill India. 

Brick linings have advantages which, under certO;in conditions, recommend their 
use. The coefficient of expansion of brick is approXImately one-half tf1at of concrete 
or gunite. Therefore, there are fewer temperature cracks a.Il;d there IS no need f?r 
expansion joints. The bricks are particularly adapted t? ~e ill the more h_ydraul1cally 
efficient semi-circular section which offers no great diff1culty to the J?lacmg of a brick 
lining bu't which, because of the steep sides, preclude~ the_u~e of ca~t-JJl-place co~crete 
unless forms are employed. The construction of a bnck linmg reqUlres little eqUlpment 
and is therefore particularly suited for lining small areas or short, segreg_ated sections 
of a canal which would require frequent interruptions and moVeJ?ent of eqUlpment. How
ever, the most important advantage of brick linings is that ?Dskill~d labor can be used 
almost entirely in its installation. This factor, plus a readily available supply of l:alal 
bricks is the main reason why this type of lining has been found to be more econo c 
than c~ncrete or shotcrete linings in areas where an abundance of cheap labor exists. 

However, if it is necessary to employ high-pricedd laJo~ ?r s~:c~~~~1~f;~~~~e brick lining which involves hand labor throughout an w c lS no . . "th the 
placing would not be as low in cost as a first-clas_s concre.te c~ lining wh~ch, Wl bor 
machines that have been developed recently, reqd~e ruffe~~vefy littl~tyex~;~~ ~r!l:uc- · 
In addition unless the brick can be manufacture ill s 1c1en quan . . f 
tion site, the cost of handling and of transportation would probably prohib1t its use or 
canal lining. 
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Photograph No. 51 

Placing brick in wire mesh reinforcement prior to 
brooming of thin cement mortar into open joints and 
over interior surface--Lower Rio Grande Valley, Texas. 

Photograph No. 52 

Typical brick lining approxi
mately 10 years old--Valley 
Gravity Project, Texas. 

Photograph No. 53 

Brick canal lining placed in 
1947--Valley Gravity Project, 
Texas. 



STONE LllilliGS 

Pr?bably rubble masonry or stone linings have been used more frequently in the 
centur1es Pil;St :fuan any other of our present lining materials. Installations of almost 
~very d_escnption and age can be located in various parts of the world, many of them 
m serV1ce at present. A modern ~xample of ~uch ~onstruction·is the lining installed on 
the North Fork canal near East H1ghland, Califorma. It consists of three different 
types: 

1. Stones chinked with broken stones 

2. Stones with grouted joints 

3. Stones with grouted joints and a plaster finish 

The lining is about 10 inches thick and was installed to resist erosion and not to pre
vent seepage. Reportedly, it has given excellent performance and is in good shape. 
Such linings are common in that region wherever the grades of the canals were steep 
and a plentiful supply of natural stones exists. 

Rock masonry has been used for the lining of a number of smaller laterals on the 
Carlsbad project in New Mexico. The typical installation shown in Photograph No. 54 
consists of quarried or natural rock 2 to 4 inches in thickness bound together with 
cement mortar. Most of the work at Carlsbad was accomplished by CCC forces and 
for this reason the unit costs are of little value for comparative study. The masonry 
linings on this project wer!f reported to be in very good condition with only isolated 
damage dU? to displacement by tree roots. · 

Rubble masonry provides a strong permanent lining. If given a smooth plaster 
finish it is an efficient carrier of water. However, its use is rather limited because 
of the large amount of hand labor required and because a natural supply of stone must 
be available. In regions of cheap labor the first factor might not prohibit the use of such 
linings, but in areas of higher priced labor or in areas where natural sto~e.s were not 
readily available, the cost of such linings would exceed th~t of conc!ete linings. It was 
stated in the report on the rock lining on the Carlsbad proJect that 1t is believed that 
rock linings are not adapted to contract work. 
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Photograph No. 54 

Masonry lining installed about 1941 using quarried 
rock 2 to 4 inches thick with mortar Joints-~ 
Carlsbad Project, New Mexico. 



SYNTHETIC PLASTICS 

A study of materials for lining canals and laterals would not be complete without 
consi:ieration of the synU1etic products pop'Jlarly termed plastics. Most plastics, man
ufactured from organic materials, are available in sheets or in various granular forms. 
Many of the sheet plastics have high mechanical strength and high resistance to rot and 
weathering. The use of sheets, however, presents a {>roblem in bonding such a lining 
to the canal section. Sheets of reasonable thiclmess (0.005 to 0.02 inch) vary in cost 
from $0.20 to $0.50 per square· yard. The granular materials are usually cheaper and 
may be utilized by dissolving in an appropriate vehicle and spraying or otherwise coat
ing the earth section or old lining. A built-up membrane, using jute fibres or glass 
fibres as reinforcing, has been suggested for trial. 

Investigations to date have been limited to preliminary laboratory tests. At least 
16 samples from the leading manufacturers of plastics have been received and are 
being tested. Rot resistance is determined by tensile tests of samples buried in com
post piles. Weathering characteristics are observed after roof exposure. Some exper
imenting has been done with granular products alone and as admixtures to asphalt, but 
no significant results have been obtained. Further investigations and possibly one or 
more experimental field installations of the most promising materials are contemplated. 
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SOIL STERILIZATION 

Weeds do not penetrate portland cement concrete or soil cement, and hot-mix 
asphaltic concr~te made w~th low-:penetration asphalt and compacted to 95 percent of 
l~bor~tory dens1ty, has a high res1sh;nce to ordinary weed gr.owth .. In contrast, asphal
tic P;r:'lme-membrar:e,. cold aspha;l-t IDlXes, pneumatically apphed asphalt, and most pre
fabncated asphalt hnmgs are qmte vulnerable to weed penetration which may eventually 
disrupt the lining. These types of asphaltic linings are not only stlsceptible to weed 
growth, bu~ th~ black heat-absorbing surface acts as a hot bed which actually promotes 
seed germmat10n and accelerates weed growth. Sterilization of the soil under such 
linings is usually a prerequisite, therefore, to reasohable serviceability. 

· Sodium chlorate, bprax, and boric acid are effective soil sterilants, and are the 
materials most commonly used for this purpose. They may be applied as a powder, 
either scattered over the surface or placed in holes spaced 12 to 18 inches apart, or 
they may be sprayed on the subgrade in an aqueous solution. Sodium chlorate should 
be applied at rates from 4 to 8 ounces per square yard of treated surface, while borax 
and boric acid should be applied at the rate of 16 ounces per squsre yard. Sodium 
chlorate is readily soluble in water, and being an excellent oxidizing agent becomes a 
fire hazard on the clothing of workmen or on dry grass adjacent to the work. Borax 
and boric acid are both less water soluble than the chlorate, and these boron compounds 
are fire deterrents. Mixtures of borax or boric acid with sodium chlorate are frequently 
used because of the benefits of reduced fire hazard and more lasting effects. In such 
mixtures, borax is usually preferred to boric acid because of its lower cost. Borax 
may be used alone, but if applied as a powder its slow rate of solubility may result in 
inadequate early sterilization. Boric acid is more readily soluble than borax and there
fore, the two boron compounds are sometimes used in combination. Oxides of arsenic 
are excellent soil sterilants, but their use is discouraged because of the possibility of 
contaminating irrigation water. 

A number of organic materials, including diesel or fuel oil, have been found to have 
fairly good soil sterilizing properties. These are rendered more e~ective by the addi
tion of certain oil soluble chemicals such as pentachlorophenol, sodium dinitro ortho
cresylate, and two-four dinitro butyl or anrl phenol. While sue~ ~dditives are expensive, 
they add little to the cost of the sterilant smce only small quantities (usually less than 
2 percent) are required. Fuel oils fortified with 1. 75 percent of two of the above chemi
cals are specified for alternate use under the asphaltic lining to be placed in the Ygnacio 
canal, California. Application of the petroleum sterilants .will be at the rate of 1 gallon 
per square yard. Areas will be left untreated for compar1son and to determine the need 
for sterilization. 

The cost of sterilization with the inorganic materials should not exceed $0.10 p~r 
square yard since the cost of material only, if applie~ at the recommende~ rates, w11l 
be approximately $0.03 per square yard. By companson, the cost of fortified fuel oils 
is about $0.15 per gallon and, at the rate of application proposed .on Ygnac.io, petroleum 
sterilization will cost at least $0.20 per square yard. Howev~r, if, as ~ticipated, the 
latter will provide sterilization for a proportionately longer hme, the higher cost may 
be justified. 
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CANAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 

As po!J!ted out in the discus.s~on on co~ts of concrete linings, the greatest possibilities 
for reducmg the cost of canallm~gs are m the construction operations. It was stated 
that 63 percent of the cost of a 3-mch reinforced concrete canal lining was attributable 
t~ the cost of trimmi._ng, pla~ing, fl:lld finishing, whereas, only 37 percent was for mate
nals .. II: gel!-eral, thi:> r_elahon ex~sts for other types of lining. Yet a reinforced concrete 
canallmmg IS very Similar, both m materials and requirements for placing, to a rein
forced concrete pavement, and it follows that there should be a fairly close similarity 
between the two types of construction as to the ratio of the cost of placing and the cost 
0f materi~s. However, the ratio is practically the reverse for pavement construction 
as approXJ.mately 60 percent of the total cost is for materials and the balance or 40 per
cent, is for placing. This great difference is largely attributable to two impo~tant fac-
tors which are more or less interdependent. · 

The first factor is the characteristic trapezoidal cross-section of canals as compared 
to the relatively flat surfaces encountered in pavement constructions. This trapezoidal 
shape and particularly the steep side slope considerably increases the difficulty of 
placing the concrete, and, what is more important, it precludes the use of relatively 
simple, inexpensive equipment that might otherwise be adaptable to other uses. 

The other reason for the high cost of placing canal lining 1s the lack of efficient, 
mass production, standard·equipment, such as has been characteristic of pavement con
struction. This high degree of efficiency in pavement construction has been the result 
of a sustained, nation-wide highway construction program which created a highly com
petitive construction field that, in turn, created a pressing demand for efficient, mass 
production equipment. Because of the experimental nature of many of the canal lining 
installations and to the comparatively small volume of such work, the same degree of 
mechanization has not developed for canal lining construction. It is true th9.t in recent 
years a few enterprising contractors have designed and built special equipment for 
trimming the subgrade and placing the linings in large canals which has produced very 
satisfactory results. However, these machines involved a large expenditure and were 
built for the particular job at hand with no provision or even little possibility of adapting 
or modifying them for use on other projects, both because of the lack of such work.in 
the immediate .future in most cases and also because of the many inherent difficulties 
of designing such a machine that would be adaptable to canals ~various sizes. As a 
result, the entire cost of this special equip~ent. was .amortized 1n construction costs on 
the particular project with no material savmgs m umt cost. 

The construction of a lined canal using any one of the better types of canal lining 
materials, such as portland cement concrete, asphaltic concrete, shotcrete, .etc., has 
usually been accomplished in three more or less separate and distinct stepads. ro~gh 
excavation of canal section trimming of canal section to exact line and gr e, an 
placing of the lining itself.' A few contractors have devised equipment t.ru:t succe~fully 
accomplished the first two steps, excavation and trimming, in one operahon but s 
does not represent the usual practice. 

EXCAYATING 

· n1 t oximate liM and grade, underexcavating 
The excavation is usually carried 0

1 
Y 0 tPP~ding on the depth of cut the trimmer is 

4 to 12 inches on the bottom and side s opes ;~ed for the excavation has, of course, 
capable of making. The method and equ1pm~n b excavated the yardage involved, 
varied considerably, depending on the m~eri~~;d earth-mo'ving equipment, such as 
and the size of canal. On the larger can s, s e used Smaller canals have usually 
draglines, shovels, tracto:r;s, and s?rapJrs h~~~ynor wifu a standard machine or imple-
been excavated with especiallY designe mac ·cular job with varying degrees of 
ment that has been modified and adapted tho the P~~ced an excavated surface satisfactory 
success. Some of these latter machines . aveyr . 
for a lining foundation with little or no trimmmg. 

· . . d led dredge used to excavate a canal 
Photograph No. 55 is a rear VIeW of a remo e the dredge was not ca~ble of mak

with a circular bottom on the Gila proj~ct. Be_cause cessar to make a "V ' cut in the 
ing a cut to the full depth of the calJl3:l• It ~ ~J ~ading lubsequent to excavation was 
ground with a patrol grader. Very little e 
required. 
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The ditcher pictured in Photograph No. 56 has been used rather widely in maintenance 
operations and also for the excavation of new canals. The depth of cut is adjust:3.ble by 
~ydraulic ~ifts. The maximum size of canal that can be excavated with this equipment 
1s one havmg a depth of cut of 3.5 feet, a bottom width of 5 feet and a top width of 16 feet. 
An excavator somewh8;t si;nilar ~ ~e~ign and pri?ciple. of operati.on has been developed 
by a contractor operating m the VlCmlty of Phoemx, Anzona. Th1s machine is shown in 
Photograph No. 57. In a recent field demonstration, this excavator produced a subgrade 
surface adequate for lining without further trimming. 

P~10tograph No. 58 is a side view of a specially designed and constructed excavating 
machine used very successfully on the Gila project, Arizona, in 1946. The !)lachine was 
self-propelled on regular caterpillar treads. The material was excavated from the canal 
prism .bY the large revolving cutting wheel and deposited on a transverse conveyor belt 
operating through the center of the cutting wheel which, in turn, discharges the material 
onto the canal bank. Depth of cut wa.s adjusted by raising or lowering the cutfing wheel 
by means of a cable system. The wheel was maintained in a level plane by hydraulic 
~?ntrols, making use of the pendulum indicator seen on the conveyor belt in the front 
Vlew of the machine (Photograph No. 59). In preparation for excavation with this machine, 
i~ was necessary to build the ground surface up to a level plane such that the canal sec
han would be all in cut to a fairly constant depth. A little hand trimming was necessary 
!lUbsequent to excavation. 

TRIMMING 

Heretofore, trimming of small canals and laterals has usually been accomplished by 
hand labor after the excavation was completed to approximat~·line and grade. On the 
larger canals specially designed equipment has been devised to do the trimming of the 
subgrade. Most of these machines were very similar,in design and principle of opera
tion and the more recent ones were merely improved models of the earlier machines. 
Almost universally these machines have consisted of a steel truss frame in the shape 
of the canal section traveling on tracks laid along the canal bank. The material is 
trimmed from the subgrade, usually by bucket excavators, and deposited on a system of 
conveyors which discharge onto the banks. These machines have produced satisfactory 
surfaces for canal lining but are highly specialized pieces of equipment. They are not 
adaptable to operations on other types of work nor even on canals of different cross
section without extensive alterations. In addition, the laying of the track along the bank 
is an added expense which makes the use of such equipment almost prohibitive on small 
canals and laterals which do not involve sufficient yardage of trimming per lineal foot 
to warrant such an expense. For this reason, the use of caterpillar tracks on trimming 
equipment for small canals would be a great improvement. 

The machine shown in Photograph No. 60 was used on the Balmorhea project and 
represents probably the simplest one of the trimming machines that operate on tr.acks. 
It was pulled forward by a power.ed winch and a cable anchored ahead of the machine, and 
was adjustable as to elevation or depth of trim. The diagonal blades shown in Photograph 
No. 61 shaved the side slopes and pushed the material down into the center of the canal, 
from where it was shovelled out of the section by hand. 

A rather unusual type of trimmer was used on the Coachella eanal, All-American 
project, in southern California (Photograph No. 62). It consisted of a steel frame sup
ported at the four corners on the usual track laid to grade. The machine was adjus~ble 
to grade by means of hydraulic jacks at the supports. Forward movement was obtamed 
by winches and anchored cables. However, instead of the usual bucket excavators, a 
blade near the front of the machine loosened the dirt on the side slopes and bottom and 
the flat rectangular plates shown attached to the sprocket chains pushed the material 
up the slopes and onto the bank. There were two separate sys~ems of these blades and 
chains, each operating across one-half of the bottom and one s1de·slope. 

The macine shown in Photograph No. 63 is anoth7r departure from the usual system 
of bucket excavators. This machine was used for tr1mming operations on the YaJ:J.ma 
project. A long revolving drum fitted with scarifier teeth was set at the proper s1de 
slope on each side. This revolving drum cut the sides to the proper grade and slope. 
and moved the material to the bottom of the canal where large screws, one on each s1de, 
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trimmed the bottom and moved the material into the path of the elevator buckets to be 
picked up, deposited on the conveyor belt and discharged onto the can~ banks. It also 
was moved forward by winchP'l and cables anchored ahead of the machine. 

The trimmer used on the All-American project in Arizona, is. representative of the 
more common type of trimmer except that it had a number of refmements added (Photo
graph No. 64). It was of the bucket excavator type. Two systems of buckets, one on 
each side, traveled across the .canal section in guides and trimmed the section to proper 
line and grade. The excavated material was dumped onto the short conveyor belts and 
discharged onto the banks. Forward motion was by the system of cables and powered 
winches shown. Depth of cut was controlled by hydraulic jacks at the four corners. The 
machine was electricallv operated from a motor generator set on the deck. 

The trimming machine shown in Photograph No. 65 and also the lining machine in 
Photograph No. 76 gives an indication of the possibilities of manufacturing equipment 
whose adaptability and easy adjustment make them readily usable on other projects. 
These two machines were used in the construction of the Contra Costa canal in California. 
The canal subgrade was trimmed .to line and grade by the usual buckets on a single con
tinuous belt .traveling down one slope, across the bottom, and up the opposite slope to 
dump on the usual conveyor belt system. The machine was electrically operated and 
driven from a portable 50-kw generator. The most unusual and outstanding feature .of 
this machine is the easy adjustment for changes in depth or width of canal section. 
Adjustment in bottom width of the canal is secured by insertion of a spacer section in 
the center of the framework. Approximately 1 foot of variation in depth of canal is pos
sible by means of the hydraulic jacks at each corner support {see Photograph No. 66). 
An. additional10 inc.hes of adjustment in depth can be obtained by a 1800 rotation of the 
:;w1ve~ arm connectmg the wheel assumbly to the trimmer frame. Exact depth of cut 
1s mamtained by operating the machine to a taut wire along the canal bank. 

LINING 

Previous to the last .few years, the placing of concrete canal lining by hand was 
~most a standardyractice except on the larger canals where the volume of material 
mvolved and the s~Z\l of the canal Wfl:I'ranted the expense of special equipment. In recent 
years a few I?achll:es have been des1gned and used for the lining of small canals and 

!
laterals: _This eqmpment has been somewhat different in principle of operation from the 
arger lining machines. 

exc;'~0~0~:-et~f~g machll:es used on th~ larger canals have been, almost without 
slip.!form.', sut'por~a;;. ~ ~~~\g~rand orrration. Th~ machines consist essentially of a 
section travelin on tracks alo woo ramework m the shape of the canal cress-
in elev~tion by Jeans of hydraulrc 0;ck~~ {h~· The machines are usually adj?st8:ble 
at proper grade by means of a taut lwire alonge th~~~~er supports and are mamtamed 

Photograph No. 67 is a rear View of anall" · . · t 
in Washington in 1940 showin onl a c . mmg machine used on the Yakima proJeC 
tom of the slip-form V:ere 3.5 feet ~i~e !~ic fra~~ork: The steel plates on the bot
placed concrete. These plates were constr ~r:fe "th e s~p-form that rode on the freshlY 
front of the machine to aid in com actin uc e Wl a slight upward slope toward the 
shown the open bottom compartme~t whi~th: f~~rete. Just forward of the slip-form is 
the slip-form as the machine advanced Th e f supply of concrete that fed back under 
dumping the concrete through a transv~rse ; SUJ?P Y ~f concrete was replenished by 
bulkhead seen through the framework Thi h~g the top deck just forward of the 
and guided the concrete into the supply co s tm ead was sloped forward from the top 
down along the bottom of the su 1 c mpar ent. The rod arrangement extending 
with numerous, small, steel finp~! ompartment was a 3-inch rotating rod equipped 
under the slip-form and to sec!e sgowodhich work~d the concrete to aid it in flowing back 

compactwn. 
Photograph No. 68 is a front View of a . 

canal, All-~merican project in souther ~~zrren~onal type of liner used on the Coachella 
features which were improv~ments overnth 1~rma. However, it has several added 

e 0 er models. It was electrically operated 
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and capable ~f self-propulsion as well as being hydraulically raised or lowered. It also 
had a receivmg .hopper on.the deck capable of holding about 6 cubic yards of concrete. 
The concrete IDlX was dellvered from transit mixers to this hopper by the belt conveyor 
shown and was then distributed the full length of the liner by a distribution car traveling 
under the hopper. 

One of the greatest difficulties encountered in placing a reinforced concrete lining 
is that of maintaining the reinforcing in the center of the concrete slab. For the machine 
described above, this problem was solved satisfactorily as shown in Photograph No. 69. 
To keep the reinforcement from rising above the specified depth, a 4-inch pipe bent to 
the shape of the canal section was welded to the forward side of the concrete compart
ment at about the reinforcement grade. This pipe is shown directly under the transverse 
I-beams. The 2-1/2-inch pipe directly below the 4-inch pipe raised the reinforcement to 
grade as the machine moved forward and the pipe was pushed along under it. This pipe, 
also bent to the shape of the canal section, was cut at each intersection of the bottom 
and side slopes and a cable threaded through the three segments. Since the center seg
m~nt depended entirely on the cable for support, the cable was fastened at both ends to 
ho1sts to make it possible to raise or lower the pipe assembly by changing the tension of 
the cable. To keep the center segment of this lower spacer from working back into·the 
concrete, it was necessary to install a 3/4-inch pull bar on each slope from a projecting 
member on the machine down to this center segment. This bar is shown along the bot
tom of Photograph No. 69 just under the reinforcement. 

Recently several machines have been developed that satisfactorily place concr~te 
lining in small canals and laterals. Photograph No. 70 is a front view of one type of 
machine which was used for placing reinforced concrete lining on the Balmorhea project· 
in Texas. It consisted of a frame traveling on tracks along the canal banks and support
ing a steel plate slip-form shaped to the finished section of the lined canal. The machine 
was self-propelled and traveled forward at a rate of about 165 feet per hour. Photograph 
No. 71 is a view looking down into the concrete compartment. The slip~form was about 
5 feet long at the bottom with the leading edge cut square across the canal section on the 
bottom and sloping back at a 450 angle on the side slopes. The sloping, inverted pan 
formed the top of the slip-form, and served as the inclined bulkhead employed in larger 
lining machines. Located just forward of and connected with the slip-form by four angle 
iron struts was the shield plate which formed the forward part of the concrete compart
ment. A large vibrator was attached to this shield plate and vibrations were transmitted 
to the slip-form through the connecting struts to cause the concrete to flow uniformly 
under the leading edge of the slip-form. However, the method of vibration using an 
external vibrator did not prove too successful as the machine did not produce a full and 
uniform slab unless a wet mix was used, with the result that considerable hand-finishing 
was required to secure a satisfactory lining. Field experiences have indicated that an 
internal vibrator, such as a vibrating tube, near the leading edge of the slip-form will 
·pr?d;uce the best results. The thickness of lining placed by this machine was varied.by 
ra1smg or lowering the slip-form by bolt connections to the frame and the proper thick
ness was secured by operating the machine with the slip-form in contact with the top 
edge of the 2-inch by 4-inch ribbons along each bank. 

The simple slip-form shown in Photographs No. 72 and No. 73 was developed and; 
USed on the Gila project in Arizona for placing unreinforced concrete lining. Essentlally, 
it consists of two metal plate slip-forms separated by a concrete compartment open on 
the bottom over the canal subgrade. The forward slip-form, shaped to fit the excavated 
section, rides on the subgrade and is allowed to follow any irregularitie.s in the subgrade 
S)ll'face. The rear slip-form is offset upward a distance equal to the thickness of the 
lining and rides on the surface of the concrete lining formed as the concrete in the com
Partment flows under the leading edge of the rear slip-form. The concrete. is vibrated 
by two gasoline-motor powered vibrators. (The vibrator shafts are s~own m·Photograph 
No. 73 extending into the compartment from each side). Forward motion is by a cater
Pillar tractor with a bar extension on one side to make the pull on the machine directly 
over the canal centerline.· Such a rel~vely simple machine as this i.s only possible on 
U!lreinforced canal linings since reinforG>ing would prevent using a slip-form riding on 
the subgrade of the canal. Details of this equipment are shown in Figure 5. 

A slip-form very similar to the one described above as used on the Gila projec.t was · 
recently developed and used by a contractor of Phoenix, Arizona. This equipment lS 
Smaller than the Gila slip-form and differs in the design of the concrete compartment. 
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Photographs No. 74 and No. 75 show the form in operation pulled by a bulldozer and a 
top view of the concrete compartment. The openings in the bottom of th~ ;oncrete com
partment, instead of being continuous across ~e canal perimeter~ are diVlded so th.at 
the concrete is placed on the two side slopes sxmultaneously ~d JUSt ahead. of fll:at lll: 
the bottom. Concrete lining 1-1/2 inches thick is currently bemg placed Wlth this slip
form in farm ditches with 14-inch bottoms for about $1.3~ per .square yard. The speed 
of placement appears to be limited as in the case of the. Gila slip-form to the. rate at 
which concrete can be supplied. On the job near: J?hoerux, as m~ch as 1:75 miles ~. 
lining have been placed in an 8-hour day. The lining so placed lS of satlsfactory frmsh 
without additional hand work. -

The machine shown in Photograph No. 76 was built to place the lining on the ~ontra 
Costa canal and operated in conjunction with the canal trimming machine shown m 
Photograph No. 65. Concrete was dumped into the hoppers on top of the machine and 
was fed to the concrete compartment along the leading edge of the slip-form by the con
crete chutes indicated. The flow of concrete to the concrete compartments was controlled 
by manually operated gates. This machine, like the trimming machine, was entirely 
electrically operated from a 20-kw gener<rtor on a trailer. Similarly, easy adjustments 
in bottom width were obtained by insertion of spacer sections in the frame, and adjust
ments in depth were made by means of the hydraulic jacks and the reversible swivel 
arms at each corner support. The manufacturer of these two machines has indicated 
that it should be possible to mount these machines on treads instead of wheels. 

It has been demonstrated in the past that asphaltic concrete can be satisfactorily 
placed with a machine regularly used for-placing portland cement concrete lining. How
ever, a machine manufactured specifically for placing asphaltic concrete was used on 
the Pasco lateral system in Washington, and after considerable field alteration proved 
very successful. This machine consisted 'essentially of a-forward sled or guide pan and 
a strike-off and compaction section separated by an open-bottom, asphaltic concrete dis
tribution area. The guide pan, shaped to fit the canal section, carried a gasoline power 
unit and cable winch for providing forward motion. The inclined, hinged wings, shown 
in Photograph No .. 77, were intended to trim off any imperfections in the subgrade sur
face. The ~phallic concrete material was ·durilped directly on the subgrade in the open 
center section (Photograph No. 78) and was struck off to the proper uncompacted thick
ness by the strike-off blades forming the rear bulkhead for this open section. Hot irons 
were hinged to the rear side of the strike-off blades one on the bottom-and one on each 
side slope. Th~s~ hot iron:; can be ·seen at the rear 'edge of the machine in Photograph 
No: 79. The or1gmal machine employ~d rollers just behind the hot irons to compact the 
lining. However, because of the scuffmg and marking of the lining surface by the rollers, 
the latter were removed ~d compaction was obtained by weighting the hot irons. The 
performance. of the machine and the quality of lining produced were very satisfactory. 
The compaction secure~ by weighting the hot irons was sufficient to justify elimination 
of the seal coat except m areas where the lining had been scuffed or damaged. 

Bofll: plastic soil-cement and portland cement linings have been placed on the Gila 
project m Arizona, using the machine shown in Photographs Nos 72 and 73 Recently 
a considerable length of plastic soil-cement was placed on the w" c A t' · · t · ' 
Oklahoma :'lith a very s~rnilar machine. This latter installation ;.as' un~~~P~Je;x:eri
~=gm~~;~~~~e ltd mark~~ f~st larg~-scale installation of plastic soil-cement. 
attem t was made to ~e spec c .Y or placmg this type of lining was used, and an 
effectpon the cost of the c~ the maxJ.m~ amo~t of mechanization and to determine its 
sisted of a forward sled or ~lhe ~ ~achin~, Photographs Nos. 80 and 81, con
provide forward motion 'b m e pan, w c earned the power unit and cable winch to 
a mechanical failure of tJe c:;ns of cables anchored to a deadman. However, due to 
for the larger ortion of th in le wm:h, the machine was pulled forward by a caterpillar 
distributing th~ plastic mixe ac;~~~·az!l ope_n-bottom compartment for receiving and 
the slip-form section in the rear This c~rlmeter separated the forward sled from 
traveling-plant mixer such as · d rna e was operated in conjunction with a 
picked up the soil material fro:~ ~~ghwahi chonhastruction. The traveling-plant mixer 
the cement added mixed the . ow w c d been formed along the bank with 
to the mix compartment of th~=lals and delivered a continuous stream of plastic mix 
tion proved very successful as far is machine. as the latter moved forward. This opera
machine lacked adequate means of dis~~b e~pmthent ~as concerned except that the lining 

1 u g e = across the canal perimeter which 
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necessitated the use of hand labor, and, after the failure of the winch, it also lacked a 
means of constant, uniform, forward locomotion. A maximum speed of 351 feet per 
hour was attained for one an hour run. 

Due to the standardization of equipment for shotcrete construction, the variations 
in construction procedures have been confined to the development of methods for dry
mixing the sand and cement and to the design of hauling equipment for transporting the 
shotcrete machine and accessory units. On the smaller jobs where only one or two guns 
have been employed, the usual practice has been to stockpile the aggregate at regular 
intervals along the canal bank and mix the sand and cement in small concrete mixers. 
On the larger projects and in particular where several guns have been used simultan
eously, it has been found economical to batch and mix the sand and cement at a centrally 
located plant. This eliminates the necessity of providing separate· hatching and mixing 
equipment for each gun. 

On a number of shotcrete installations the necessary equipment has been mounted 
on conventional trailers as a single compact portable unit. Photograph No. 82 shows 
such a unit which was used for lining the canals of the Gila project. The dry ingredients 
were weight hatched in a hopper suspended from. a spring scale fastened to a trolley on 
an overhead beam. The materials were dumped into the mixer skip and raised to the 
mixer. Subsequent to mixing, the materials were dumped into" a rotary drum elevator and 
lifted onto a 1(2-inch screen from which they fell by gravity into the upper chamber of 
the gun. (See Photograph No. 83.) The mixer, elevator, gun, and a water supply tank 
were mounted as a single unit on a trailer. A large truck furnished the motive power 
for moving the unit and also transported the air compressor. 
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Photograph No. 55 
~ear view of converted Ruth Dredger with trimming blade 

attachGd. Gila ProJect, Arizona. 

Photograph No. 56 

Chattin Ditcher for excavating canals and laterals. 
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, 
Photograph No. 57 

Canal excavator used by a canal lining contractor at 
~hoenix, Arizona. 

Photograph No. 58 

Self-propelled canal excavator--Excavated material 
was deposited on a transverse belt through center 
of cutting wheel--Gila ProJect, Arizona. 



. -

Photograph No. 59 

Front view of machine shown in Photograph No. 58-
Note pendulum level indicator on conveyor belt 
support at right. 

Photograph No. 60 

Machine used for trimming subgrade to line and grade 
in preparation for placing of lining--Balmorhea 
ProJect, 'l'exas. 



Photograph No. 61 

View showing diagonal trimmi~~ blades on machine 
shown in Photograph No. 60 

Photograph No. 62 

Rear view of tr1lmn1ng machine w1 th tr.immed subgrade 
in foreground--Note rectangular plates on sprocket 
chain at right which pushed loosened material onto 
canal banks--Coachella Canal, California. 



.-

Photograph No. 63 

Trilnm.1ng machine employing revolving drwn. with 
scarifier teeth to push material down slope into 
path of elevator buckets--Yakima Project, Washington. 

Photograph No. 64 

Front view of trimming machine with bucket excavators-
All electrically operated with forward motion by means 
of winches and cables shown--All-American P.roject, 
.Arizona. 



Photograph No. 65 

Relatively simple, all electrically operated trimming 
machind with approximately 22 inches of adjustment in 
depth and 12 inches adjustment in base width--Contra 
Costa Canal, California. 

Photograph No. 66 

Method of securing adjustment in depth on trimming 
machir.~.e shown in Photograph No. 65. Hydraulic Jack 
permits about l foot of adJustment and approximately 
10 inches of addi tionaJ. adJustment can be obtained by 
revolving swivel ar.m about ita horizontal axis-
Contra Costa Canal, California. 



Photograph No. 67 

Rear view of basic framework of concrete canal lining 
machine showing steel plate slip-for.m and open-bottom 
concrete compartment at leading edge of slip-form. 
Note wheel assembly just forward of lining machine-
Yakima Project. Washinaton. 

Photograph No. 68 

All electrically operated lining machine with 
conveyor belt for delivering concrete mix to 
distributi0n car--Coachella Canal, California. 



Photograph No. 69 

Method of maintaining reinforcement in center of 
concrete slab placed by lining machine--Pipe under 
reinforcement at leading ed8e of concrete compartment 
raises reinforcement to proper height--Rod in fore
ground prevents pipe moving back under machine-
Coachella Canal, California. 

Photograph No. 70 

Simple concrete canal lining machine--Balmorhea 
ProJect, Texas. 



Photograph No. 71 

View looking down into concrete compartment of 
machine shown in Photograph No. 70--Balmorhea 
Project, Texas. 

Photograph No. 72 

Bear view of slip-form machine for placing unreinforced 
concrete lining--Forward motion by tractor in back
ground--Gila Project, Arizona. 



.t'.hotograph .No. · (3 

Front view of machine shown in Photograph No. 72 
showing forward slip-~orm which rides on tr~ed 
subgrade- Gila-ProJect, ·Arizona. 

Photograph No. 74 

Top view of Fullerform showing concrete 
compartment • 

Photograph No . 75 

Rear view of Fullerform in 
operation. 



Photograph No. 76 

Concrete lining machine used in conJunction with 
trimmer shown in Photograph No. 65. Both machines 
have a similar arrangement for adjustment in canal 
base width and depth- -Contra Costa Canal, California. 

Photograph No. 77 

Front view of Jkenatam Canal Paver for placing 
asphaltic concrete lining--Finished lining in back
ground--Forward pan rides on trimmed subgrade and 
supports gasoline-motor-driven winch--Pasco Pump 
Laterals, Washington. 



Photograph No. 78 

Looking down into asphalt distribution area, of 
asphaltic concrete lining machine, strike-off blade 
to rear--Pasco Pump Laterals, Washington. 

Photograph No. 79 

Rear view of asphaltic concrete lining machine showing 
method of weighting the machine to secure compaction 
and hot irons at rear edge of machine for compacting 
and finishing lining--Pasco Pump Laterals, Washington. 



Photograph No. 80 

View looking down at lining machine for placing soil 
cement lining showing forward guide pan with winch 
and motor to left, mix compartment and rear slip form-
W'. C. Austin ProJect, Oklahoma. 

Photograph No. 81 

Placing soil cement lining with Barber-Greene traveling
plant mixer and lining machine shown in Photograph 
No. 80--W. C. Austin Project, Oklahoma. 



Photograph No. 82 

Mobile equipment for placing shotcrete·lining--From 
left to right: batching equipment on overhead rail, 
mixer, elevator drum, "gun," water tank, and truck 
with compressor--Gila Project, Arizona. 

Photograph No. 83 

and II II ith Closeup of elevator drum, screens, gun w 
equipment in Photograph No. 82--Gila P.roject, Arizona. 



DESIGN OF LINED CANAL SECTIONS 

The capacity required of a canal is usually determined by the acreage of land to be 
se.rv~d, duty of water during periods ?f m~imum .demand, and the anticipated trans
mlss.10n losses. Often the canal grad1ent Wlll be f1xed by topographic conditions or by a 
req~rement for maintainin~ a certain elevation. at the lower end so as to irrigate the 
r.eqU1red acreag~. The des1gn of a canal to fulf11l these requirements will consist essen
h~ly of a selectlon of the type ?f c;:-oss-section, ~oun! of freeboard, height and top 
Wldt~ C?f the bank, and a det.ermmatlon of the reqU1red drmensions of the cross-section. 
No r1g1d rule .can be estabhshed to govern the decision in regard to the above factors, 
and the expenence and judgment of the designer must be relied upon to a large extent 
for an adequate solution. 

TYPES OF CROSS-SECTION 

The choice of type of cross-section should be based on a consideration of the 
comparative economy, practicability, and efficiency of the various possible types of 
cro.ss-sections an~ of the purpose and location of the canal. The capacity of a canal of 
a glVen cross-sechonal area depends upon the velocity of the water. The velocity is in 
turn dependent upon, and varies with, the square root of the hydraulic radius which is 
the ratio of the cross-sectional area to the wetted perimeter. Thus the hydraulic radius 
an~ the velocity and capacity vary inversely· with the wetted perimeter, and, for a given ' 
cross-sectional area, the section having the smallest wetted perimeter will have the 
greatest capacity. From this analysis, a semicircular section is the most efficient. This 
type of section has had considerable use in the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas where 
the type of soi1 is favorable to its use and where shotcrete and brick are the most common 
lining materials, Elsewhere, its use has been rather limited because of several inherent 
disadvantages. In the first place, the sides of a canal can only be as steep as the natural 
angle of repose of the earth, and few soils will stand unsupported on the steep side slopes 
required for a semicircular section. Another disadvantage is that with the exception of 
brick, pneumatically-applied mortar and masonry, the lining materials cannot be placed 
without the use of costly forms. In addition, the lining on the a1most vertical sides of a 
semicircular canal offers little resistance to unbalanced, overturning pressures behind 
the lining. 

The next most efficient and yet practical type of cross-section is one with straight 
sides which are tangent to a circular bottom of a radius equal to the depth of water. The 
decrease in efficiency of this section as compared to the semicircular section depends 
upon the slope of the straight sides--the flatter the slope, the lower the efficiency. In 
any event, the slope should never be greater than the angle of repose of the earth nor 
such as to necessitate the use of forms to place the lining. 

A majority of the lined canals in service today are of a trapezoidal cross-section. 
The principal reason for this is.the relative ease of shaping the subgrade and of con
structing the lining with straight surfaces as compared to the curved surfaces in a semi
circular or circular-bottom section. The trapezoidal section which has the greatest 
efficiency for a given cross-sectional area, grade and side slope is one in which the 
hydraulic radius is equal to one-half the depth or in which b/d = 2 tan 9/2 where 9, b, 
and d are the angle of the side slopes with the horizontal, the base width and the depth, 
respectively. For the maximum efficiency with this ratio, the slope of the sides should 
be 0.578:1. However, this results in a deep, narrow section with exce:;sive~y steep slope~ 
and for this reason it is usually modified to result in a shallower sectlon Wlth less steep 
sides. 

As compared to a circular-bottom section, a trapez.oid.~ section has .somewhat poorer 
hydraulic properties but the difference is not of great s1gnif1cance. For mstance, a 
concrete-lined canal with a 6-foot bottom radius, a depth of 6 feet, 1-1/2:1 side slopes 
and a gradient of 0.0008 would have a capacity of 471 cfs an~ a wetted p~rimeter of 25.06 
feet A trapezoidal section of the same water area and grad1ent but havmg an average 
b/d 'ratio for canals of this capacity, as presently designed by the Bureau, would have a 
capacity of 466 cfs and a wetted perimeter of 25.53 feet. Thus the use of a trapezoidal 
section would result in an increase in lining area of only 1.9 percent and a slightly smaller 
capacity. In view of these slight differences and of the considerable importance of the 
standardization of canal sections as far as practicable to encourage the development of 
lining equipment, it is believed to be advantageous to continue designing lined canals with 
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a trapezoidal cross-section. The widespread adoption of a staz:dard circular-botto~ . 
section would be difficult to achieve because of its limited use m the past and the diffi
culty of adapting such a section to present standard canal structures. 

The selection of the ratio of base width to the depth of water in a trapezoidal canal 
depends to a great extent on the location and purpose of the canal. The latter may be 
either a diversion canal or a distributary lateral. Diversion canals are usually located 
on side hills where a relatively deep canal not only permits the use of a smaller section 
with its better hydraulic properties but also results in considerably less excavation for 
a given eross-sectional area. 

A lateral canal is usually located in comparatively level terrain and, in this case 
also, a deeper section, because of its greater hydraulic efficiency, would require a 
smaller cross-section with less wetted perimeter and less lining area. Furthermore, 
if the water area were all in cut, it would result in less excavation. However, it is 
usually important to maintain the water level in these laterals at a sufficient height above 
the ground surface to permit the diversion of water to the land adjacent to the canal and, 
for this reason, the entire water area cannot be below the ground surface. Therefore, 
laterals are normally designed for a balanced cut-and~fill wherever practicable. Under 
these conditions, the volume of excavation required is practically independent of the ratio 
of the base width to the depth. Similarly, the height of water above the ground surface is 
nearly constant for all sections of a given cross-sectional area, but the volume of water 
above the natural ground surface will be considerably increased in the shallower canals. 
Also, a fluctuation in the volume of water carried by the canal will produce a smaller 
change in water depth in a shallow section. This latter factor may be important as it 
facilitates diversion and regulation of flow and also offers more protection against over
topping of the banks due to the entrance of unanticipated storm or drain water. A shallow 
section, though, has drawbacks in that it requires a greater width of right-of-way and 
results in an increased area of lining. 

Because of the many variable factors involveP. in the design of a canal cross-section, 
the selection of the proper relation of base width to depth will depend largely upon the 
judgment of the de;signer. But ~ a guide in this problem, the base width and depth of a 
l~rge number of _lmed canals des1gne;d by the Bureau of Reclamation were plotted in rela
hon to the capac1ty of the canals. Figure 6 was prepared to indicate the avera.,.e base 
width and depth for various canal capacities. ~ 

PROPOSED STANDARDIZATION 

. With the. increi!Sing mechanization of canal-lining construction, it has become plainly 
eVIdent _that if max~mum economy and benefi~s are to be achieved by the development of 
mechan1zed equiJ?ment, the canal cross-section.s must b~ standardized so far as practi
cable. Some eqUipment ':IIanufacturers have eVIdenced a willingness to specialize in the 
manufacture of such eqUJpn:ent for rental or sale to contractors but they have indicated 
tha~ t~e development of eq_UJpment with _sufficient adjustment to· ~ccommodate the large . 
var1ahons_that have ~een mcorporated m past design is impractical. The large invest
ment reqUired to des1gn and construct such equipment necessitates some assurance that 
the _eq~pment can be made so .as to be usable on future. construction Universal stand
ardization of canal cross-secbon would provide this assurance and • ould ff ·d-
erable encouragement to equipment development. w o er cons1 

The desirability of standardizing lined canal sections has be · db th 
Bureau of Reclamation for a number of years Thi bl en recognize Y e 
study in the design and field offices and as a· ul~ P[0 d em has been given considerable 
canals and laterals.have been devel~ped. It isri:lt th~tfu ard sections fo:r; the sm~er 
standardization of canal sections is greatest · th al need and poss1ble benef1ts of 
larger canals is usually an individual proble~ wi~s~ sm. ler can~s. o:r:he design of the 
section being dependent upon local conditions such as~ SIZe ang dimensiOns of the cross
construction problems, etc. For this reason this di op~grap. y, subgrade materials, 
canals and laterals not exceeding 6 feet in base width~USSion Wlll be confined to the small 

It should be recognized in a discussion of the bl 
developed should have wide application and must ~0 efm that any standards which are 

. • ere ore, be adaptable to variations 
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in .hy~raU:Uc. des.ign,. types of li~ing materials, .and special fi~ld conditions. Since the 
prmc1pal .obJective Is to estabhsh uniform des1gn practices which will result in lower 
constru?twn costs, the _s~andardization must also offer full' opportunity for the most 
econom1cal and compet1hve use of available lining materials methods and equipment 

, As a consequence of using standard sections, the size of the hned canal will usually b.e 
som~what l~ger than. that actually required. Therefore, if stan:lardizat!on is to be eco-· 
nom1cal ~he mcrease m cost .due to the use of a larger size of canal must be offset by 
lower umt costs of CO?;tstructlon. 

· A ~eview of cur~ent canal lining design practice shows that the Bureau of Reclamation 
has, w~th the exception of a few unusual cases, specified trapezoidal lined canals in the 
base Wldths between 2 feet and 6 feet with even increments of change of base width of 1 
foot .. In the hydraulic design, an "n" factor in Kutter's formula of 0.016 for pneumatically
apphed :nortar, 0.015 for asph.altic ·concrete, and 0,014 for concrete has customarily been 
used. S1de. slopes have been either 1-1/2:1 or 1-1/4:1. From a standooint of construction 
t~e.re are objections to the 1-1/4:1 slope in that certain sandy soils aie not stable for 
lmmg on a slope steeper than 1-1/2:1.and some lining materials cannot be satisfactorily 
pla<:ed on 1-1/4:1 slopes. Due to the 1mproved hydraulic properties, though, there is a 
s~vmg of about 6 percent in the area of lining required if these sections are designed 
With 1-1/4:1 side slopes instead of 1-1/2:1. It is questionable, however, if this slight 
reduction in area of lining would constitute any noticeable cost reduction for a lining proj
ect. The theoretical economy of 1-1/4:1 side slopes is probably not sufficient to justify 
establishing standards for this slope in addition to'those required for 1-l/2:l:. The Bureau 
is therefore considering the use of 1-1/2:1 as the standard side slope for the sizes of 
canals under consideration. . 

The proposed standard sections for canals of this size are shown m Figure 7. The 
2-, 3-, and 4-foot base width canals have been provided with a variation in depth of 1 foot 
and the 5~ and 6-foot base width canals with a variation of 1.20 feet to cover the entire 
range of flow for canals of these sizes. The average ratio of base width to depth for each 
base width canal approximates average Bureau practice since the limits were determined 
from previous canal design. The slopes or canal gradients cover the usual range encoun
tered in canal design. 

The possibilities of eliminating one or more of the base widths shown in Figure 7 were 
carefully investigated. To do so would require a considerably increased variation in depth 
for each of the remaining sections and would result in canal depths and capacities above 
the average of present design practices. The elimination of any one of these base widths 
would probably not result in benefits of any consequence. 

Since the depth for each base width of canal as shown in Figure 7 varies through a 
minimum range of 1 foot, it is not economically practicable to establish one depth for 
each base width as this would result in an excessive amount of freeboard on the average 
canal. If equipment can be provided with sufficient adjustment in depth of lining to accom
modate the above variations in depth, it would permit the construction of the minimum size 
of canal cross-section to satisfy the hydraulic requl.l::ements. One equipment manufacturer 
has developed what appears to be· a relatively simple method of providing over 1.5 feet of 
adjustment in depth in a small lining machine, while another manufacturer has stated that 
equipment with the required adjustment appears to be commercially unsound. Until con
clusions on this point can be reached, the standardization, so far as the depths for each 
base width of canal are concerned, cannot be definitely established. 

On the assumption that it may prove ·economically impractical to manufacture equip
ment with adjustment to accommodate the entire var1ation in depth for each base. width, 
it was considered advisable to provide additional standard depth for each base w1dth of 
canal. In order to minimize the amount of excess freeboard that woul~ z:esult from use 
of these standard sections for the average canal and yet reduce to.a mmrmum the ml;ffiber 
of different sections, it was decided that providing three intei'J.!Ied1ate depths of sec~on 
for each base width would most satisfactorily meet these reqwz:ements. As s~own m 
Figure 7, this results in five different sections for each b~e width of canal Wlth 0.25-foot 
increment of change in depth for the 2-, 3-, 4-foot base w1dth and 0.30-foot for the 5- and 
6-foot base width. 

An economic study was made to determine the increase in the cost of construction of 
lined canals that would result from the adoption of the standard sections. The standard 
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· b nuted for actual design sections specified for 
sections indicated in F1gure l ~ere su 0~ ~clamation specifications using the same canal 
lined canals in several rte~en ure.au area of trimming and lining and increased cost of 
gradients The resultan mcrease m d t . d 
construction using bid prices for the actual work was e ermme · 

The coefficient "n," as used in Kutter's formula for. d.eterm~ing flow, will vary from 
014 to 016 for materials now commonly empl~yed f~r ~mm~. It 1S ~t planned to :Uter.ll 

the r~~:d 0{0 d~~~~s a~l~~~~o~ J:~~fffe~!~r '~1'~ r;;t~~~~n;T~~t~~ no~ ~re;t ~g:i~:s1 

~I t~e" canals but will be reflected in a variation in carrying capacity dependent upon the 
"n" factor used. · · 

The provision of a rounded intersection between the side slopes and the b?-se slab 
appears to be a desirable feature which could be provided in 0e stanaclid~d dt~~~~· t _ 
Since asphaltic concrete linings are usually rounded to an 18-mch r us a 1s .m er 
section, it would appear reasonable to establish this radius for ~ standard. secbons. 
The effect of this rounded intersection upon the computed hydraul1c propertles of the 
trapezoidal section is of negligible importance. 

In the design of the upper edge of the lining side slope, it is contemplated tha~ either 
a 4-inch berm extended horizontally from the top of the lining and of the. same th1~ess 
as the lining or a thickened lining section in the upper 12 inches of the s1de slope W1~l.be 
used. ·Since the 4-inch berm will apply to concrete, pneumatically-applied mortar 1_u:1:mgs 
and soil-cement linings, and the thickened edge construction to asphaltic concrete lmmgs, 
it is not considered that this variation will offer any important problem. 

Summarizing the foregoing, it appears that the proposed design standards should 
provide for 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-foot base width canals with 1-1/2:1 side slopes and 
limiting depths of flow as indicated by Figure 7. The intersection of the side slopes and 
base will be rounded on an 18-inch radius. 

As a result of substituting standard sections as described above for the designed 
sections of concrete lining provided for the Clayton canal, California, it was found that 
on the basis of a 2-inch concrete lining for an additional124 cubic yards of concrete 
lining and 2,228 square yards of subgrade trimming results from the adoption of stand
ards. This increase amounts to 8.35 percent of the specification quantities. The low 
bid of $36.00 per cubic yard for concrete and $0.65.per square yard for trimming w?uld 
have to be reduced to $33.24 and $0.60, respectively, to make the costs of constructmg 
standard sections equal the costs of the sections as provided in the specifications. The 
lined sections provided in the specification require three different depth sections in the 
4-foot base and four different depth sections·in the 3-foot base, for a total of seven dif
ferent sections. The standard sections require three depths in the 3-foot base and one 
depth section with a 2-foot base. Summarizing, the seven canal sections required by the 
specifications could be replaced by four standard canal sections with an increase of 8.30 
percent in the square yard area of lining. 

~.(1 

lf~llowing the same proced_ure for. t~e Contra Costa canal, where a 3-inch l.j'ning was 
specif1ed, the seven canal sechons reqmred under the specifications could be replaced 
with s~ st::mdard s.ections. This c~ge .increases by 8.19 percent the quantity of concrete 
and trrmmmg req~red for the spe~if1cahon canal sections. To accomplish theJwork at 
the s':.llle ~ost, US!pg standard s_echons and the accompanying increase in quantlties, the 
lo:v b1~ pnce of $llO.OO per cub1c yard for concrete lining and $0.75 per square yard for 
trrm:nmg would have to be reduced to $18.48 and $0.69, respectively. It should be noted 
~at m both the Contra Costa and Clayton canals the specifications provide for 1-1/4:1 
s!de slopes, whereas the standard sections which are substituted are designed with 1-1/2:1 s1de slppes. 

To compare the use of standard sections in lieu of designed sections with 1-1/2:1 
slopes, a study was made of the specifications for concrete lining on B canal and A and 
B la~erals of the Yuma Mes~ division of Gila project, Arizona. The specifications required 
2~ d1fferent d~pths of canal 1~ a 2-foot base width, 20 different depths in a 3-foot base 
w_1dth, and 3 diff~rent depths m a 4-foot base width. In adopting standard sections, three 
differ~nt depths m the 2-f?ot base, four different depths in the 3-foot base width. and one 
depth m the 4-f?ot base ~1dth are required. In this manner 8 standard canal sections 
replace 51 sechons ~eqmred under the specifications. The 'area of lining required for the 
standard sections is mcreased 3.2 percent over the specification quantities. 
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A similar study was made of another specification for concrete lining of the A and B 
canals and laterals on the Yuma Mesa division of the Gila project. The specification 
requires 17 different depths of 5-foot base width canal on 1-1/2:1 side slopes. The stand
ards require two depths in a 4-foot base width, three depths in the 5-foot base width, and 
three depths in the. 6-foot base. A total of -a standard sections are therefore required to 
replace 17 sections required in the specifications. The area of lining required is increased 
by 2.08 percent through use of the standard sections. . . 

In reviewing the examples which have been discussed, it will be noted that the use of 
standard sections with 1-1/2:1 side slopes, when used to replace designed sections with 
1-1/4:1 slopes, will result in a total increase of 8-1/2 percent in the area of lining · 
required. Since detailed comparisons indicate that about a 6-percent increase in area 
can be attributed to the conversion from 1-1/4:1 slopes to 1-1/2:1 slopes; the balance or 
only 2-1/2-percent increase should be attributed to the increased freeboard which results 
from using standard depths. In those examples where the specifications provided sections 
with 1-1/2:1 slopes, the total increase in area of lining from standardization averaged 
about 2-1/2 'Percent. 

In considering the foregoing substitution of standard sections for design sections, it 
should be noted that the canal gradients provided in the specifications did not permit the 
most efficient use 'Of the standard sections. If in the original layout of these lined canal 
systems use could have been made of Figure 7, adjustment in canal gradients could prob
ably have been made to provide more' efficient use of the standard sections. With this 
further factor to be considered, it appears that any increased area of lining as a result of 
using the proposed standards will be of very small consideration. 

FREEBOARD, TOP WIDTH AND BERM 

The height of lining above the water surface in lined canals will depend upon a number 
of factors, such as size of canal, velocity of water, curvature of alinement, probability 
and amount of storm or drain water entering the canal, fluctuation in water level due to 
operation of checks and turnouts, and on wind action. In a somewhat similar manner, the 
height ·of bank above the water surface. will vary with size and location of canal, type of 
soil, amount of intercepted storm or drain water, etc. Figure 8 indicates the average 
freeboard and average height of banks in relation to capacities for lined canals designed 
by the Bureau of Reclamation. · 

The top width of banks varies from 2 to 16 feet, depending primarily on the size of the 
canal. If the top of the bank is to serve as a roadway, the width should not be less than 12 
feet. Below is shown a table of recommended minimum top widths for small canals where 
the bank is ncit to serve as a road: 

Capacity (cfs) 

1-9 
10-24 
25-49 
50-99 

100-llOO 
200-400 
400-800 

Width of bank 

2 feet to 3 feet 
3 feet to 4 feet 
4 feet to 5 feet 
5 feet to 6 feet 
6 feet to 7 feet 
7 feet to 8 feet 
8 feet to 9 feet 

The usual practice of the Bureau of Reclamation is to provide a berm along each bank 
at the top of the lining. The purpose of this berm is to provide a space for the operation 
of construction equipment such as lining and trimming machines, to receive the material 
which may wash or slide down from the banks above, and to facilitate maintenance oper
ation. The width will vary .from about 2 to 6 feet, depending, of course, on the size of canal, 
but being determined primarily by the space required for the operation of construction 
equipment.· In some cases; this berm is backfilled to a slope of about 4:1 subsequent to 
the placing of the lining. This serves to drain intercepted water into the canal and to pre
vent its entering the subgrade behind the lining and causing serious hydrostatic pressures. 
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SUBGRADE PREPARATION 

A primary prerequisite to the success of any of. the rigid types of canal ~inings i~ ~ 
firm foundation which will eliminate, as far as poss1ble, the d.anger of crac~~g or fa.J.l 
ure due to settlement of the subgrade. The more or less fleXlble types of llrung,. such as 
earth or asphalt, have a tendency to conform to reasonable settle.ment withou~ fa.J.~ure, and 
the subgrade need be only firm enough to permit proper. compaction of the ~.mg 1t.self. 
Usually undisturbed soils are satisfactory for a foundation for .~Y type of llmng Wlthout 
further treatment, but all fill material which will support the l~nmg s~ould be. compacted 
prior to trimming and placing operations. Natural in-place SOllS of low density should be 
thoroughly compacted or removed. 

It is the practice of the Bureau of Reclamation to' specify that the emb~ent sul?port
ing the lining be constructed of well-compacted materials. These specifications reqmre 
that after the top soil has been stripned, the entire surfac~ for the embankment shall be 
plowed thoroughly to a depth of not less than 6 ihches, moistened and compacted.· The 
embankment materials shall be placed at a specified moisture content and compacted to a 
specified density in layers not more than 6 inches thick. The dry density of the soil f:r:ac
tion in the compacted material shall not be less than 95 percent of the laboratory max1mum 
dry<-soil density as ~etermined by. the; Burc;au of ~clamation cm;npaction tc;sts.' and at a 
moisture content su1table for achievmg this dens1ty. The material when distnbuted and 
compacted shall be homogeneous and free of lenses and pockets·. The top width of the com
pacted embankment varies with size and !()cation of canal, type of lining, and other perti-

. nent factors, but is usually 2 to 4 feet for canals up to 300 cfs. and 6 to 12 feet for larger 
canals. The outside slope of compacted embankment is normally specified as 1-1/2:1. 
The compaction of loose soil in cut sections or of soils replacing unsuitable subgrade 
materials should meet the same requirements for density as tho~e specified for compacted 
embankment. 

When partial backfilling of an existing canal is necessary to reduce the cross-sectional· 
area to that required for a lined canal, the puddling or ponding method has been found to be 
a satisfactory method of compacting most soils. Subsequent to backfilling, the canal section 
is rough trimmed to the approximate dimensions required for the lined canal, making due 
allowances for the settlement of the fill. The canal is slowly filled using temporary earth 
dams to check the water to the proper height, and allowed to stand for at least 24 hours 
before being drained. When the subgrade has become sufficiently dry, the section is fine 
trimmed and lining is installed. 

' Since most canal linings are installed to prevent seepage, the subgrade is usually 
relatively free draining. Occasionally, however, it may be necessary to employ lining in 
areas which are subject to seasonal high ground-water level. During periods of operation 
when the canal is empty or when the water level in the canal is relatively low, the high 
ground-water table may result in unbal~ced hydrostatic back-pressures on the lining 
which may be, and often are, suificient to damage the lining by flotation. A similar situation 
may occur in. ~eas w.h~re the canal ~s lined for reasons other than to prevent seepage and 
where the so1l1s suff1c1e~tly water-hght to prevent the free drainage of the leakage from 
the can.al. The accumulatlon of t~e watel':' in the s?il surrounding the canal may result in a 
local high ground-water table which, durmg a period of rapid drawdown of the water level 
in the. canal, may produce damagin.g ?ydrostatic back-pressures. In regions subject to 
freezmg temp~ratures, the canallmmg may also be severely damaged by the freezing and 
resultant heavmg of the saturated sub grade. Where these conditions can be expected to 
pertain, artificial drainage of the subgrad~ should be provided. 

As an illustration of the damaging effect of hydrostatic back-pressures the Temescal 
Water Company's canal near Corona, California, was originally lined with~ 3/4-inch plas
ter. lining which faile~ becaus.e of flota?on by water pressure behind the lining. The thin 
linin~ was replaced W_Ith a. 4.-mch unreinforced concrete lining but some damage has been 
sust~ed by the heaVIer.hnmg from the same cause. Similar damage was caused to the 
Sanh.a~o canal of t~e IrVIne Company, Tustin, California, by storm water entering'behind 
the lmmg. In one mstance, a 1,000-foot section of the lining was destroyed. 

The field repolts from Region 1, in the Pacific Northwest, contained considerable 
evidence of the d~age that may result from a saturated subgrade. It was stated in these 
reports th~t the 3:-mch un.reinforced concrete lining in a section . of the Snipes Mountain 
lateral of the Yak~ma proJect was severely damaged by hydrostatic back-pressures result
ing from percolatl?g watel':' fr?m an irrigated tract above the canal. (See Photograph No. 
84.) Another secbon of this lming which had been installed in 1914 was completely 
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Photograph No. 84 

Concrete lining severely damaged by hydrostatic 
back-pressure--Snipes Mountain Lateral--Yak~ Project. 

Photograph No. 85 

Damage to concrete lining by frost heaving of saturated 
subgrade--Okanogan Project, Washington. 



destroyed in the same manner and was replaced in 1940 with a 4-inch reinforced concrete 
lining which was provided with weepholes and underdrains. It was reported that this 
appears to be an adequate design. In a section of the Okanogan project main canal at mile 
0.2 where the subgrade ·was saturated by w1;ter from a pond above the canal, the lininf$ was 
badly damaged; by heaving of the subgrade·from frost action. (See Photograph No. 85.) In 
these reports 1t was stated that frost heave is probably the greatest cause of destruction 
of linings in climates such as are experienced in Region 1. · 

The artificial drainage provided in areas where these conditions exist usually consists 
of 4- or 6-inch tile placed in gravel-filled trenches· along one or both toes of the inside 
slopes. These longitudinal drains are either connected to transverse cross-drains which 
discharge the water below the canal or extend through the lining and connect to outlet boxes 
on the floor of the canal. The outlet boxes are equipped with one-way flap-valves which 
automatically relieve pressure greater than the water pressure on the upper surface of the 
canal base. 

CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCES 

One of the purposes of the specifications and drawings which become an integral part 
of a construction contract is to insure that the structure will be completed in the most 
economical manner consistent with the purpose, safety, serviceability, durability, and 
a:ppearance of the structure. Yet the total· cost is affected to an appreciable extent by the 
ngidity of the specification requirements just as it is by the dimensions of the component 
parts of the structure as specified on the drawings. Therefore, the results achieved by 
~ach specification requirement should be carefully balanced against the resultant increase 
m construction costs. All unnecessary requirements and refinements should be eliminated. 

The Bureau recognizes the desirability and practicability of relaxing the: requirements 
for alinement, grade and surface finish in the construction of lined canals in the interest 
of securing lower-cost canal lining. This relaxation can be achieved at very little or no 
sacrifice in the durability and serviceability of the lining and probably will result in appre
ciable lowering of construction costs by the elimination of requirements for a comparatively 
high degree of workmanship where such is not essential. In addition, the relaxation of 
specification requirements should be an encouragement to the development of relatively 
simple, inexpensive construction equipment. In the past, the specifications for the trimming 
of the subgrade and the placing and finishing of the lining have usually been so exacting as 
to almost necessitate the use of relatively complicated equipment operated on tracts along 
each canal bank and maintained in correct position by means of a taut guide wire. Larger 
construction tolerances would probably permit the more economical design and use of 
mechanized equipment. 

The principal elements in lined canal construction for which a modification of 
specification requirements would achieve the greatest reduction in costs are preparation 
of the subgrade, placing the lining, and finishing the lining surface. In regard to the pre
paration of the subgrade, wider tolerances for alinement and grade are probably the most 
important modifications. In recognition of this fact, the Bureau of Reclamation has recently 
adopted specification requirements which permit a 4-inch departure from established line 
and a l-inch departure from established grade. For the smaller canals and laterals these 
tolerances cbuld possibly be increased somewhat to provide all the latitude necessary to 
secure the full benefit of reduction in costs possible by relaxation of requirements for line 
and grade. 

Additional economy should result from lower requirements for compacted embankment. 
Where compaction is necessary, it is probable that something less than 95 percent of 
laboratory maximum soil density is adequate to support any lining since unit loads are low, 
being about 3 pounds per square inch for canals having a water depth of 7 feet. In fact, for 
the smaller canals and laterals, the compaction resulting from the operation of construction 
equipment may be sufficient if care is exercised in securing the maximum, uniformly dis
tributed, rolling effect of such equipment and if the soil is damp. Where soil conditions 
are favorable, the ponding or puddling method of subgrade compaction as described under 
Subgrade Preparation may be satisfactory and economical. 
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It is anticipated that the furtherance of equipment development and considerable 
economy in the placing of the lining can be achieved by permitting a wi~e.r tolerance in 
lining thickness with a specified minimum thickness based on area of lmmg and yardage 
of concrete placed. Such tolerances would permit the co:1tractor to weigh the cost of extra 
concrete for a thicker lining against the additional equipment costs required to provide and 
operate equipment capable of placing a uniform slab of the minimum thickness. 

Finishing requirements also can be relaxed considerably to reduce the amount of 
expensive hand-labor required for this operation. For concrete linings, when a uniform, 
well-filled slab emerges from the slip-form, little or no finishing work may be necessary. 
Bureau of Reclamation requirements are that the finished surface shall be equivalent in 
evenness, smoothness, and freedom from rock pockets and surface voids to that obtainable 
by the effective use of a long-handled steel trowel. Light surface pitting an:i light trowel 
marks will not be considered objectionable. Where the surface produced by the machine 
fulfills these requirements no further hand-finishing is necessary. 

' . 
Where it is necessary to use a float on hand-placed work or elsewhere, the floated 

surface need receive only one or two passes of a long-handled steel trowel. It should be 
possible on most hand-placed work to screed the concrete to the proper thickness so as to 
leave a surface sufficiently smooth that a satisfactory finish can be obtained with about 
two up-slo~e passes of ~e s~eel ?-o~el. :rhi.s _is ~e procedure followed by the Turlock and 
other Cent~al Valley irngahon d1stncts m fm1shing hand-placed concrete linings and has 
proven sahsfactory. Similar relaxed finishing requirements should be utilized for other 
types of lining to achieve the maximum economy. . 
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GENERAL ECONOMICS OF CANAL LINING 

The economic justification for the construction of canal lining depends upon the 
estimated value of the benefits which can be expected to accrue as compared to the esti
mat_ed cost of constru~tio~. Since the red11;ction of ~e~page from a canal is usually the 
bas1c r~ason for.co?sldermg the constr.uchon of a hmng, a most important factor in the 
econom1c analys1s lS a study to determme the quantity and value of the water which can 
~e saved, together with an analysi~ of the damage or added costs to the project if the water 
1s allowed to escape. Other beneflts, such as reduced costs of operation and maintenance 
improved canal hydraulic properties, and more efficient operation, must also be consider~d 
when applicable to the study. The relation of the many factors involved and an accurate ' 
determination of their importance and value presents an interesting, although complicated, 
problem. 

Normally, the amount of money that can justifiably be spent for canal lining will be 
determined by the conditions on the project for which the lining is intended. However, in 
some cases, the water .conserved by the lining will be available for. use on adjacent projects 
and the justification for lining may be extended to evaluate the benefits of an increased 
supply of water for adjacent lands. · 

VALUE OF WATER LOST 

Since the amount of seepage and the unit value of the seeped water are of primary 
importance, a measurement or estimate of the amount of seepage must be made before the 
need for lining can be definitely ascertained. The amount of seepage that can be tolerated 
before it becomes economical to install a lining will vary with individual project consid
erations. Therefore, it is essential that accurate measurements be made on existing proj
ects and close estimates based on field tests be made on proposed projects for consideration 
in determining the economic practicability of a lining program. 

In considering the amount of seepage, it is necessary to differentiate between seeped 
water that is irrecoverable and seeped water which is recovered as return flow in a canal 
or lateral at a lower elevation or in the parent stream for rediversion and use on the same 
project .. The irrecoverable water is a total loss and is a strong recommendation for lining; 
whereas the .recoverable water which is picked up as return flow can be placed to a bene
ficial use and, unless it causes or aggravates drainage difficulties, it does not offer a sub
stantial justification for lining. If the water, after it has been used a number of times, as 
on the Shoshone project where it is estimated that some of the water is reused four times, 
deteriorates in quality by the pickup ,of salts until it is unfit for agricultural use, it becomes 
a definite loss just as is the irrecoverable seepage. 

In a few irrigated areas, important use is made of the groundwater in providing an 
additional or supplementary supply of water for irrigation. In these areas, a replenish
ment of this .underground storage is essential. Therefore, the escape from unlined canals 
of water which contributes to the groundwater supply does not constitute an irrecoverable 
loss. It may, however, be of concern in project operations in that it may constitute a loss 
of revenue from canal deliveries. 

The determination of the value of water which escapes from a canal by seepage is a 
most difficult problem. The first consi.deratiop is the benefici8f use whi.ch could ?ave been 
made of the water had it been retained m the canal system. Th1s analys1s must gJ.Ve con
sideration to the ratio of irrigable lands to available water supply and the acre value of the 
crops produced. The per acre assessment for the project is not usually a fair. determin-. 
ation of the value of the water since this cost reflects the expense of construction, operation, 
and maintenance which are not necessarily indicative of, or related to, the water supply or 
income from farming operations. Obviously, these variable factors necessitate an individ
ual determination for each project to estimate the value of the water which can be saved 
from seepage. 

An indirect approach to the determination of the value of water lost in seepage may be 
undertaken through a study of the repayment ability of the project. ~his analysis is pre
dicated on the assumption that the maximum valu~ of the water ~ost m seepage will be equal 
to the maximum additional charge that can be leV!ed to prevent 1ts loss. As a general rule, 
the maximum annual charge that a water user can pay for the annual cost of construction, 
drainage, operation, and maintenance is that which will permit the user to realize a · 
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reasonable return on his investment over a P.erio~ of ye~s. This maximum annual charge 
will vary with the projects depending upon cll~atlc cond~tio~s! acre value o~ crops, cost . 
of production, etc. Therefore, the amount wh1ch can be JUSt~led for expend1ture for canal 
linin divided by the repayment period in years will be ~e diffe~ence _between the above 
maxi~um annual charge which the water user can pay w1th the lming mstalled and !Jle 
existing annual charges for construction plus anticipated annual ~harges for operabon, 
maintenance and drainage. This permissible charge for canallming can only be deter
mined by a thorough study of a project's repayment ability. 

The installation of canal lining need not in all cases necessitate the levyi~g of increased 
charges against the water users of the project. If ther.e .is an area of land w~l?h can be 
brought under cultivation with the water saved by the lmmg, the cost of the hnmg could 
possibly be borne by the newly developed acreage with little or no in?z:ease ~ charge to the 
original water users. In other cases, the savings in the cost of proVlding dramage, bene
fits of reclaiming waterlogged land and savings in operation and maintenance. costs may 
possibly equal the cost of the lining. 

DRAINAGE PROBLEMS 

Few irrigated farming areas have favorable underground geological conditions which 
make artificial drainage unnecessary. The extent of the influence of canal seepage on the 
drainage problem is debatable and difficult to determine in most cases. The effects of 
canal seepage are most noticeable where land adjacent to the canal has been reduced to a 
virtual swamp and rendered worthless. The monetary loss from this waterlogged land or 
the cost of drainage to remedy the situation is directly chargeable to canal seepage and, 
as such, is justification for canal lining. 

It was reported that operating personnel of the Goshen irrigation district of the North 
Platte project, Wyoming, believed that the lining of 6,310 feet of Lateral 50.9 with a 4-inch 
reinforced concrete lining would pay for itself in 12 years because, in addition to saving 
200 acre-feet of water annually and reducing the cost of operation and maintenance $40 
per year for this section of canal, it reclaimed 45 acres of land which each year became 
too waterlogged to farm. A similar lining in 2,360 feet of Lateral 10.1 on the same district 
resulted in reclaiming 15 acres of land and partially reclaiming a larger area. A 4-inch 
reinforced concrete lining in 10,000 feet of Lateral 24 and a short section of another canal 
on the Pathfinder irrigation district of the North Platte project restored 40 acres of seeped 
land to agricultural use. 

The effects of seepage are not always readily evident. The seeping water from the 
canals on higher grounds often disappears into a pervious underground stratum to reappear 
in a low-lying area at some distance from the canal. In this case, waterlogged land will be 
the result of both canal seepage and deep percolation from irrigation operations on higher 
terrain. The part that is due to canal seepage can only be estimated. It is doubtful, in 
such instances, if lining the canal to prevent seepage losses would eliminate the condition 
but it would certainly reduce the extent and cost of operation and maintenance of the drain
age system. 

When pumping of the drainage water is necessary, as on the'Yuma project in Arizona 
where the water is pumped back into the river, prevention of the seepage losses would 
materially reduce the cost of drainage. For example, in 1943 a total of 67 481 acre-feet 
of dr~age water from the Yuma project was pumped a height of 9.92 feet 'at the Boundary 
pumpmg plant at a cost of $0.082 per acre-foot for power only. This was largely the drain
age from the Valley and Auxiliacy division. A total.of 378,828 acre-feet was diverted for 
use on the Valley division with an estimated canal and lateral loss of 60 622 acre-feet 
With a total diversion of 19,985 acre-feet on the Auxiliary division the ~stimated can~ and 
lateral loss was 3,963 acre-feet. Assuming. that only 40 percent of these losses was picked 
up by the drainage system, the cost of pumping this seeped water was 

64,585 x 0.082 x 0.40 = $2,118 per year 

or $84,720 for 40 year.s. This.cost is. for power only so the savings in drainage costs that 
would resul~ from the mstallatlon of lming would be materially greater if reduced opera
tion and mamtenance cost were considered. 
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Many of the existit~g irrigation projects are favored with a sufficiency of water and 
unless there is a serious drainage problem or frequent canal failures there is little inter
est on the_p~rt of water users· in the _conservation. of water or prevention of seepage losses 
by canallmmg. One of the most .obv1ous and tanglble results of a properly designed and 
constructed lined canal, even on projects having a sufficiency of water, is the saving in 
operation and maintenance costs for the irrigation system. This saving alone may in a 
few instances pay for a canal lining over a 40-year period. 

The cost of operation and. maintenance per mile of canal will vary with the project and 
even with the canals on the same project because of various factors, such as climatic con
ditions, silt load carried by the water, terrain traversed by the canal, and efficiency of 
?perati?n and m;llntenanc_e ... This is b~r~e out by the wide variatio~s in the costs presented 
m the f1eld reports on eXlstmg canallmmgs. From the data subm1tted in these reports the 
a.verage cost of maintenance of a concrete lined section is approximately 30 percent of fuat 
of an unlined section of equal capacity. 

To more accurately ascertain the cost of operation and maintenance of unlined canals, 
the reports for nine different Bureau of Reclamation projects in various parts of the country 
were analyzed for the years 1938 and 1939. In this manner, cost data were secured on 3,300 
miles of canals including 55.1 m~les of lined canals. After making an approximate correction 
for the lined canals, it was found that the cost. of operation and maintenance for unlined canals 
varied from $78 to $324 per mile with an average of $166 per mile. Cost of maintenance 
alone varied from $41 to $245 per mile with an average cost per mile of $116. Thus the 
average maintenance costs were 70 percent of the total cost of operation and maintenance. 

Just as there was a wide variation in the amount spent for maintenance on the nine dif
ferent projects, there was a considerable variation in the amount expended for various items 
of maintenance. But for the 2 years considered, an average of 40.2 percent of the cost of 
maintenance was spent on removal of silt and weed control; 13.3 percent for care, repair, 
and maintenance of banks; 30.7 percent for repair of structures; and 15.8 percent for mis
cellaneous items. 

In an evaluation of the economic benefits of a canal lining with reference to the costs 
of operation and maintenance, it must be recognized that the application of the factors 
involved will be dependent upon the type of canal lining being considered. For example, if 
a lining is being considered for an existing unlined canal, the economic studies for using a 
concrete lining can properly include benefits anticipated from reduced costs of weed removal, 
less danger from burrowing rodents, and any other conditions which a rigid, higl;l quality lining 
will benefit. On the other· hand, the economic studies for an earth lining cannot include these 
factors and must rely almost entirely on the value of seepage prevention for justification. The 
qualities of a lining, therefore, determine some of the factors which may' be considered in the 
economic analysis. 

It is believed reasonable to assume that the cost of these factors of maintenance would 
be substantially reduced by the installation of a high quality lining, such as portland cement 
concrete, asphaltic concrete, shotcrete brick or masonry linings. These materials are 
highly resistant to erosion and, if the lined canal were designed with sufficient velocity to 
prevent the deposition of silt in the canal, the necessity of routine silt removal would be 
greatly reduced. For the same reason, the cost of maintaining the canal section against 
erosion would be similarly .affected. In addition, these linings, with the exception of asphal
tic concrete which 1:1sually requires permanent sterilization of the subgrade to inhibit weed 
growth, are practically impenetrable by weeds. Canal lining would reduce the cost of weed 
control and removal. 

In areas where rodents are prevalent, many canal failures occur each year in unlined 
canals as a result of their actions. The cost of repairing the canal and the resultant loss 
in crops due to a lack of water may be of considerable magnitude. Since any of these high 
quality linings are practically impenetrable by rodents, their ~e offers increase~ safety 
from breaks resulting from rodent action as well as from eros10n. J:t was stated m the 
field reports on the canals of the Yuma project that "It has been estimated that for every • 
break and washout in a concrete lined lateral there are about twenty in the unlined laterals." 
A 3,310-foot section of Lateral No. 1 of the Rock Ranch canal of the Lincoln Land Company, 
Wyoming, was lined with a 2-inch reinforced concrete lining primarily to prevent washouts 
which were constantly occurring as a result of rodent action. The manager of the company 
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stated that the lining had paid for itself in the three ye_ars it had been in operation because 
of the high cost of repairs and the crop damage resultmg from a lack of water. 

Although, as stated previously, data on the cost of maintenance. submitted _in the reports 
on existing lining indicate that the average maintenance cost on a lme.d c~al 1s only about 
30 percent of th.at on a comparable unlined section, a more conse.rvahve ~1gure of 40 percent 
has been used for purposes of illustration in this report. Asslll?mg a mamtenance cost of 
$116 per mile for an unlined canal, lining ~oul_d result in a saVlng of about 116 x 0.60; 
$69.60 per mile per year, or $2,784 per m1le m 40 years. 

It would appear that the cost of operation would be similarly re~uced due !o ~etto:r 
operating efficiency. In addition to the savings in the co~t of ?peration of the 1rz:1gabon 
system, additional economics should result from the savmgs m ~an;-holl!s reqUlred. by the 
farmers in the irrigation of their lands. It has been reported ~hat w1t~ lmed farm d1tc~es 
the improvement in farm deliveries may be such as to result m a saVlng of 50_percent m 
man-hours requlred per irrigation. An estimate of the monetary valU;e of. U:e 1mproved . 
operating efficiency, both in the irrigation system and to the farmer, _1s d1ff1cult to determme. 
In many of these cases, these savings are known to have ~ee~ apprec1able and the_r<:~?re con
sideration should be given to an evaluation of the::;e benef1ts m a study of the feas1billty of 
installing lining. 

On a project where it is necessary to pump the irrigation water to gain elevation, the 
reduction in operating cost that would result from the installation of lining in an existing 
canal may be substantial. As an example, a pumping plant on a Bureau project raises 525 
cfs of irrigation water a total of 29 feet. In 1944, during a 6-month period, 120,111 acre
feet of water was pumped using a total of 6,527,720 kwhr of electrical energy, or 1.87 kwhr 
per acre-foot per foot of lift. Assuming that 20 percent of the water is lost through seep
age in the canals and laterals that could be saved by lining and that power cost $0.0025 per 
kwhr, the savings in pumping costs alone, if this seepage were prevented, would be 
29 x 1.87 x 0.20 x 0.0025 x 120,111 ; $3,256.80 per year, or $130,272 for 40 years. 

The information and data on the economics of canal lining have been presented merely 
to indicate the possible savings and benefits that accrue from the use of canal lining. Obvi
ously, all of these benefits and savings cannot be realized on one project nor can they be 
achieved to the same extent on different projects because of varying conditions. Each instal
lation must be justified by the existing conditions and will involve an economic study of its 
feasibility. Therefore, itis impossible to present an economic justification of canal lining 
such that it would be applicable or of great value to any particular project. , 

However, as an indication of the possible benefits of canal lining, an economic compar
ison is presented of unlined and concrete lined canals based on the average cost of construc
tion, average cost of operation and maintenance, and average charge for irrigation water. 
The data previously presented on the cost of construction of concrete lined canals and sim
ilar data on the cost of construction of unlined canals were used to determine the yearly 
construction charge per canal station for a 40-year repayment period. Sufficient informa
tion was not available to accilrately determine how the cost of operation and maintenance 
varied with the size or capacity of canal. However, of the 3,300 miles of canals covered 
by the data previously referred to for this cost, 71 percent of the canals was of 0 to 50 cfs 
capaci~y and 19 per~ent was o~ 50 to 300 cfs capacity. Therefore, the average cost of $16ti 
per m1le for operatlon and mamtenance probably was applicable to a canal of about 50 cfs. 
For this comparison it was assumed that the cost varied directly with the wetted perimeter 
from the $166 per mile for a 50 cfs unlined canal to $450 per mile for a 4,000 cfs unlined 
can~. It w_as also assumed th<:t the cost ~f operation would not be affected by liliing, and, 
on this bas1s the cost of operahon and mamtenance for a concrP.te-lined canal was 58 per
cent of the cost for an unlined canal. 

To determine an approximate value of water lost b:y seepage, it was as::;umed that the 
average charge to !he water users for irrigation was about $1.50 per acre-foot. For the 
purposes of analys1s, it was assumed that the loss for unlined canals would. be 1.0 cubic 
foot per square foot of wetted perimeter per day and 0.20 cubic foot per square foot per 
24 hour~ for concrete-lined canals. An irrigation season of 130 days was assumed. The 
compar1son of these costs for the two types of construction is shown by Table 3 for illus
trative purposes only •. The actual water loss in an unlined canal may in some cases be no 
greater. ilia? the loss m some lined sections as shown in the discussion on seepage 
determmations. 
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COMPARATIVE COSJ! OF CANALS PER 100 FEEr 

:Baaed on a 40-year repayment -period 

Canal capacity in cfs 

100 200 300 500 750 . 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 

1. Unlined Canals 

a·. Annual construction charge ~-30 1-75 2.20 2-95 4.25 5-90 7.40 9.40 ll.50 13-50 

b. Annual O&M 3-54 4.08 4.45 5-01 5-72 6.36 7-05 . 7-50 7.82 8.04 

c. Annual loss of water 8.21 12.86 ~-26 12.62 24.80 22-20 J4.6o J1·20 4o.zo 41.20 
. 

Total 1.3. 75 18.69 22.21 27.61 34.77 41.76 49.05 54.80 60.02 63.44 

2. 3" Reinforced Concrete LiLLed Canale 

a. Annual construction charge 10.00 13.60 16.20 19-50 22.50 24.70 29.00 33-50 38.30 . 43 .6(; 

b. Annual O&M 2.05 2.37 2.58 2.91 3·32 3-69 4.09 4.35 4.54 4.66 

o. Annual loss of water 1.59 2.JO 2.69 J.lJ: 3-56 3.88 4.J9 4.92 5-J7 6.20 

Total 13.64 ~8.27 2l..47 25.58 29-38 32.27 37.48 42.80 48.21 54.46 



Based on the above assumptions, the most important factor in the justification of concrete 
lining is the value of the water saved, although the savings in operation and maintenance are 
appreciable. As indicated by Table 3, the annual cost of a 3-inch reinforced concrete-lined 
canal is less than a similar charge for an unlined canal for the range of capacities shown and 
for the three cost items considered. Similar comparisons could be prepared for other types 
of linings that may be under consideration. · 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

The importance of including canal lining in the original plans and designs of an irriga
tion project cannot be too strongly emphasized, if studies have proved its economic feasi
bility. It is only during the planning and designing stages that full advantage can be taken 
of the many benefits of a permanent canal lining. 

· On many of the existing projects, it will not be economically feasible to install canal 
lining even though the need is evident and great. Lining cannot be justified because the 
benefits and savings will not equal the cost; the benefits and savings will be limited largely 
to lower seepage losses with a greater supply of usable water, recovery of water-logged 
lands, lower operation. and maintenance costs, improved drainage conditions, and less danger 
of canal failures. However, had lining been included in the original plans and designs so as 
to take advantage of additional benefits that accrue from its use, it might have been possible 
to economically justify the lining. These additional :benefits are: reduced storage and diver
sion requirements, smaller canal sections and structures, less right-of-way, greater range 
of permissible velocities and canal gradients, and lower lining installation costs as com
pared to constrUction undertaken at a later date. 

Seepage losses from canals and laterals represent a loss not only of valuable irrigation 
water that should be conserved for productive agricultural use, but also a considerable loss 
in additional costs of construction from which no return is received on the investment. 
Storage reservoirs and dams must be constructed of size to impound not only the useful water 
but also the water that will be lost in transit to the farms. Canals and laterals must be 
designed with sufficient capacity not only to transport the useful water but the water that 
will be lost through seepage as well. Often the canal cross-sectional area required for the 
latter water is equal to that required for water that will be delivered to the users. Canal 
structures (bridges, weirs, drops, check, and chutes) must be of increased size. Thus the 
seepage losses require a considerable increase in construction costs--an increase which 
could be obviated by the installation of an impervious canal lining at the time of original 
construction. 

In those instances where right-of-way requirements involve the acquisition of expensive 
agricultural lands, the reduced requirements for a lined section with improved hydraulic 
properties are of importance. The right-of-way for these canals, in addition to having a 
high initial cost, imposes a heavy toll on the land it serves. It has been estimated that the 
area required for canal and lateral right-of-way may often be 1 percent of the total irri
gable acreage and, if all corners and restricted areas resulting from the distribution system 
are included, the area which cannot be cultivated for this reason may approach 3 percent, 

A lined canal would reduce the right-of-way requirements by permitting the use of a 
smaller canal due to elimination of the seepage losses and to improved hydraulic prop
erties. The average unlined canal of 100 cfs capacity, as designed by the Bureau of 
Reclamation, has~ water surface width of 15 feet; whereas a concrete-lined canal of the 
same capacity has a width of 12.0 feet. And if, for instance, lining of the canal would reduce 
the required carrying capacity of the canal by 20 percent by eliminating seepage, a lined 
canal of 80 cfs capacity and a water surface width of 10,8 feet would be satisfactory. This 
saving in right-of-way requirements would be further increased by the narrower banks that 
can be used in conjunction with an impervious lining. 

In addition, because of the smaller cross-sectional area required for a lined canal, the 
amount of excavation is materially decreased. This may be of _particular importance where 
the canal location is along a steep slope or requires a deep cut. In such locations an increase 
in the width of a canal would result in a much greater volume of excavation than would the 
same increase in· fairly level terrain. Such a situation is described in the field report on 
canalJining in the New York canal of the Boise project. It was reported that the capacity of 
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this canal was increased in 1909-1912 by enlarging the existing 40-~oot earlli; section to. 
on" with a 70-foot base width and also by the lining of selected section.s totalin~ approXJ.
maiely 6-1/2 miles with concrete lining in the existing 40-foot base. Width section. Most 
of this lining was placed to reduce seepage and to increase ~e stab1lity of the canal ~ong 
the hillside location but some lining was placed through sections of deep cuts where 1t w~ 
found more economical to line the 40-foot bottom canal than to enlarge for an earth section 
with a 70-foot bottom. 

Canal lining in addition to permitting smaller, less costly structures, may reduce the 
number required, The maximum permissible velocity in 81! llJ!lined canal is ~mited because 
of the problem of erosion and this, in turn, limits the perm1ss1ble canal gradient, However, 
canals often must traverse slopes which for an unlined canal require the ~e of drop~ o:r; 
chutes to avoid destructive erosion. A permanent lining, because of the higher pernnss1ble 
velocities and the steeper gradients, may eliminate the need for many of these struc';ure~. 
A construction contract recently awarded by the Bureau of Reclamation for the construction 
of approximately 17.4 miles of small, unlined lateral~ :r;equired 94 drops an~ 2.concrete , 
chutes because of the steep terrain. Although canal lining would n?t have elimmated all of 
~ese structures, it would have certainly reduced the number reqmred. 

In certain cases, it may be important to use as flat a canal gradient as possible so as 
to serve the maximum area, since only the land below the canal can receive water without 
expensive pumping. A lined canal because of the lower coefficient of friction would permit 
a much flatter slope than would an unlined canal, thus permitting a larger area to be 
irrigated, 

Another factor that is of importance on a project which requires pumping of the water 
to gain sufficient elevation to serve the land is the cost of pumping to overcome fr!ction 
losses in the canal. If lined canals are substituted ior unlined canals, the pumping head 
can be kept the same and the irrigated area increased or the area kept constant and the 
pumping head reduced. If the latter alternative is used, the savings in cost of pumping 
may be appreciable. Using the figures from the Bureau pumping plant previously referred 
to, and assuming a gradient of 0.0001 for a lined canal and 0,00025 for an unlined canal, 
the latter requires 0. 79 foot more head per mile. To pump 120,111 acre-feet of wate:c this 
additional height, if 1.87 kwhr of power is used per acre-foot per foot of lift at $0.0025 
per kwhr, costs 1.87 x 0, 79 x 120,111 x 0:0025 = $443,60 per mile per year or $17,744 
per mile in 40 years. _ 

Lastly, the cost of instilling a permanent lining in a canal that has been in service for 
some time is more than if it were done at the time of construction of the canal, disregarding 
all price changes. The cross-sectional area of an unlined canal is greater than for a lined 
canal of equal capacity and, unless increasing the capacity of the canal is a consideratio~, 
it is not economically practical to line the perimeter of the existing canal. Instead, it is 
the usual practice to backfill part of the cross-section with compacted material, trim the 
subgrade to exact line and _grade and install the lining. This involves placing and compacting 
of backfill, a costly operation, which would not have been necessary had the lining been 
installed originally. 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Although it may be highly desirable to install lining in a canal for any of the heretofore 
discussed reason~, such as prevention of seepage loss, reclaiming waterlogged land, lower 
oper.ation and l!lamtenance costs, mitigation of drainage difficulties, etc,, it must be eco
nomlcally feas1ble to do so, To be economically feasible the capitalized annual value of the 
benefits resulting from the installation of the lining must be equal to, or greater than, the 
annual cost of the lining. Some of the benefits are rather intangible and difficult to evaluate. 
A careful estimate based on wide experience on the part of the estimator may be the only 
method of securing the required data. Mitigation of drainage difficulties and insurance 
against canal failures for instance, fall into this category. 

Seepage losses can usually be determined or estimated with reasonable accuracy In 
existin~ canals this can be accomplished by direct seepage measurements and in proposed 
canals 1t can be estimated from results of soil and permeability tests and borings along 
the proposed canal location, Operating and maintenance costs on lined and unlined canals · 
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can normally be secured from cost data on existing canals on the same project or on 
projects operating under somewhat similar climatic, geographical and agricultural condi
tions. These costs for lined canals wil·l vary from a minimum when the lining is new to a 
maximum when it approaches the.replacement stage and an average cost should be chosen. 
The total cost of the lining can be estimated with reasonable accuracy and this cost should 
be amortized over the serviceable life of the lining to determine the annual cost. To be 
strictly correct, this annual cost should be .the annual payment which at interest will accum
ulate to the replacement cost by the end of the serviceable life of the lining. But such a 
high degree of accuracy is not consistent with the other assumed and estimated values and 
assuming that the annual cost equals the total cost divided by the years of serviceable life 
is usually sufficiently accurate. 

The determination ·of the economic feasibility of a proposed canal lining project, as 
for any other project, depends upon the yearly cost and benefit considering all pertinent 
items, Som~ items may not be available, such as additional storage water or additional 
land on which to use excess water saved. Water may )lave a higher value in certain months 
than earlier or later in the irrigation season. After the various iteins have been evaluated, 
t)le feasibility of the proposal can be reduced to mathematical statements. The formulas 
presented below are for illustration and are similar to those developed by 0. W. Israelsen 
and D. C. Reeves in Ref. 127. 

If C = cost of lining in cents per square foot including all costs incidental to 
installing the lining, such as trimming, bac~, etc., 

s1 = see.page loss in lined canal in cubic feet per square foot per 24 hours, 

Se = seepage loss in unlined canal in cubic feet per square foot per 24 hours, 

p 1 = wetted perimeter of lined canal in feet, 

P 
2 

= total perimeter of lining in feet, 

P = wetted perimeter of unlined canal in feet, 
e 

J- = number of 24-hour days which canal operates annually, 

Vw = ·value of water saved in cents per acre-foot, 

L = length of canal in feet, 

Y = life of lining in years, 

D = annual saving in cents in reduced drainage costs, recovered land, 
insurance against breaks, improvement in appearance of system, and 

M = annual savings in operation and maintenance costs due to lining expressed 
in cents, 

the annual value of water lost by seepage from the unlined canal Is 

P L S d Vw 
e s 

43560 

and that for a lined canal is equal to 

P1 L s1 d Vw 

43560 

therefore, the annual saving in seeped water resulting from the li~ng is 

PeLSedVw- P1·LS1 dVw 

43560 
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and the annual benefits are equal to 

d Vw L (P s _ p
1 

- s
1
) + M + D 

43560 e e 

The annual cost of the lining is 

P2 L C 

y 

I£ the lining is to be economically feasible, the annual cost must be equal to, or less 
than, the annual benefits, or 

P2 L C -. d Vw L ~ S - p1 81) + M + D 
y· - 43560 e e 

C Y [idvw ) o) =- (PeSe-P.1 S1 +M+D 
p2 43560 

The above equations are satisfactory for use in connection with existing canals, but 
they are not correct for making economic studies of the feasibility of employing lining in 
new constructions. The formulas are based on the cost of the lining only and do not pro
vide for the other savings, such as less right-of-way, fewer structures, less excavation 
and compaction, etc., which may result from the use of lining. To make them applicable 
to new construction, the value of "C" should be the difference in total cost of the unlined 
canal and lined canal, expressed in cents, divided by the toW square feet of lining. This 
would be the cost which would have to be justified. The remainder of the computations 
would be the same as before. 

As an illustration of the method of determining the feasibility of installing lining in an 
existing unlined canal, it has been assumed that an unlined canal, 5,280 feet in length, is 
to be lined with 3-inch unreinforced concrete, on the same canal gradient. The unlined 
canal has a base width of 12 feet, a depth of 4.85 feet, side slopes of 1-1/2:1, and a wet':ed 
perimeter of 29.47 feet. The lined section of equal capacity would have a base width of 
6 feet, a depth of 4.60 feet, side slopes of 1-1/2:1, a wetted perimeter of 22.58 feet, and a 
lining perimeter of 25.0 feet. Seepage measurements on the unlined canal indicate a loss 
of 1.50 cubic feet per square foot per 24 hours and it is anticipated that the loss with con
crete lining will be 0. 2 cubic feet per square foot per 24 hours. Water has a value of .$1. 50 
per acre-foot and the canal is in operation 130 days per year. Based on previously presen
ted data, the average cost of operation and maintenance for lined and unlined canals of this 
size would be approximately $125 and $216 per mile, respectively. Other benefits, such 
as improved drainage conditions, reclamation of waterlogged land, etc., are assumed to be 
$40 per mile. 

Using these data, the annual value of the water saved by lining is: 

\:5~; (Pe se - P1 81) = (5280) ~1335~0 (150). f.9.47(1".5) - 22.58(0.21 

= 93,856 cents. 
The net benefits are: 

93,856 + M + D = 93,856 + 9100 + 4000 = 106,956 cents. 

The maximum justifiable unit cost for the lining would then be 

c = = (106•956) (40) = 32.4 cents per square foot. 
(25) (5280) 
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Thus, it is shown that the installation of a concrete lining would be justified on this 
canal if the lining can be installed at a cost of 32.4 cents per square foot or less based on 
the comparison of the benefits which can be expected to accrue and the cost of construction. 
However, further economic studies would have to be made to determine the projects repay
ment ability to ascertain whether the cost of the lining can be borne and repaid by the water 
users over the period of serviceable life of the lining. 
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SUMMARY 

The lower-cost canal and lateral lining sought must be reasonable in first cost, and 
insure satisfactory service without excessive annual costs for maintenance and replace
ment. Investigations and trial tests in the field and in the laboratory have not resulted in 
any remarkably new construction material or type of lining, Linings of porUand cement 
concrete remain the most dependable and permanent type in common use and are in general 
the most expensive as regards first cost. At the other end of the list are silt and loose 
earth linings which, although low in first cost, are usually only partially effective, are 
cosUy and difficult to maintain, or are of questionable value after a few years if not prop
erly maintained. In between these two extremes are several types of asphaltic linings, 
modifications of porUand cement concrete which include soil-cement, and a number of earth 
materiallinings. · 

It has been demonstrated that linings of hot-mix asphalt can be constructed at a slighUy 
lower cost than unrelnforced portland cement concrete laid to the same thickness but to 
closer tolerances. However, experience with asphalt as a li.Ding material is quite limited 
and its serviceability is n"t yet well demonstrated.· Asphaltic-membrane linings sprayed in 
place can apparently be placed for considerably lower cost, but are still in the experimental 
stage, 

Since the cost of reinforcement steel in concrete linings currently amounts to more than 
20 percent of the cost of such a lining, its elimination will result in considerable saving, In 
many instances unreinforced concrete is adequate and the possible benefit resulting from 
the use of reinforcement does not justify the additional cost. The relative long range econ
omy and durability of reinforced and unrelnforced concrete lining is now being investigated. 
Considerably smaller reductions in the cost of concrete may be realized by a slight reduction 
in cement content or the substitution of pit-run aggregate with a corresponding sacrifice of 
durability •. In localities where concrete aggregates are not economically available a sandy 
soil may be satisfactorily utilized in a soil-cement mix of plastic consistency which can be 
placed by the same methods used for concrete but'which is of doubtful durability as a canal 
lining. . 

Shotcrete, or pneumatically placed mortar, has proved very satisfactory as a lining in 
many miles of canals and laterals in the southwest, but it is little, if any, lower in cost 
than machine-placed concrete of almost twice the thickness. Linings of precast c.:>ncrete 
blocks are adaptable for use by small maintenance crews or by individual farmers for 
lining their own small ditches, but the high cost of hand labor in placing prohibits their 
economical use on a large scale. Limited resistance to external forces renders their gen
·eral use unattractive. 

Thin linings of compacted clay or bentonite are economical if suitable materials are 
available locally and, when properly maintained, are quite effective. A protective blanket 
of stable earth or gravel adds to the cost and much to the life of such linings. Heavy
compacted earth linings require more material yardage but permit more economical lon
gitudinal rolling and a wider range of earth types. Other possibilities exist for stabilizing 
or compacting in-place soils by a number of methods adaptable to limited conditions and 
soil types. 

Regardless of the type of material used, a great percentage of the cost of canal lining 
in recent years has been attributable to construction operations as compared to materials. 
It follows, therefore, that one of the greatest possibilities for lowering costs lies in the 
development and full utilization of mechanized equipment, in the simplification and relax
ation of specification requirements consistent with good engineering practices, and the 
standardization of canal shapes and dimensions. Completely mechanized equipment has 
been utilized in the construction of large canals for years with a gradual reduction in the 
basic unit cost. More liberal tolerances in dimension, grade, and concrete finish may 
reasonably be pP..rmitted in smaller canals and laterals and this coupled with standardization 
of sizes will encourage the development and use of mechanized equipment. Significant prog
ress in this direction has been made since the start of the Bureau's organized effort to 
reduce the costs of canal lining. New equipment has been developed ana proved on several 
jobs, for placing concrete, soil cement, and asphalt; but the size of the jobs and the develop
ment problems encountered did not permit the full reduction:;; in cost that are indicated. 
Results, however, have been very-encouraging and larger scale trials are contemplated. 
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